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ABSTRACT

Two experiments rve re conducted to reexamine earlier
theoretical formulations of Sex Guilt by lVosher (1965) anð,

Galbraith and lvlosher ( 1968) . I\Iosher has argued that High
Sex Guilt subjects are both less dependent on and. less
sensitive to exte¡rra1 cues portending social punishrnent for
sexual behavior than are Low Sex Guilt subjects. An

al-ternative "two-factor" theory involvíng State Guilt
arousal and social reinforcement was proposed to accowrt

for his finttings. This view opposed Mosheri s inter,oretation
by stating that High Sex Guilt subjects are as sensi_tive

to changes in external social punishment cues as low Sex

Guilt subjects. In the present experiments, male and female

unde rgraduate s were preselected from the upper and lower
thirds of the Sex Guilt scale of the l\{osher Forced-Choice

Guil-t fnventory and the Marlowe -Crowne Social Ðesirability
Scale, the two scales being orthogonal. l,ïosher,s original
Sex Guilt by Social Censure -Approval desig.rr was extend.ed

by the addition of the Need for Approval variable, in order

to a1low for a manipulation of the reinforcement effect of
Social Censure -Approval, independent of changes in State
It(lIIU.

The present two erperinents were therefore based

on a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design involving High and f.,ow Sex
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Guilt, I{igh and 1., ow Need for Approval, and Social Censure-

Approval. In the first study' 118 female college students

were seen individually by a male experimenter. They were

asked to read a sexually arousing literary passage 3nd to

listen to a taped "positive" or "negative" evaluation of

this passage by a female confederate posing as another

subject. In this way, the females were led to expect

Social Censure or Approvâl from the confederate for subse-

quent sexually oriented responses which they made on

perceptual defense and worcl association measures. In the

second study, l-20 male col-lege students were seen in groups

of four by a male experirnenter. Bogus evaluative feedback

( sernantic differential scales) was "exchanged" between the

four males after viewing 10 erotic or pomographic slides.

At the end of both studies the subjects eompleted a

Postexperimental Questionnaire on sexual experíence'

attitudes and demographic information.

In both the male and female studies' there was a

failure to replicate Mosherrs Sex Guilt by Social Censure-

Approval interaction obtained originally with college males.

It was felt that the use of the experinenter in these earlier
studies, both to introduce the arousal condition (i.e. showing

"nude pinups") as well as being the Censuring and Approving

social agent, led to s ome confounding of vâriables. In the

absence of any manipulation check in these earlier studies,

one míght speculate that High Sex GuíIt subjects could view

a.rl experimenter who would show "dirty" pictures as simply

1V



"approving", regardless of subsequent attempts by the

experinenter to portray an Approving or Censuring attitude,
The Low Sex Guilt subjects, however, may act in a J-ess

evaluative marrne r toward the showing of the pictures and be

more Ìnfluenced by the experimenterrs subsequent role
playing attempts. In the present studies, the experirnenter

did not play the Censure -Approval roles. Manipulation

checks clearly showed that al-I subjects perceived the social
cues portending Censure or Approval. Further results shovred

the expected Sex Guilt nain effects for males and females

on sexual inhibition and State Guilt arousal. fn addition,
males demonstrated greater inhibition under Social Censure

than Approval. Few Need for Approval differences were

evident, and J-ittJ-e support was found for the proposed

two-factor theory of Sex Guilt. Results on the Post-

ex¡:eri-mental Questionnaire supported the positive relation-
ship be tween Sex Guilt and Sex Experience, as welJ- as

providing further clues as to the relationship of Sex Guilt
to Need for Approval arrd Social Censure. In conclusion,

Mosherrs theoretical view of Sex Guilt appears questionable,

although, the Sex Guilt construct is supported. in predicting
main effect differences in inhibition and guilt arousal.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION .

The re is ]-ittIe of manrs behavíor which has not been

attributed to a concept of guilt. lhe early growth of
psychology from its philosophical roots was paralleled by

theoretical attempts, and rnore recently some empirical
attempts, to come to terms with the development of conscience,

and, moral and ethical behavior. tiestern civilization has

placed a great value on the individual, his freedom and his
dignity. Underlying this value on individualism is the

notion that man is not guided simply by standards of the

moment, by social approval or disapproval, but rather by

internalized standards of proper conduct or the "rightr,ess"
of a situation. I¡lith the developnent of internalized

standards comes the development of guilt in the possibility
of transgressing these standards. That guilt is a norrnal

part of "heaIthy" social and psychological functioning
seems apparent from this perspective. However, the concept

of guilt has also been widely ernployed as an explanation

for psychopathological functioning. The clinician may point

to the lack of guilt in the psychopathic personality, the

conflict involving guilt feelings i-n the depressive conditions,

or the guilt motive underlying obse ssive -cornpuls ive defenses.
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The explanatory utility of the guilt construct has been

important in encompassing behaviors extending frorn the

search for mants most idealized goals to behaviors l-abelled

as mental illness.
In a recent article speculating on more than ten

years of empirical research in the area of guilt, Donald

Mosher (tgZZ), states that " Ieârning about sex in our

society is in large part learning about guilt (p. 51)."
the personality disposition of Sex Guilt is viewed by

I'ïosher (1961, I965a, 1968) as an internalized (ie. tran-

situational) se }f -re inforcement nechanism. It operates as

a generalízed expectancy for self-mediated punishment when

standards of proper conduct are transgressed. lviosher has

argued that High Sex Guil-t persons are less dependent or¡ ¡ a¡d

J.ess sensitive to external cues portending social punishment

for sexual behavior tha¡ are Low Sex Guilt persons. It
will be argued here, that studies to date have not clearly

differentiated the part played by guilt in producing

inhibitory effects on sexually related behaviors r.nder

varying external conditions of social approval a¡rd dis-

approval for sexual expre ssion.

Íhe literature in personality has recently seen a

renewed interest in the "situationism" controversy and the

person-situation interaction (eg. Bowers. l9?3). fn

understanding the Sex Guilt personality construct, it is

irnportant to ì¡naierstand the interaction of this supposed

"internalized" reinforcement mechanism (I'iosher, 1965) ' with
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external reinforcement cues operating in the immediate

environment. Is the High Sex Guilt individual, as Mosher

would argue, less "attr¡ned" or " hyp osens itive,' to situational
punishment cues, paying more attention to interrralized
standards of moral conduct? 0r, is the High Sex Guilt
individual in direct "conflict" with the external social
environment, being "sensitive" to external reinforcement

cues, yet at the same tine having to reach a compromise

between these cues and internalized moral standards?

Certainly the early existential (see Barrett, 1958), and

psychoanalytic (see Freud, 1949) theories propose a conflict
oriented view of guiIt. ì,{an is seen as cåught between his
internalized moral standards and the realities arrd demands

of his social environrnent. Guilt l-eads to a struggle

betrveen ma¡rr s inne r â¡rd outer world rather thffr to a lack

of sensitivity to social- demands. This thesis proposes

a conflict or trvo-factor the ory of the Sex Guilt-situation
interaction, in contrast to the differential sensitivity
vierv proposed by Mosher.

This introd.uction will first look at the current

theory and research surrounding the Sex Guilt personality
construct. InJithin the context of this literature, the focus

will shift to a further attempt to clarify the relationship
between Sexual Guilt and external social censure a¡rd

aoproval contingencies for sexually related behavior. Two

recent developments in the literature will be introduced as
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a possible me ans of elucidating this relationship. The first
is the paral1e1 betrveen the personality variables of Need

for Approval and that of Sex Guilt (Schil,l-. I9?Z). The second

is the differentiation between the concepts of Trait Guilt
and State Guilt (Otterbacher and Munz, l9?3),

The Recent Empirical and llheoretical
Approach to Sex Guilt: A Review

The bulk of the Sex Guilt research stems from

Mosherr s (1961) development of a sentence completion measure

of three aspects of guilt: Hostility Guilt, I,{orality-
Conscience Guilt, and Sexual Gui1t. This scale derived

much of its content validity from a psychoanalytic view of
guilt, while later ernploying social learning theory in tests
of the construct validity of the measure. The scale was

first standardized on a male population, therefore, the

early work forrning the basis of the Sex Guilt construct
(l\{osher, I965a,, Galbraith and },{osher, 1968) has not been

replicated on a female population. Later, Mosher developed

trvo further methods of measuring guilt and standardized

a1l- three measures on both nal-e s (lt{osher, 1p66a) and

females (l\tosher, 1968). For males and females, Sex Guilt
was found to be differentiated from Hostility Guilt and

Illora1ity-C ons c ience Guilt as rve 1l- as from measures of soci-a1

desirability and anxiety. Levy (1961), criticizes
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the tendency for psychological research to increase in an

area simply because a technique of neasurement becomes

available. However, it is clear that the publication of the

l{osher scales provided the me ans by which an already

important theoretical concept could be tied more securely

to an empirical base.

lioral Conflict and Inhibition of Behavior

Inhibition of behavior in moral conflict situations

has been attributed to both internal and external reinforce-

ment mechanisms. On one hand, Rettig and colleagues (Rettig

ancl Singh, 1p62; Rettig and Rawson, i-:963) have argued that

the primary basis for inhibitory behavior in moral conflict
situations is the expectancy for exterrtal- negative reinforce-

ment combined with an expectancy of the severity of this
external reinforcement. This is generall-y consïstent with

the early Hartshorzre and lrîay (1928) specificity doctrine of

moral behavior. 0n the other hand, lvlosher and colleagues

(lrlosher, L961, a965a¡ Galbraith, 1968¡ Galbraith â¡rd Mosher'

1968) have argued that more emphasis be placed on the self-
rnonitored or internal reinforcement mechanisms in accounting

for behavior in moral conflict situations.
Iiiosher (A965a), states that "Guilt may be defined as

a generalized expectancy for sel-f-mediated punishment (i.e.,

negative reinforcement) for violating, anticipating the

violation of, or failure to attain internalized standards of

proper behavior" (p. 162). These standards of proper behavior
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are thought to be related to a personr s feelings of self-
worth or self-esteern and include internalized prohibitions
("shoul-d notrs") and internalized positively valued ideal-
goals ("ought to's"). This generalized exoectancy of guilt
is seen as a personality disposition which varies between

individuals according to theír history of reinforcement.

Ifosher has speculated as to child-rearing practices which

foster such differences. For instance, a personalS-ty

disposition towards guilt is particularly 1ikely "in a

context of parent-child rel-ationships in which the parents

prornise vague and delayed external punishment for improper

or immoral behavior as they define it" (Mosher, I)6Ja,

p, l,62). Mosher further speculates that this self-rein-
forcement mechanism is a source of avoidant motivation

which leads to conflict in noral approach-avoid.ant situations.
Theoretical-3-y, both Rettig and l\{osher owe allegiance

to Social Learning Theory in their use of the expectancy

construct to explain moral behavior. i{osher, also employs

l.{i11errs (L959) modef of ¡pproach-avoidance conflict to

further his arguments. Bandura and his colleagues (Ba¡rdura

and r¡lalters, 1963; Bandura a¡rd Perloff, L96?) have also

argueil for the part playeà by self versus externally monitored

reinforcement to produce conflict situations. The point of

these theoretical arguments has been to explain and predict

what produces transituational behavior stability into

changing interpersonal situations.
In a modern society, a person is faced rvith a
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multitude of changing ro1es. Behavior which is reinforced

in one situation is not reinforced in another. 0f particular
interest are the conflict situations in which: (a) behavior

leads to positive exterrral reinforcement, and no positive or

negative self-monitored reinforceÍÌent, and (b) behavior

leads to negative external reinforcement, a.nd no negative

or positive self-monitored reinforcement. The key to

behavior stability lies in the assumption, backed by

considerable empirical evidence, that self-monitored rein-
forcement acquired through oners direct and vicarious

reinforcement history, change s less rap5-d1y than external

contingencies of the moment.

Moral Conflict and Inhibition of Sexua1 Behavior

It is frequently argued that humarr sexual behavior

involves approach-avoidant conflict situations between

external contingencies and self-monitorecl reinforcement

me chanisms of guilt or moral anxiety. The first Ìnvesti-
gations into moral conflict and sexual behavior involved

subjectsr responses to thematic apperception naterials (fAT)

r.rnder varying degrees of sexual stimulation ( CJ-,arlr', 1952,

1955, 1966 ¡ le iman and Epstein, l-?6]-i lilussen and Scodel,

A9 55) . llüith the development of the l,Iosher scales ca:ne a

direct testing of moral conflict, rvith subjects preselected

on the personality variable of Sex Guilt (SG) and systemati-

cal1y introduced to various external contingency situations.
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I/loral Conflict a¡d Sexual Stinulation.
Clark noted that sexual TAT themes were ínversely

related to external sexual stimulation. It was argued that
by increasing sexual stimulation, the increased inhibitory
or avoidant effect of sexual guilt was greater than the

approach rnotivation toward sexual expression. Further,

l,einan arrd Epstein found arr interaction between a measure

of guilt and sexual deprivation on thernatic sexual responses

for males. itlhen guilt was 1ow, cleprivation and sexual

response were positively related, whereas when guilt was

high, deprivation and sexual response were negatively
related.. This again appeared to support an inhibitory or

avoida¡it effect of guilt on thematic sexual response within
an approach-avoidant gradient model of conflict. However,

in a recent study employing the }"{osher scales, J arrdà (a97 5)

found no support for T,e iman and Epsteinrs notion that High

over I,ow Sex Guilt subjects shoul-d make more sexual

responses to low sexualJ-y relevant TAT cards and fewer

sexual responses to high relevant cards.

Outside of this TAî literature, calbraith (1968),

a¡id Galbraith a¡rd filosher (1968), found an interaction
between differing clegrees of sexual sti¡nulation and Sex

Guilt (SG) in college ma1es. Employing the liosher scales,

T,ow Sex Guilt (lSG) males shovred a significant increment

in associative sexual responses to double-entendre words

rvhen exposed to sexual (nude photos) vs. neutral- stinulation
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procedures. High Sex Guilt (HSG) mafes showed no sígnificant
change across stimulation procedures. There r,¡as an overall

negative relationship between SG and sexual associations

on this tlord Association îest (r'úAT). Taking a somewhat

different approach, Gafbraith and Sturke (I9?4), recently

did a study in which i{SG and LSG college males were given

a ].ist of 40 stimulus words that had been graded along a

dimension of sexuality. îhe ISG males seemed to exhibit
longer associati-ve latencies to the highly sexual stimulus

words tharr the I{SG males. Íhis was somewhat surprising

since the opposite trencl was expected.. The investj-gators

suggested that HSG males may encode the double entendres

in an asexual or non-affective matlner r leading to shorter

response latencies than íf the rvords were taken in their
sexual meanings.

A constant problem and point of discussion in the

literature on SG and inhibition has been whether SG rnediates

the relationship between sexual stimulation and sexual

arousal or betrveen arousal and behavioral response. It is
clear that SG produces an inhibitory effect on sexual.ly

related behaviors. The exact locus of this effect has been

a point of debate.

. I,{ora1 Conf lict ¡ Sex Guil-t vs. Social Censure and

the Differential Sensitivitv Interp4gtation.

An importarrt theoretical a¡rd empirical basis of the

SG construct has been the hypothesized interaction betrveen

SG and social cues portending censure or approval for
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sexually related behaviors. This literature will be

described. in some detail since it provides the initial
framework for the criticisms and proposals to be made later.

Mosher (1961, t965a), studied the inhibitory effects
of SG under varying exterrral conditions of fear of social
censure. Theoz'etícally, both SG and social censure are

seen as expectancy varíables according to Rotterr s Social

Learrring Íheory, in which, Behavior Potentiaf is a fr¡nction

of arr Expe ctarrcy and Reinforcement Value variable. There-

fore, SG is seen as a Generalized Expectancy for self-
mediated punishment for transgression of sexual standards,

whereas social censure is seen as a Situational Expectancy

for external punishrnent. fhis S ituational Expectancy is a

function of external cues related to the subjective prob-

ability that sexual behaviors wiJ-l lead to negative social
reinforcement. fn this sense, the Generalized and

Situational Expectancies are assumed to be independent, the

former being a function of history of reinforcenent, and

the latter a fr.nction of interpers onal cues operating in
the irnmediate situation. Changes in expectaney conditions,

either Generalized or Situational, should lead to change s

in sexual behaviors. Mosher further reasons that under

sexual stimulation conditions, two Behavior Potentials
would be operating according to l,'{il1er I s approach-avoictant

gradient modeJ- of conflict. The avoidant Behavior Potential
is a fu:ection of the Generali-zed. and Situational Expectancies
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for self-monitored and external pr-rnishment for sexual

transgressions, in addition to the Reinforcement Value of

these punishment contingencies. The approach Behavior

Potential is a function of the Generalized and Situational
expectarrcies for self-monitored and external positive

reinforcement for sexual expression, in addition to the

Reinforcement Value of these positive reinforcement

contingencies. The specific hypothesis of the study was

that subjects with a relativefy weak Generalized Expectancy

(Low Sex Gui]-t) would be rnore influenced by situational
cues of negative reinforcement, than subjects with a strong

Generalized Expectalcy (High Sex Guilt). It was thought

that if High Sex Guilt subjects showed a¡ry inhibitory change

over external reinforcement conditions it would be a result
of their Situational and not their Generalized Expectarcy.

the general notion is that índividuals prone to guilt over

sexually related activities (IISG) are guideil more by inter-
nalized rather than external standard.s of proper conduct

in noral conflict situations .

Foll-owing preselection of male college students on

a neasure of SG (iUosher Inc ornple te Sentences Test' IT1IST) 
'

al-l males participated in a sexual arousal condition by

evaluating "pin-ups" from a men's magazine. Fear of social

censure rvas then manipulated for both ISG a¡rd HSG ma1es.

In this marrner, the erperimenter agreed rvith each student

on attitude statements either favorable (Soclal Approval)
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or unfavorable (Social- Censure) to the sexually arous!-ng

effects of the "pin-ups". Inhibitory sexual behavior was

measured by a perceptual defense task (Cowen and Beier,

A9 50) , in r,¡hich sexually taboo words and neutral words srere

presented by the successive carbons nethod. The tendency

to avoid responding to the taboo words was seen as a

manifestation of ari anxie ty'produced inhibition of response

(Eriksen and Browne, L956), rather than a concern irith the

possibility of unconscious perception (Eriksen 1958, 1960).

0n the rvhole, the results of this study tended to

support the hypothesized interaction bet\t'een guilt and fear

of socía1 censure. The HSG nales sho$¡ed no significant
change in inhibitory behavior over the Censure -Approval

conditions, rvhere as the ISG males showed significantly
greater Ìnhïbition under the expe ctancy for Social Censure

than Approval. Upon further analysis, however, the exact

relationship betrveen the four erperimental groups showed

some discreparrcy from the original hypothesis. As ex¡rected.,

the ISG-Social Approval group showeal the least inhibition.
C ontrary to prediction, the LSG-Socia1 Censure group sho'øed

the greatest inhibition rather than the HSG-Social Censure

group. fn other words, the inhibitor¡r s¡¡..*= of high

guilt a:rd expectancy for social- punishrnent did. not appear

to be additive.

Conclusions were that HSG males seem r.¡ninfluenced

by external charrge s in expectancy for punishment because of
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a rdifferential sensitivity" to these exterrral cues \rhen

compared r¡¡ith l,SG males. 0n one hand, the HSG person tvas

seen as learning to become more attr.med to internal standards

of behavior throughout his life and, therefore, conducts

himself according to the probability for self-rnonitored
punishment rather than cues relating to the probability
for external punishnent. the HSG person .rvas seen as being

" hyposensi-tíve " to external punishment cues. On the other

hand., the f.,SG person vras seen as relatively " hypersens itive',
to external punishnent cues. An analogy is made with the

so-calIed psychopath who has litt1e internalized startdards

of culturally sanctioned behavior, and conducts himself
according to the punishment or approval- cues operating in
the immediate situation. In other words, the L.,SG person

le arns to become quite sensitive in monitoring the external
cues of the moment which point to the immediately appropriate

behavior. Iilithin this argument, the fact that the LSG-Social

Censure group showed the highest sexual inhibition, would

coincide with the theory of " hJ4)ersensitivity,' of LSG

persons to external punishment cues when compared with the

" hyp osens iti-vi ty" of HSG persons.

îhere ís some question as to the manipulation of
the Censure -Approva1 variable in the above study. The

condition was manipulated b¡r the exper5-menter nodding his
head affirmatively, and. saying " mm-hmm" each tine the student

agreed with statements either favorable (Social Approval,
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fear reduct5-on) or unfavorable (Social Censure¡ fear-

induction) to erotic pictures. One might expect, though,

that the pre-selected HSG males would respond. with more

"agrees" to the unfavorable statements and less "agrees"

to the favorable statements than the f,SG males. In the

Censure condition, the experimenter would probably "agree"

more frequently under the HSG than T,SG condition, rvhereas,

the reverse vrould hold true for the Approval condition.

This obviously rûay le acl to some confounding, since the

Censure -Approval variable may not have been manipulated.

systematically across the guilt conditions. A later study

by Galbraith and llosher (l-968), however, largel-y supported

the earlier findings. ln this case, the experimenter

directly role played the Censure -Approval. variable for a

sample of pre-selected male coll-ege students, either leading

subjects to believe that he held favorable or condemnatory

attitudes to "pin-up" photos. As predicted, HSG males

shov¡ed no significant change in associative sexual responses

to double entendre words on the I'IAT, und.e r the Censure or

Approval conditions. The T.,SG ma1es, in contrast, showed

sigrrificantly greater sexual associatíons under Social

Approval than Censure. Overall-, the HSG males shorved greater

inhibition of associative sexuaL responses than the I.',SG.

It was concluded that this lent support to Ivlosherrs earlier
findings and that "gui1t can profitably be conceptualized

as a self-reflexive reinforcement mechanism which introduces
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overt behavioral stability into situations characterized

by fluctuating external reinf orcernent contingencies"

1n. 14?) .

Again, horvever, the Galbraith and [Iosher study

encountered difficulty in obtaining an unambiguous inter-
pretatíon of the situational approval manipulation. A

condition had been added to the study in v¡hich the

experimenter dicl no rol.e playing to suggest Censure or

Approval of "pin-up" photos. The sexual inhibition results

of this condition were similar to the Approval condition

for both I-ISG and LSG males, rather than lying nid-way

be trn¡een the Censure and Approvaf conditions as expected.

This may suggest that subjects identified the experinenter

with the initial Arousal- procedure ( showing "nude" photos)

and therefore viewed. the experiment as coniloning artd

approving of sexually related behaviors in the absence of

any explicit nanipulation of approval. It suggests, more-

over, that in future studies the introduction of the Arousal

procedure must be made as independent as possible from the

manipulation of the Censure -Approval variable.

It is also interesting to note that HSG males seened

l-ess anvare of the possible sexual meanings of the double

entendre v¡ord sti-muli used in this study (eg. rubber, broad),

than LSG males. This may suggest that HSG people expose

themselves selectively to situations in r,,'hich sexual language

is used. Apart frorn thj-s selective exposure or faniliarity
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hypothesis, however, it did appear that differential
inhibition rather than differential recognition was res-
ponsible for the results obtained in the guilt-censure

interaction. In support of this contention, ihere did not

appe ar to be a significant correlation betlveen words

reported to have sexual meaning and associative sexual

response scores for either ilSG or ISG ma1es. I'urther.
support for the contention that associative responses on

the '¡lAî ca.nnot be explained simply on the basis of

familiarity has been given recently by Schwartz (L9? 5).
l,fhen subjects nade trvo associatíon trials to each wordr.

HSG subjects made fewer sexual responses on the first trial
arrd more sexual responses on the second" trial than lSG.

Schwartz argue s that HSG subjects produce sexual responses

later in their associative hierarchy than T.,SG.

Although, there has been no research directly
improving on the methodological difficulties inherent in
the trvo early studies by l[osher (A965a), atrd Galbraith and

Irlosher (fS6A), there has been some mention in the very

recent literature concerning the "differentíaI sensitivity"
interpretation of SG. Ray arrd lhompson (19?4), combined

I'Iosherrs theory of SG with T-acey's (A959, 1967) theory of

cardiac deceleration and sensitivity to the externa'l

environment. It r,¡as predicted that if HSG subjects tended

to be less sensitive to the external environnent than ISG

subjects, then on presentation of sexual stiroul-i HSG subjects
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should show cardiac acceleration v¡hereas T,SG subjects should

show cardiac deceleration. Partial support for this
hypothesis lvas obtained for one of the sexual stimuli (a

slide shov,ring male-female coitus). The l,SG subjects showed

a significant cardiac deceleration, whereas the HSG subjects

showed a nonsignificant cardiac acceleration.

Janda (J-975), also cl-aimed. support for a differential
sensitivity interpretation of SG. The HSG males were unable

to discriminate on a person perception measure, a femal.e

experimenter playing an "approachable" or "unapproachâble"

role. Tn contrast, the LSG ma3-es made a significani
d.iscrimination. The tendency for HSG nales to rate the

female experimenter in a generalJ-y favorable and approachable

manner, however, may have had nothing to do with their not
perceiving or being sensitive to social cues in the two

experimental conditions. Rather, the HSG mal-e may simply

have been r.rrwilling to report to a female experimenter that
he savr her in any other way than in a "favorable" 1ight.

Further, if one accepts the differential sensitivity
interpretation, it is difficult to explain why Jand.a failed
to find support for a major hypothesis of his study. This

hypothesis stated that ISQ subjectsr sexual responses on

thematic apperception material would be affected by the

experimenterrs role playing, \,¡hereas, HSG males rvould not

be affected. this hypothesis is actua1-J-y the closer paraIle1

to the earlier ldosher studies, a:rd seems to be a failure to
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replicate the differential- sensitivity results.
A final- recent study which has some implications

for the differential sensítivity interpretation of SG, is
the interesting "banned in Boston" effect found by Schill,
Evans, I'qonroe, and. Drain (f9?5). îhese investigators found

that HSG subjects spent significantly more time v5_erving an

erotic magazine after a¡r experj-mental confed.erate evaluated

it in a positive or negative manner, tharr in a neutral
manner. Tn contrast, ISG subjects spent more ti_me viewing

the magazine in the negative than the positive condition,
but neither condition d-iffered significantly from the

neutral condition. These results are not congruent r/ith
the vierv of HSG persons being less sensitive to social cues

in their environment. Schill et. al. conclud.e that,

"clearly, the relationship between guil-t and re ad-ing erotic
literature is more complex than one might have initially
guessed after reading l,losher (A965) " (p. 104).

From this basic concern with the interaction of

Sex Guilt under differing external punishment and. approval

er*nectancies, the literatu.re on Sex Guilt and moral conflict
Ìras expanded in a variety of directions. As noted, this
initial \¡rork lvas with male college students, hor,rrever, further
studies have included both male and female subjects, and

both college populations and other specially selected

¡:opulations. the approach has been to presel-ect subjects

on a neasure of SG, usual.l.y one of the l*iosher scales, and
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to i-ntroduce them to a variety of situations. Ivloral- conflict
situations have included different lcinds of erotic filrns
and literature, sexually hunorous cartoons, and verbal
1e arning of sexuall.y taboo v.rords. I'{e asure s have been taken

on inhibitory sexual behavj-orsr sexual attitudes a¡rd

arousal of feelings or affects. Further, there are a number

of stud.ies correlating the personality disposition of SG

with self-report of previous sexual experience and other

sexually rel-ated questionnaire data as well as other

lrersonality d5-mensions, particulârly Need for Approval (¡lA).

A continued revielv of this e x¡randing literature will begin

with the differentiation between the personality clisposition
of SG and guilt arousal or State Gui1t.

Sexual fu!!!.t Trait Guilt a¡d Statg Guilt

A main contention in l\{osherr s development ârrd

measurement of the guilt construct, is that the scales are

designed. to measure the personality disposition or trait of
guilt rather than the affective or feeling state of guilt.
Schrvartz (I973a), demonstrates the factorial independence

of the ldosher guilt scales from state measures of gui1t.
Viosher believes that Trait arrd State Gu,i1t are linked
through the transgression of moral standards, In discussing

the personality disposition and measurenent of guilt iir the

fenale, I{osher (19óB) states that:
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Females $'ho score higher on these guilt
neasures are expected. to inhibit the
expression of aggressive or sexual behaviors
v¡hen faced with temptations. If trans-
tressions occur nevertheless, then females
who score higher on these measures of the
personality disposition of guilt are expected
to experience the feeling of gui1t, or to
confess, or to prmish thenselves, or to make
resiitutïon. (p.695)

In a recent article, otterbacher âfld l{un z (1973),

make a specific case for the development of the concept and

measurement of State Guilt in contrast to Trait Guil-t, It
is noted that the constructs of trait or inner predisposition

have been criticized for laek of generality and consistenc¡r

in predicting human behavior (Verrron, 1964; Ifallace, 196? i

l,{ischel, 1968, 1969). Adelson (1969) has commented on the

grorving trend in the literature towards investigating the

relationship betv¡een transitory states and particular
environmentat conditions. Schachter (f964), has layed the

groundwork for investigating the relationship betrveen

cognitive and situational factors and the individualrs
emotional state of the moment. A major assumpt ion behind

this tyoe of research is that there exists a c ommon set of

verbal labeIs which can be used to identify and comrnu¡ricate

particular emotional states. Further¡nore, these 1abels are

often specific to a particular population and research must

necessarily proceed inductively over differeni oopulations

in order to better define these sets of descriptive labeIs

and their relationship to specific emotional states. A

number of self-report measu.res of affecti-ve, emotional or
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mood states have aÞpeared in the literature (llowlis, 1965;

Zuckerrnan and lubin, I965i Ja.cobs and Munz, 1968). Nowlis

and Green (f964), present the aim of their research to

"induce definite changes in mood with clear-cut operations

and to determine the relationship between these operations

arrd verbal reports of mood (p. Z)."
Proceeding from this established trend in the

literature, Otterbacher and It{rrn z ( 1973) , note the lack of a

well defined measure of affective gui1t, Therefore, they

undertook the development of a self-report adjective scale

of guilt r^,¡hich would tap guilt as a feeling state of the

moment (G-State) in contrast to the subjective averaging of

these states over time (G-frait) . In a groun of Rornan

Catholic college students, G-State rvas measured by this
Perceived Guilt Index (PGI). ït was found that subjects

who had undergone a "confessional" experíence demonstrated

a significant drop in G-State when compared with subjects
who talked to the experimenter for the same length of time.

The authors point to the need to examine the relationship
between this state neasure of experiential gui1t, a¡d the

personality disposÍtion of guilt as measured by the }:ïosher

scales. Very recently, in fact, Janda a¡rd lr,iagri ( I97 il ,

have provided evidence to show a clear positive relationship
between dìspositional (Trait) guilt as measured by the

I,{osher Forced-Choice Guilt Inventory ( I'ÏFCGI) and affectir¡e
(State) guilt as measured by the PGI. After exposure to
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the sexual double entendres on the '!¡JAT, the eollege women

ryho scored high on the ilIFCGI âlso scored high on the G-State

scale of the PGI . Trait guilt as measured bJ¡ both the
I'{FCG I and the PGI was also positively related to inhibition
of sexual res'ponse on tlie WAT.

Although there has been no we1l-defined measure of
State Guilt available until the recent attenpts by

Otterbacher and Ì,!unz, there have been a nunber of studies
in the SG literature which have attempted to relate the
personality disposition of SG to various measures of guilt
arousal in noral conflict situations (lÌlosher and Greenberg,

1969; Schi11 and Chapin, 1)12; Mosher, I9?3¡ Ray and l{aIker,
1973) ,

FoJ-lov,ring the findings of Kinsey and his associates
(Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin and Gebhard, lrg5r, I,4osher and.

Greenberg studied the affective responses of females to
reading erotic literature. Kinsey et a1. showed that in
a large sample of male and fenale subjects, males were more

:responsive than females to a variety of potentially erotic
stimuli. Reading erotic literature, however, was one of
the categories in which females were as responsive as males.
Mosher and Greenberg investigated further the affective
responses of college females to erotic vs. non_erotic
literature as a function of the personality variable of SG,

and the presence or absence of a feÍÌale experimenter. The

najor hypothesis was supported in that HSG females reported
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a significant increase in the affective state of guilt after
reading the erotic passage, ín contrast to females in all
other conditions. Sexual arousal showed a significant
increase ín all females who read the erotic passage. A1so,

the reading of the erotic passage significantly increased

anxiety and especially so when the experimenter wâs present.

. fhe results tend to support the theory that trans-
gression of r.rnacceptable sexual behavior in the HSG person-

a1ity, leads to a concomitant increase in the affective
state of guilt when compared with the ISG personality.
This also 'paralle1s 0ke1 and Mosherr s (1968) findings of

an increase in State Guilt after transgression of moral

stand.ards in the Hostility Guilt personality.
fhe findings that SG and experimenterr s presence

d.id not inhibit sexual- arousal when reading erotie liter-
ature, would further suggest that guilt operates between

sexual arousal a¡rd behavioral response, rather than between

sexual stímulation and. arousal-. fn other rvords, HSG females

rvho read erotic literature may become as sexua1ly aroused

as LSG females, yet inhibit sexu.al expression. lhe data

on anxiety is difficult to interpret owing to the uncertain-
ty of the mearìing of experimenterrs presence or absence.

However, it is interesting that fenales reported feeling
a:1 increase in guilt, arxietl¡ and sadness in experimenter's

presence regardless of the type of passage read. Further

data on increases in State Guilt and other affeetive and
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behavioraf reactions of SG subjects will be considered

be 1ow.

Sex Guilt: Erotíc Films, T,iterature, Cartoons, Verbal

I,earning and Retention

Following Schmidt and Sigusch's (1920) work with
German subjects, IViosher (]-9?3) showed two pornographic.

films of coitus and oral-genital sex to a sample of male

and fe male college undergraduates. The HSG females and

those subjects l-ess sexually exterienced rated the filns
as more offensive, disgusting and pornographic. The HSG

subjects in general saw the oral-genital sex as being

abnormal. However, the oral-genita1 fil-n wâs more sexually

arousing to mal-es tha¡ fernales. The films also tended to

increase the males' affect towards being more "eager" for
sexual contaet and other approach tendencies, while the

females reported increases in negative affects, es¡ecia1Iy

after viewing the oral--genital film. bJithin 24 hours after
viewing the films there appeared to be littJ-e change in
reported sexual behavior for all subjects. This ¡na]¡ be

due to the relative sexual inexperience and available

sexual outlets for these single college students. Other

studi-es seem to suggest an increase in sexual activity after
vieling erotic filrns only when there is a previously well.

established sexual pattern (Schnidt and Sigusch, l97Oi

Byrne and lamberth, 1971; T\iann, S id.man r and Starr, 1971).
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Although there were no behavioral changes in the Iliosher

study, ernotionally after 24 hours, females and HSG subjects

in generaì- renorted ar¡ increase in guilt feelings, interrral
unrest åIId nervousness.

Keir ( 1973) , also investigated ihe responses of

male and female col.lege students to explicitly heterosexual

films showing either coitus or oral-geni-tal sex. Subjects

varied in SG, sex erperience, romantic l-ove attitudes, and

sex callousness. Post-film measures were taken on sexual

arousal, physiological responses, affective reactions and

thematic and. sentence completíon measures centering on the

films. Resul-ts reLated to the SG variable shoe¡ed that
L,SG subjects respondeal with more material concerrring the

performance aspects of sexual behavj-or. Ivial-e s who rated

the filrns nore favorably were 1ow guílt, 1ow romantic or

more sexually experienced. l'{ore favorable semantic

d.ifferential ratings for pe?sons portrayed in the films
were given by the more calloused males or females v¡ho

showed 1.ol guilt, high experience or high in romantic

l-ove attitudes. For the HSG group, fernales s avr a more

positive interpersonal relationship in the stories than the

males. A1so, the more positive or less negatirre affect
changes to the films were given by males who were in the ISG

group, rnore experienced, or more calloused.

In another sample of male a¡d fenale undergraduate s

varying in SG, Ray and t'Ialker (I9?3), measured aff ect and.
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arousal changes after viewing explicitly erotic filrn slides.
îhe slides portrayed female masturbation, coitus, petting,
and a "neutral" dating slide. After viewing the slides,
all subjects de¡nonstrated an increase in sexual arousal as

predícted. The l-,SG females, in contrast to the llSG fenrales,

rated the erotic slides as safer, better, more Ðleasarlt,

more sexually arolr.sing, and more appealing. Hovr'ever, there

did not appear to be a signif icant increase in affective
guilt for any of the subjects, contrary to the prediction
that I{SG subjects would shorv a¡r increase in State Guilt.
The HSG subjects did rate the erotic slides as nore

unpleasant, disgusting and dangerous, than the lSG. Ðemo-

graohic data showed that HSG subjects were more frequentl¡r

the firstborzr and the only child. in the family, demonstrated

a high grade point average at school, and attended church

more often tha¡ the ISG subjects.

These last results appear to contradict the earlier
l\'losher and Greenberg study of a rise in State Guilt for HSG

subjects when placed in a sexually arousing situation
involving erotic literature. îhe investigators note, hotvever,

that the college seniors in this study nay have been more

rmwilling to admit to guilt arousal following exposure to

sexualJ-y erotic stimuli than the freshnan subjects in the

i'iosher and Greenberg study. Further, these results appear

to contradict the earl¡r lii¡ssy et aI. conclusions that
females are not very resÞonsive to visual erotic stimuli.
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I{owever, the results are congruent with more recent findings

on responsiveness to both visual stimuli (Sigusch et aI.,
19?O) and written material (Jakobovits , 196Í).

In investigating SG ar¡d reactions to erotic liter-
ature, Bahm ( 1973), found that females rvere significantly
sexually aroused after reading erotic stories which varied

on dimensions of sexual explicitness and emotiona1-, non-

sexual cues. Sexual aróusal was more influenced. by the

presence or absence of overt sexual cues in the stories

than the presence or absence of emotional or non-sexual

cues. Explicitness of sexual depiction did not significantly
influence sexual arousal. fhe HSG subjects showed a slight
trend to inhibit sexual arousal to highly socially rmaccept-

able erotic stimul5-, but in general SG and sexual- arousal
''¡¡ere not significantly related. On ernoti onal-e valuative

measures of pleasantness arld pornography ratings, the HSG

females responded more favourably to erotic stories

containing interpersonal eues and low in sexual ex-olicitness,

than to stories high in sexual ex¡licitness and sexual

cues. the LSG females, in contrast, showed no change

across conditions. Further, Schill and Chapin (1972),

found that rcales preference for reading erotic roagazines

ruas negati-ve1y related to SG. A1so, the greater the tir¡re
spent reading erotic nagazines for HSG maIes, the greater

the degree of affective guilt arousal-.

S orne empirical work has been directed to$'ards the
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hypothesized tension-reducing properties of sex relevant

humor in persons varying in SG. Lamb ( 1p6B) formd a

tendency for HSG over LSG subjects to reduce their discon-

fort in a sexually arousing situation by rating sexual

cartoons as more humorous anct enjoyable. Schv¡artz (i'g72),

however, showed no relationship between SG in males a¡d

the rating of sexuall-y explicit or subtle cartoons.

In the area of verbal 1e arzring and retention, a

number of studies have cornpared the performance of subjects

varying in guilt (l,{osher, l)66bt Kelly, f9?3; Schv¡artz,

I973b). l'{osher, found that in a Taffel-type of operârt

verbal conditioning task, guilt subjects conditioned more

readíly to "superego" or guilt-related content than less

guil-ty sub jects. I'.-e 11y, f oimd that SG effected the part-
whole, free-recaIl learning (Tulving, 1962) of sexual and

neutral rvords. the HSG subjects did not cluster the sexual

r¡ords as great as the I"SG, whereas r no difference occured

between HSG a¡rd ISG subjects in recall of sexual words.

These findings were interpreted as demonstratìng that SG

affects cognitive structuring rather tha¡ the free-recal1

of sex-related material. In a more naturalistic experimental

setting, Schr^¡artz, found that HSG male and female college

students shoçr'ed greater diff iculty in retaining a Ie ctu.re

on birth control tha¡ I,SG students. The intrcduction of

sexual stimulation procedures also 1ed to poorer retention

of the lecture.
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The Correlation of Sex Guil-t with other Self-Report l,leasures.

Galbraith (f969), correlated the SG subscale of the

I{osher Forced-Choice Guj-lt Inventory (MFCGI) with the thorne

Sex fnventory (Thorne, 1966). In a sample of college nalesr

SG correl-ated negatively with Sex Drive and Interest (SDI) 
'

Promiscuity-Sociopathy (Ps), arid positively vtith Repression

of Sexuality (RS) . The PS and RS correlations seem consj-s-

tent with the inhibitory motivational properties of the SG

construct. the negative SDI correlation also paral1e1s

earlier f.indings by Galbraith, Hahn, and le iberman (l-968) 
'

on the lieed for Heterosexuality (lilH) as measu-red by the

EPPS. In this case, NH varied positively lttith sexual

associations to double-entendre words whereas SG varied

negatively lr¡ith sexual $/ord associations. Further' SG and

I'lH were negative]-y related. That sexual responsivity varies

inversely with guilt and positively with need strength would

again seern to be consistent v¡ith previous theory and research.

Cliver and l{osher (1968), have found that homosexual

prisoners show less SG tha.n heterosexual prisoners. The

inmai;e s scores on the I'{osher guilt scales r'¡e re also

positively correl-âted with Ir{I,IPI subscales of Pt and Si, arr d.

negatively correlated vrith Pd, Sc, and liia (see also Persons,

1970). Supportive evidence for guilt as a¡ inhibitor
derives from these results, in that the IìÎ'PI subscafes ¡rost

associated with acting-out shorv a negative correlation r'¡i tir

guilt.
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I,{osher and cross (i-971-), related SG in single

col-lege students to reports of previous sexual- experience,

feel-ings, reasons for participation or nonparticipation in
sexual activities, arrd pre and postmarital sexual standards.

The HSG students reported less intimate forms of prernarital-

sexual- erperÍ-ences as well as less pernissive prernarital

standards tha¡ L,SG. Postmarital sexual- standards were l-ess

related to SG. fn the HSG fernales, reasons for nonpartici-
pation in more intímate forrns of sexual encounters such as

intercourse or "heavier" forms of petting, were moral

beliefs. The i{SG males reported their reasons for such

nonparticipation as moral beliefs, respeet for the girI,
and fear of pregnancy or disease. Precautions to assure

subjectsr anon¡rmi ty ryere taken in this study, hovever, as

in al.l self-report data the results rest on subjectsr

willingness to report accurately their sexual experiences.

îherefore, this type of data may be a refleetion of an

inhibition to report sexual experiences rather tharr a

reflection of actual sexual behavior.

In a recent study, Abramson arrd l{osher (197Ð, also

deve1-oped. a neasure of negative attitudes tov¿ard mastur-

bation, and looked at its correlation with SG, sex exper5-ence,

and frequency of masturbation in both mal-es and females.

Al-though SG and negative attitudes toward masturbation were

positively correlated, the SG scale appeared to be more

predictive of heterosexual sex experience, whereas the
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masturbation scale was nore Dredictive of frequency of
masturbation. It was also suggested that negative attitudes
toward masturbation, as well as SG, serve to inhibit
frecluency of masturbation a¡rd heterosexual experience in
lvomen, whereas in men there was no relationship between

masturbation attitudes and heterosexual experiences.

ì,{cMahon (a9n) investigated SG, reports of sexual

behavior, and attitudes toward premarital permissiveness in
three different sarnples of females: single young lvomen,

married yourlg women, and married older women. A1l fe¡nales

were matched on a variety of demogranhic variables such

that the sample rvas primarily white, middle-class protestants,

from an urban nidwestern upbringing, rvith about two years

of college education. For all groups, a highly significant
negative relationship was found between nermissiveness a:rd

SG and a positive relationship between permissiveness and

heterosexual behavior. The young rnarried women also
reported a greater latitude in sexual behavior than the

other two groups. In general, the results tended to support

the contention that young wonen today show less SG a¡rd more

liberal attitudes toward sex than twenty years ago.

In a study of r.mmarrie d couples, DrAugell-i and

Cross (1975), found that SG was negatively related to sex

experience for the rnen, but not the women. iio$¡ever, SG v¡as

related to sexual philosophy (eg. ,'virgins", ',nonvirgins")
f or both nen and wonen. Correlations with i.lohlbergr s i,.oral
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Dilemmas Interview Schedule, shovred that couples oriented

at a "l,aw and Order" stage of rnoral reasoning were higher

in SG than couples oriented at a "Social Contract" stage.

It was concluded that SG a¡¡d moral reasoning are important

variables in relation to premarital sexual experiencet and

also are modified according to the couplesr social inter-
action and definitíon of the relationship. T.his further
demonstrates that sexual morality is not defined by a single

variable but rather through the interactíon of a number of

variable s .

In a sample of college mafes and females, Langston

(A973), studied the relationship between SG as rneasured by

the I'fFCGl anci sexual behavior as measured by the Bentler

Heterosexual Behavior Assessment Scale (Bentler, !968a,

1968b). llhe Bentler scâIe involves self-report of actual

heterosexual behavior. Substantiating previous research,

the results showed a clearl-y inverse relationship betrveen

SG and extent of sexual behaviors. In the sample studied,

fenâles showed somewhat higher SG than males although I both

were equal in regard to reported sexual behavior. Re ìigious

activity rvas positively related to SG and negatively related

to sexual behavior'. Horrever, whether religious activity
Dromotes SG or n'hether guilty persons seek out religious

activity is rmcertain. In females, there appeared to be

a clear relationship between HSG and exposure to sexually

arousing material. Fe¡nales shorving liSG and 1ow sex behavior
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preferred "GP" rated movies and read few "obscene/

pornographic" books. The ISG females in contrast, preferred

"X" and I'R" rated movies and read more "obscene" literature.
In males, there vras no significant relationship in this
regard. In a later study Langs torr (A975), also found that

l{SG college subjects $¡ere more likely to conform to social

expectations regarding sexual behavior. Therefore, i{SG

males were more "assertive" in their sexual behavior, ald

HSG females were more "passive" in their sexual behavior,

than their corresponding T,SG peers.

Langston's results on erotic movie and literature
exposure in females nrouJ-d appear to support an aspect of

Galbraith and lviosherr s ( 1968) earlier findings with college

males. These previous results suggested that since HSG

nales were less aware of the sexual irnplications of double

entendre words than T,SG males, then there nay be a "differ-
ential recognition" as well as a "differential inhibition"
effect operating in the guilty persons resÐonse to sexual

sti¡nu1i. High guilty persons may tend to avoid situations

in r,¡hich exposure to sexual material may lead thern to vio-
late internal standards of sexual conduct. Therefore' they

may not have the onportunity to l-e arn the sexual inplications
of a variety of comnonly used sexual stimuli. They avoid

sexual response to such stimuli not because of a¡ inhibition
of the resnonse, but simply because the response is not in
their behavioral repertoire. În addition, hor^rever, it v¡as
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clear from the Gal-braith arrd Mosher study and from the recent

Schwartz (ll97il study, that an inhibitory effect was oper-

ating in subjects responses. Further, the l,angston study

demonstrates that males who showed. a strong preference for
the more sexually stimulating "X" rated movies, at

the same tïme, showed a high inhibition of sexual behavior.

This vrould again tei:d to support the contention that guilt
operates in an inhibitory fashion between sexual arousal

and expression of sexual response (Schil1, I9?2). Certainly

the two hypotheses of "recognition" and "inhibition" are

not necessarily incompatible, and may even operate differ-
ently in nales and females. That a guilty individual may

tend to avoid sexually stirnulating situations, yet react

v¡ith sexual arousal and subsequent inhibition of sexual

response when placed in such a situation see¡ns consistent.

fhere is sone evidence (l\Iosher, 1972) to suggest that HSG

married males may seek certain sexually arousing situations

such as pornographic rnovies and books v¡hil-e avoiding more

threatening interpersonal sexual encor¡nters. Further study

needs to be done on the differential reactions of ¡na1es

a:rd females var¡rlng in SG, to avoidance of sexual situations

a¡rd to inhibition of sexual response rvhen placed in sueh

s ituations .

FoJ.lorving Fisher and 0sofsky's (196?) contention

that sexual behavior is not a unitary concept, Iluorer (l-çZt)

rel-ated a neasure of SG (leirnan and Epstein, 1961) to three
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phases of a sexual behavior sequence. The sample consisted

largely of narried fenales who were leacling active sex

lives, arld were currently using birth control. Self-report
measures were taken on: (a) sexual desire (lfotivation),
(b) responsiveness and passion during intercourse

(Instrumental Act), and (c) orgasm frequency, effort and

relief (Goa1 Response). Responses were found to be more

correlated rvithin than between the stages. The SG measure

was correlated negativeS-y with all three stages, but more

so rvith l'iotivation and Instrumental Aet than with Goal

Response. Demographic characteristics of the sample were

neither correlated with SG or sex behavior, demonstrating

some independence and generali zability of the results.
Kutner also points to the degree of independence sh o1vn.

between the three stages of sexual response and speculates

as to the differential effect of SG depending upon the

particular stage in operation along a sexual behavior

sequence. Individuals may differ in clegree of sexual

inhibition depending upon the particular sexual stage, or

degree of sexual arousaÌ that guilt has become conditioned.

Again, further research needs to be done on the particul-ar

deterrninants of SG and its interaction with other Ðerson-

alit¡r ¿¡1¿ situational variables to produce effects on sexual

inhibition.
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Sex Guilt and Need for Annroval.

From the begínning, the enpirical literature on SG

has been concerned with differentiating the guilt construct

from measures of Social Desirability (Iriosher, !96I, l-966a,

1968). Tt v¡as l\losherrs explicit Durpose in construeting

his guilt scales that there be no correlation between these

trvo dimensions. On one hand., guilt v¡as viewed as a person-

ality disposition to respond according to "internalized"
standards of proper conduct. 0n the other, Need for Approval

(NA), the personality variable measu-red by the i\íar1or¡e -Crowne

Social Desirability Scale (l{-0 SDS, Cror,¡ne and lTarJ-orve,

l-960), v¡as viewed as the tendency to respond according to

sociall-y appropriate or situationally conforming starrdards

of proper conduct. I\{ore recently, there has been some

attenpt in the literature to draw parallels betv¡een the

personal-ity dispositions of SG and NA (Schi11, !972). Both

have been found to correlate significa¡tly with inhibitory
effects on sexual behavior yet, in the main, shorving no

significant correlation between them. The manner in rvhich

these two personality variables interact to produce

inhibitory effects on sexual behavior is stil1 unspecified.

In ord.er to gain perspective on this problern, a brief review

of the aersonality variable of llA and its demonstrated

correlation with sexual inhibition rvi11 be made along rvith

the iniegration of this variable into the SG literature.
Research rvith the l'I-C SDS suggests that persons r{igh
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(m'14) as opposed to Low in lleed for Approval (ltfA) are more

persuasible, compliant, defensiver eager to please arrd

conf orming in a variety of situations ( Cror¡ne and I'iar'lov,'e,

f9611,) , Scores on the Id-C SDS are operationally defined as

the subjectsr endorsement of culturally sanctionecl behaviors

v¡hich are unlikely to be true. Within a Social Learning

theory framework (Rotter, 1954), subjects who score high

on this scale may be seen as having a greater expectancy

for social approval than those subjects whó score low.

Studies have shov¡n that HI'IA over INA subjects were judged

to be more defensive by their friends (tsartÌre1, 1p6l), rnore

defensive on projective tests (Tutko, 1962), a¡d showed

more suppression of anger rvhen socially frustrated (conn

and Crowne, l-964 i Fishman, f965) . Further, llNA over LNA

subjects have shown greater social conformity (Strickland

and. Crorqne , ]-962 i Cror^¡ne and T-,iverant, 1963) , includíng

opinion conf ornì' ty ( l'farlowe and C r or.¡ne , 1961) ' attitude

change to persuasive communications (Salman, 1962), arrd

verbal condiiioning ( Irïarlowe , 1962) ' There is soroe

evidence, (Bates, L972), to suggest that i$lA subjects act

to protect vu.lnerable self-esteern (l.iosher, I965bt Strickland

and Crorvne, 1963) z'ather than shorrying greater discrimination

of behavior r,¡hich leads to approval (Ì'{iller' Ðoob' But1er

and I'iaz'lowe , 1965). In a recent study investigating the

degree of openness of I{A subjects under a social desir-

ability instruction set, I'iclaughlin ald Hev¡itt (tgZZ)
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conclude that "the defining characteristic of peoÞle with

High I'leed for Approval seems to be their ability to alter
their norrnal behavior and adopt l¡ehavior situationally
defined as socially desirable" (p, 259. After some years

of research, this view vrould seem to concur with Crowne

and Liarlorve I s earlier conception of the approval rnotive.

Although there is much evidence to shorv that lii.lA

over LitrA subjects will show greater conformity to a socially
approved task rmder situational- pressure to conform, a

further implication is the confornity of i{}'14 and LItr-A subjects

to a socially ilisa¡nroved tash r.mder situational pressure to

conform. Foll-owing this impJ-ication, an early s tud¡r ¡y
Barthel and Crowne (1962) d.emonstrated a significant
relationship betleen NA and the inhibition of sexual

behavior measured as perceptual- defense of socially taboo

wortl stimuli. This perceptual clefense task was similar to
that used in the previously reviernrecl study on the SG, Social

Censure interaction (lviosher, f965a), except that v¡ords r,,¡e re

presented tachis t osc opical-l-y rather than by successive

carbons. According to the procedure, Barthel and Crovnre

divided, a s arnple of first year college females into ]ll.iA a¡rd

I,llA groups. Fo'l lor^¡ing the tachistoscopíc presentation of

sexuall¡r taboo a-n d neutral $/ord.s, the fe¡nale s l"¡ere divided

into those that s ar,,r the experimental task as a test of

perceptual "sp.eed" or "keenness" (Perce1rtual group) and

those that sa\J the task as involving a rTieasure of ones
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response to "bad" or "disapproved" words ( Disapproval

group) . As expected, the HNA females showed greater sexual

word inhibition in the Disapproval tha:r the Perceptual

group. In contrast, LNA fenales shov¡ed an overalJ- low

inhibition scoï'e arrd no significant change in inhibition
across the Disapproval-Perceptual clas s ifications . there

was also fur-ther evidence to shov¡ that the percentual

defense scores were a result of a conscious inhibition of

sexual resDonse rather than a result of percentual blocking

belov¡ the fevel of a\¡¡areness. fhis is consistent vrith the

oosítion taken in the l{osher (tg65a) studl¡.

The above findings are s ome\¡Ihat confusing in that
it is diffieult to attribute the results to a change in a

situational censure -approval variabS.e anð,/ or to a chaJige in
a personality variable. The Perceptual-Ðisapproval class-

ification appears to be similar to what one night expect

of ISG-HSG subjects. Besides the possibility of this
variable fall-ing along a SG personality dimension, hovrever,

it coul-d al.so suggest a charge in the subjectsr definition
of the experilnental taslc as situationally approved or

disapproved.. It seems obvious that the personality variable

of l[A has a significant effect on the inhibition of sexual

behavior, yet the interaction irnplied in this study is
unclear. Certainly, a more systenatic investigation needs

to be done on the interaction between the personality

varieble of SG and llA, and tire situational variable of
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social Approval-Ðisapproval for sexually related behavior.

In a more recent study, Schi11, Emanuel, Pedersen,

Schneider and i{achov¡iak ( 1970) , tested HNA arrd l-,t'IA male

subjects in response to sexually double entendre words in
the presence of a male or female experimenter. The double

entendres v¡ere the same list ( t¡lAt) as used previously in
testing sexual inhibition for subjects varying in SG

(Galbraith and Triosher, 1968). The L.liA group showed an

increase in sexual associations when the experimenter was

a male , vrhiJ-e the HI,IA group showed low sexual- ass ociations

regardless of the sex of the experimenter. Conclusions

were that in the absence of ex-o]-icit approval cues, HNA

sub je cts operate rlrrder the general expe ctancy that sexual

responding is largely inappropriate a¡rd socially disapproved,

whereas Ll{A subjects are free to for¡n expectancies frorn the

rnore subtle social cues avai-lable in the situation.
In contrast to these findings, Galbraith et al.

( 1968) found no relationship between NA and sexual respon-

sivity as measured by the double entendre word association

test. Also, there rvas a 1or,¡ positive correlation betv¡een

the measu.res of SG and I'iA. It should be pointed out, ho\,¡-

ever, that in eontrast to the Galbraith et aI. procealure,

Schill et aI. allorred subjects to make rnore than one

association to the d.ouble entendres, This riray have provided

a greater opportunitl¡ for sexual associations to develo¡

and, in turn, a greater opportunity for the ¡ersonalìty
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variable of liA to effect perforrnance. The correlation
between SG and NA provides further difficulties of inter-
pretation keeping in mínd llosher's (1966, 1p6B) previous

findings of no significant correlations between SG and

measures of Social Desirability or I\iA. Other recent studies
also shor¡ support for ltíosherrs contention in this regard
(Schill, 1972; Schwartz, I9?3a). That the trvo scales are

somernrhat conceutually related, however, may suggest sonûe

reason f or a Iow positive corcelation in s orne circumstances.

Galbraith et a1., point out the sinilarity that guilt
ínvolves se If-e val-uati on against moral standards of right
and. wrong, and NA against societal standards of appropriate-
ne ss -inappropriatene ss .

In a further study, Schill (tgZZ), looked at both

NA and SG in a sample of malês whc read either sexual_ or

neutral stories. Sex Guilt and NA showed no relationshi¡
to sexual arousal or to the affect varïables of anxiety,
bored.om, arrger, or entertainment. The HSG males did shov¡

greater disgust after reading the erotic literature tha¡l

the LSG. Sexual associations to the double entend.re rvords

lvas greater f or LNA over }-li\tA males, and this vras esoecialJ.-rr

apparent following sexual stimu.lation. the sexuall¡r

stinulating literature had no significant effect on the

sexual associations of HNA males. For the guilt variable,
sexual associations to the double entendres was greater fcr
LSG over HSG males regardless of t¡me of passage read.
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These results indicate that increases in both the

personality variables of SG and NA lead to greater inhibítion
of sexual responding. Consistent with previous research

this inhibítion also appears to be operating between sexual

arousal and behavioral response rather than between stimu-

lation a¡d arousal. lleither personality variable showed a

relationship to measures of sexual arousal .

Although Schill's study incorporates both a measure

of NA and SG, it is difficult to obtain a complete picture

of how these two variables are related. The resul-ts show

that an overall correlation between SG and NA in this sample

is a nonsignificant correlation (r = .10). Horvever, since

there u¡as no systematic preselection of NA and SG subjects

into the experimental conditions based on sexual stimulation,

there is no comparison in terms of a possible interaction
betleen these independent variables. The situation leads

one to speculate as to a possible interaction between I'lA

and SG on sexual inhibition, Fron the bulk of the evidence,

these two variables appear to be measuring relatively
independent personality constructs yet having sinilar effects

on sexu.al inhibition i.mder certain situatíonal conditions.

Follorving a similar issue in the SG literaiu¡'e,
Schi1I a¡d Pedersen (a9ß), tested rvhether the 1or.¡er sexual

responsivity of HllA over INA subjects is a result of

differential inhibition or simnly less fami1iarity u'ith the

*h
9snnnrrs

sexual meanings of the double entendre rvords (llAT) .
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standard instructions, INA subjects showed significantly
greater sexual responsivity than I{NA, supporting previous

findings (SchÌ11, 19? 2) . ï{owever, under instructions that
many of the rvords had sexual as well as neutral rneanings

and to pick out the double entendres, both the INA a¡d HNA

subjects sigrrificantly increased sexual responding.

This seems to be strong support for an inhibition
rather than familiarity exolanation of the lower sexual

resnonsivity of HNA subjects. Also, from SchiJ-l_r s (I9?Z)

earlier findings it was apparent that sexual_ stimulation
procedures did not increase responsivity of HI{A subjects,
whereas, ín this study sensitizing instructions from the

experimenter did increase responsivity. This may point to
both the increased reaction of i{NA subjects to social-

approval for sex related behavior, as well as a perceived

responsibility exnlanation. The sensitizing instructions
may be seen as the responsibility of the experinenter,
whereas increased responsivity to erotic literature may be

seen as J-argely the responsibility of the subject. Horvever,

the fact that Hl'lA subjeetsr sexual responsivity never matched

the increased responsivity of INA subjects r;nder sensitizing
instructions, further suggests that ÌiNA subjects may not
only be reacting to approval fz.on the experinenter but also

acting to protect vulnerable self-esteem ( lia:'love and Crolne,

1964) through inhibition of sexual :'es.oonse. In fact, man¡,

of these äA subjects are probabl]¡ also high in SG naking a
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L965a). Partialing out the SG variable would most likely
lead to a greater understanding of the sexual inhibition
effect.

A Further View of the

Sex Guilt Construct

From the above revievr, it is apparent that the

personality disposition of SG has an important relationship

with the inhibition of sexual behavior and emotional affect
in a variety of situations. The correlation of SG v¡ith

other sexually oriented data and personality variables

appears to add consistently to the utility and validity of

the construct. That the inhibitory effects of SG do not

significantly influence sexual arousal, but appear to operate

between arousal and sexual expression, has been the

conclusion reached by a number of investigators. There is
also evidence to point towards a good deal of c oñr.non ground

betrveen the operation of SG in the male and female, as well

as some apaarent differences' especially in affective
reaetions to various sexually arousing stimuli.

Forming the nain basis of the SG construct, r.,'as

liosher a-nd his coll.eaguers early rvork on the SG, Social

Censure interaction (I,iosher, 196I, I955a; Galbraith and

I'iosher, 1968) . Since this time, the SG l-iterature has
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diverged into many areas and the conclusions derived from

these early studies seem to have been largely left
r.rnchallenged. Very recent evidence (Schi11 et al., 19? 5)

seems to question the validity of l,iosherrs earlier findings
rvhile others (ììay and Thornpson, I9?4; Janda, 19?5) shorv

only weak support for a differential sensitivity view of

SG. None have replicated the results of the earlier studies.
It is the purpose of this present research to challenge

l'{osherr s early conclusions and to derive empirical- evidence

substantiating the arguments made here. The need for further
research into the SG, Social Censure interaction is argued

on three points. First, these early studies were never

replicated on a female population. In light of the previous-

ly revierved literature, it is d.ifficult to simply assume

that the SG construct operates in an inhibitory manner of

exact s i¡nila.rity in the rnal-e and female. Second¡ there are

sone methodological problems in the earlier studies which

have never adequately been resolvecl. In particular was the

use of the experimenter to manipulate the Social Censure-

Approva]- (SCA) variable as rvell as introducing the sexual

moral confl-ict situation (i.e. sholing "nude pi-n-ups").

It is difficult to la'r or,¡ v,¡hether the SG by SCA interaction
obtaj-ned by Mosher was a result of some confou.nding of

variables, or was a z'e sul-t of the tendenc¡r for' ÌlSG subjects

to be less sensitive to or less de¡endent on exterrral social
ounish¡rent cues. Tt is cluite possible that ìiSG su.b jects
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would view an experinenter who would sholv them "dirt¡r"
pictures as simply "approving", regardless of subsequent

attempts by the erperimenter to Dortray arì approving or

censuring attitude. The LSG subjects, ltowever, may have

reacted in a less evaluative marlne r to the showing of the

pictures and may have been more influenced by the experimenterrs

subsecluent role playing attempts at Censure or Approval.

Fron this perspective, the results may have had nothing to

do r'¡ith differential sensitivity to external cues' but

rather the result of HSG and ISG subjects interpreting the

experimental situation differently. In the present studies,

an attempt was made to separate the erperimenterrs intro-
duction of the sexual moral conffict situation from ihe

manipulation of the SCA variable. Also' a check on the

adequac;y of this SCA marripuJ-ation fron the subject's point

of vierv v¡as included in the experinental procedure.

The thrird point to be made in challenging lriosherr s

earlier studies is that there appe ars to be alternaì;ive

exola¡ations for the obtained data besides the Ðroposed

" hylp osens itívity-h¿nersens itivity" interpretation of gu.ilt.

fhis point r,{i11 be discussed j-n some detail belov¡.

The Sex ELL!, Social Censure Interaction and Guilt Arousal

In the previously reviewed lvîosher (I965a) study it
rvas found that u¡rder sexual stimulaiion conditions' HSG

subjects showed no significant change in sexual response
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inhìbition across situational changes in Social Censure.

The ISG sub jects, hor^rever, sho\n/ed greater inhibition in the

Social Censure rather than the Social Approval condition
for sexual- exoression. The results led to the vierv that
HSG individuals are rnore attuned to, or pay more attention
to, "internal" prmishment cues rather than external cues

in deterrnining their sexual behavior. In fact, ít v¡as

assumed that i{SG individuals are relatively " hyp osens itive',
to these exterrral reinforcement cues rvhen eompared with the

" hypersens itivity" of ISG individuals. It is argued here

that it is inaccurate to view the guilty individual as

necessarily "hyposensitive" to the reinforeement cues

available ín the external environment. Raiher, in certain
situations, the guilty indi-vidual carr be vierved as quite

sensitive to such cues. Through further exanination of the

above study, it can be argued that there are actually two

important variables being manipulated for the i{SG subjects

across Censure conditions. For LSG subjects, hovrever, there

is essentially only one of these variables be j-ng manipulated

across Censure conditions. Inaccurate interoretation rna¡t

result fron the conformding of a guilt arorlsal or Þ-æ-
Guilt variable rvith a sirnpJ-e social reinforcernent variable.

-As demonstrated, there is ernpirical evidence in a

number oí studies (idosher and Greenberg, 1969 ¡ Sqhi11 and

Chapin, 1tl2 ; i,1osher, 1973) to suggest that r¡nder sexuall]¡

stimulating conditions, äSG su.b jects r,¡i11 sho',l' a significant
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increase in State Guilt, rvhere as ISG subjects rvil1 not.

this is in agreement r¡ith the theoretical differentíation
between Trait and State Guilt (Otterbacher and Iiïunz, lpfJ)
arrd f ollov'¡s I'{osherr s definition of the SG personality
construct (Iriosher, 1968). As yet untested, is the effect
on State Guilt when sexually stirnulated guilt disposed

subjects, are put under varying conditions of soeial censure

for sexually related behavior. liowever, there see¡ns to be

some fairly strong theoreiical- as v¡ell as intuitive support

for the follovring prediction. Persons predisposed to SG

will shorv a greater increase in the affective state of guilt
r¡¡hen put under sexually stimulating conditions in v¡hich

other persons in the situation are approving of sexually

related behavior, than '¡hen they are disapproving of such

behavior. Persons not d.isposed to SG will shov¡ little guilt
arousal in either Censure -Approval- condition.

This prediction fol-lows primarily fronn I'losherts

(Ag65a) definition of gui1t. As noted, guilt vras defined

as a "generalized expectancy for self-mediated punishment

(i,e., negative reinforcement) for violating, anticipating
the violaiion of, or failure to attain internalized standards

of proper behavior" (p. 162). In addition, sucir persons

rn¡ho a:'e highly disposed to guilt and transgress a noral

standard nevertheless, vrould be "expected to experielrce the

feeling of guilt, or tc confess, or to purrish themselves,

or to nal.e restitu-tion" (l'iosher, 19ó8, p. 695). In tire
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above predictioir, it foll-ows that HSG over LSG subjects

would lre expected to experience the feeling state of guil-t
follovring introduction to the moral conflicting sexual

stimulation procedures. I{oreoverr v¡hen HSG subjects are

in this type of situation with other persons v,¡ho apÞrove

rather than disapprove of sexual expression, it seems

reasonable to assume a greater Situational Expectancy toward

anticipating the violation of further sexual stand.ards

under social pressure. In the moral confli-ct situaiion,
this Situational Exoectancy v¡il1 combine with the already

established Genera-lized Expe ctarrcy for guilt, and therefore,
lead to greater arousal of guilt feelings und.er the social
approval than disapnroval condition,

From another perspective, one could bring in the

psychoanalytic line of reasoning of punishment ancl ¡'esti-
tution implied in i'losherr s definition. This rvould I.ead to

the same prediction of differential guilt arousal r.mder

social approval and disapproval. In other words, after
tra:rsgression of sexual- sta-ndards leading to guilt arousal,
HSG subjects may form a greater Situational Exoectancy of
punishnent íor this tralsgression r;nd.e r the Social Censure

than Aporoval condiiion. lhis rvould lead to greatez'

restitution and.I-qlgg gr-'.iIt feelings in the Social Jensure

over the Social Approval condition.

The idea of pu::ish¡neni to attone for "sin" is
engrained v¡ithin ryestern cultu-re and the socio-r'eligious
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roots of tìris culture (ileilr, f95?) . That one has a reaCy

source of pr-rnishi-ng social stinuli available in a sitnation
in ivhich sexual sta.ndards have been 'brâ,nsgressed, rûay

ope::ate to alleviate pr:esent guj.l-by feelings. ft also

seerns in'tuitively obvj.ous that find.ing oneself in a

sexu.ally arou.sing situation in rvhich o-bhers, like vourselfu

di-sapprove of "unacceptable" sexual behavioro may help to
allevia'be guilty feelings. This may cone both fron ihe

anticipation that you rlill not be forced. through socia-I

pressu.ï'e to transgress íurther sexual- star¡dards, as vre11

as the feeling that others are "on your side,,. In fact, a

cognitive consistency -bheoretical app:'oach (Abe1son, Aronson,

l\icGuire, l'ie\n¡conb, Iìosenbergr a¡ld Tannenba.um, 1!68) lvoul_d

also coincide rvith 'this prediction.
Extending a cognitive consistenc)¡ approach, ì4rhen

a HSG person is in a moral conflict situation in lvhich

otlìers approve of sexual expression, then this situation
will be cognitively inconsistent or dissonant rnrith the self-
monitore d expe ctancy of plmishrnent f or su.ch behavi or . This

vrould increase "tension" v;ithin the cognitive self-system.
However, a situation in which others disapprove of sexual

expression r^¡i11 be more consistent with expectancy for sel-f-
nonitored punishrnent, and l-ess "tension" Ðroducing. In this
sense, the cognitive consistency notion of "tension', could

be equated with the affective arousal of gui1t.
Considering the change in State Guili under social_
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approval--dis approval conditions for IISG subjects a further
step is to consider rvhether State Guitt in turn effects
sexual res.Donse inhibition. As discussed previously, the
theoretical conception is that persons rvith high Trait
Guilt show grêater State Guilt in moral conflict situations
(I.{osher, 1968; Otterl¡acher and lriunz, fgrc) , A number of
studies have shor,¡n that changes in Trait Guilt occur in
positive relation to both changes in State Guilt and

inhibition of sexual response in moral conflict situations
( 0ke1 and I'losher, 1968; liiosher and Greenberg, aÇ6); Schill
arrd Chapin, I)l2i lïos]ner, 1973 i Janda and l,'Iagri, I97Ð,
That State Guilt change s as a result of confessi-onal

behavior follovring moral transgression has been d.emonstrated
( Otterbacher and l,íunz , 19? 3) . i¡rom this the ore tical and

empirical basis, there is reason to suggest that State Guilt
is the situational link betn'een the personality disposition
of guilt and the inhibition of sexua1 behavior in sexually
moral conflict siiuations. lhis leads to the conclusion

that subjects preseì-ected eo,ually on the personality
dimension of SG, nay show differences in the inhibition of
sexual behavior depending upon ho\.¡ external contingencies

of the momeni affect. ihe arousal of State Gui1t. The

greater tl:e arousal of Staie Guilt in arr ;{SG personality,
the greater the.inhibition of sexua1 behavior.

Re turning to i'iosher t s study on re Sc by SCA j_nter-

action, it is aoparent fron the above argument rat ihe
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nanipulati on of Social. Censure for HSG subjects may have

produced differences in State Guilt effecting inhibition of
sexual behavior. llowever, the fact that no sigrrificant
inhibitory changes occured in the data for HSG subjects

leads to a consideration of a second variable vrhich rnay

be confounding this effect.
the second variable in liiosher's study rvou,ld appear

to operate for both HSG and. L,SG subjects across censure

condj-tions. In this sense, one can look at the Social

Censure manipulati on from a simple social reinforcement

viev¡ rather than its effect on State Guilt. In other lvords,

expectancy for positive or negative reinforcernent follovring
sexual behavior is likely to have s orne effect on frequency

of sexual behavior for all subjects regardless of SG

disposition. Indeed, l'losher found a highly significant
rnain effect of greater inhibition under the censure than

approval condition. one could postulate a situational fear
or anxiety construci to accor¡nt for this difference as

Èiosher has done, holvever, it is perhans ¡lore consisient in
this context io vier¡ the change as a simple social operant,

In faci, follov.,ring through rvith l'iosher's reasoning of social
disalproval inducing fear or anxiety, ihe ¡rediction r'¿as

that the HSG , Social Cet'rsure ( Fear) conditíon ',.¡ou.ld shorv

the greatest behavioral inhibition over all ccnditions.
lhis is on t1ìe assunpiion that the noral anxiety induced by

guilt would add to the sii;uationâl anxie ty induced by soc!-al
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censure to produce the greatest inhibition of resDonse.

However, contradicting this assumption, the data actually
sholred the ISG, Social Censure condition producing the

highest inhibitory effect. The argurnent nade here r,¡oul_d

predict the pariicular results that l,iosher obtained, at
the same time, contradicting the conclusions reached

concerning the guilt c onstruct.

Combiníng the hyootheses conceming the State Guilt
and social reinforcernent variables discussed above, the

Iilosher study could be reinterpreted in the foJ.lowing way.

In the HSG, Social Censure condition, tvro effects wou1d be

operating. 0n one hand., Social Censure would have an effect
of reducing State Guilt and, in turn, increasing sexual

behavior. 0n the other hand, Social Censure r,¿ould have a

simple social reinforcement effect arrd de-ç¡'easg sexual

behavior. For the HSG, Social Approval condition, ihe exact

opposite holds true. 0n one hand, Social Approval v.roul-d

have an effect of increasing State Guilt and, in turn,
decreasins sexual behavior. 0n the other hand, Social

Aporoval would har¡e a si¡nn1e social reinforcement effect
and .i.re.ES-C. sexual behavior.

ïn contrast to the ilSG subjects, the ISG subjects,

only have the r¡ariabÌe of social r'einf orce¡nent operating

across censure -appr cval conditions. Therefore, in'ter-
oretaiion of resu.lts is a relativel¡r si¡"1" natter of
differing exnecta-ncies for social reinforcenent. that L,SG
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subjects show significantly greater inhibition of sexual

behavior uncler expeciancy for Soci-al Censure than Approval

is no theoretical surprise.

looking at thìs interpretation in more general

terns, one may say that a HSG person "feels better" arrd

less inhibited in a sexually arousing situation lvith other

Dersons v¡ho hol-d punishing attitudes toward sex. Yet, at
the same tine, this I-ISG ¡erson inhibits sexual expression

since these responses are not socially approved. this is
a relativelJ¡ "comfortable" situation for the HSG Derso11.

fn comparison, a HSG person may feel- very " unc onfortable,'

and inhibíted in a sexually arousing situation with others

lrho hoÌd approving attitu.des tor{'ard sexual expression.

Yet, at the same time, this 1ierson may feel socially obliged

to respond s omel4rhat sexually. This is a relativelJ¡
conflictual and disturbing situation for the HSG person.

In both censure and ap¡roval situations, hornre ver, the actual
inhibitory behavior ûray appear very similar. îo conclude

that the HSG person ís not sensitive to exter::a1 prìnislrment

cues rvould be nnissing the point. fndeed, under certain
circumstances sigirifica.nt differences may occur in the I-ISG

individuals inhibitory behavior. The evidence (T,a-ngston,

I9?3¡ Galbraith and l,losher, 1p5B) which suggests that liSG

individuals may tend to ar¡oid raorally conflict!-ng

environrnental situations also aDÐe ars to contradict the

viev¡ of a guilty individual- as "hyoosensitive" to external
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reinforcement cues, lhe recent "banned in Boston" effect
found by Schill et al. (f97Ð would also question the

differential sensitivity internretation of SG.

IIegd for Annroval and the Sex Guilt, Social Censure Tnteraction

¡'ron tl-Ìe above discuss ion, it is aonarent that the

tv¡o factors of State Guilt and social reinforcement may be

operating differentially to inhibit sexual behavior for i{SG

subjects. liov"'ever, simply a social reínforcement factor
ma]¡ be olerating to inhibit sexrral behavior for LSG subjects.
This leads to a further problem of providing a convincing

demonstration of how these tlo factors operate differeirtl¡r
on inhibition of sexu.al behavior under social censure and

approval conditions. Taking a measure of State Guilt as

,¡¡e11 as a measure of sexual response inhibition r^rithin the

SG, Social Censure interaction would provide sorne evidence

tot¡ard this point. Hovrever, the major problem is that one

cannot easily separate, in an exÞerinental lrocedure, the

manipulation of the Social Censure variable from its social
reinfo::cenent and State Guilt effects in iiSG subjects. The

t{eed for A¡proval (iiA) variable v¡ill be introduced as a

lrossible ¡reans of further elucidating thís relationshi¡.
As ¡r'eviously reviewed both SG and ;';A aÐpear to have

sirnilar effects on inhibition of sexual ::esponse as neasureC

by nercentual defense ( Barthel anC C r o'u-,ryìe , 1962; i-osher',

1965a) and by association to double entendre vords (Schil1,
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1972). Although Galbraith et a1. (1968) foun¿t a 1ow positive
correlation between SG and NA, the rna jority of investigators
have found no sign.ificant correl_ation between these tlo
personality variables (l{osher, 1966,.J968¡ Schill, 19?2;

Schwartzr I9?3a). That the two variabl-e s are relatively
orthogonal, that they both effect sexual inhibition, that
they both interact with Socía1 Censure arrd Approva1, ancl

that they may be sornewhat conceptually related under

particular eircumstances, seems to be the position of the

literature to date. There are no studies, hol.rever, to
eluciclate exactl-y how the independent variables of SG, NA

'a¡rd Social Censure interact on the inhibition of sexual

behavior. This rvould "appear to be the next logical step in
clarifying the present' literature .

., The defining characteristic of IINA over INA subjects
seems to be the ability to alter thei-r no¡rnal behavior to
suit whatever behavi-or is social1y approved or reinforced
in a particulai situation ( Mclaughl-in ancl Hervitt, J-!f2¡

Crowne and l\{arlowe , I96Lv). In fact, Schil1 and. pedersen

(1973) have recently shown that approval motivated subjects
who usually inhibit sexual behavior in an experirnental

situation which does not manipul-ate situational Censure or
Ap'oroval-, rvill significantly increase sexual responsiveness

when 1ed to expect that it is socially appropriate. As

noted, this was done by a simple suggestion from the

experimenter that some of the rvords in the double entendre
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list had sexual meaning. This seens to be relatively weak

social apÌrroval in coroparison to the nore direct a¡rd

explicit Social Censure-Approvâl (SCA) rnanipul-ations in the

SG studies. Al-though there are no studies on the NA,

Social Censure interaction exactly cornparable to the SG

literature, there seems to be strong ínferential support
(Barthel and Crowne, J962) fo:' the theoretically expected

prediction. That is, HNA subjects will- show greater

inhibition of sexual behavior under Social Censr.re than

Socj-al Approval for sexual- expression, while T,l'lA subjects

will shorv little or no significant inhibitory charrge across

Censure -Appqoval conditions. This interaction should be

further controlled through systematically equating subjects

on the SG variable,

The study described here, involves a predicted

second order interaction between the independent variables

of SG, I\4, and Social Censure-Approval on the inhibition of

sexual behavior. In particular, the specific clifficulties
discussed in regards to the SG, Social Censure interaction
were further investigated. This v¡as made possible through

the introduction of the NA variable which helped to differ-
entiate between the State Guilt and social reinforcement

inhibitory effects of the Censure-AÞproval manipulation.

The argument rvas that sub je cts who var¡' in I'lA, vary in the

extent to rvhich social reinforcement is effective in altering
behavior. Thi-s theoretically allows for some manipulation
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of the social reinforcenent effect of the Social- Censure-

Approval- manipulation independent of changes in State Guí1t

under these conditions.

Figure I illustrates the prediction that HSG, HNA

subjects will show greater inhibition of sexual response

r:nder the Social Censure (SC) tftan the Socia1 Approval
(SA) condition, whereas, HSG, LNA subjects will shorv greater
inhibition under SA than SC. Therefore, HSG, HIVA subjects
will shorv a. change in sexual behavior across the SCA

manipulation largely on the social reinforcement effect of
this manipufation. In contrast, HSG, T,NA sub jects wil-l-

determine their charrge ïn sexual behavior across the SCA

manipulation l-argely on the State Guilt effect of this
manipulation. If thís directional prediction ho1ds, it is
supportive evidence of the operation of two factors, State

Guilt and social re inforcement, producing the differential
inhibitory changes in the SG, Social Censure -Approval
i-nteraction.

Looking at the same comparisons for the l,SG subjects
(Figure 1), the predictions follor,v directly fron the social
reinforcement effect of the SCA maripulation. Therefore,

for T,SG, HilA subjects, the greatest inhibition of sexual_

re sponse v,rill occur r¡ncle r SC than SA . For the l,SG , Lì'lA

subjects, there nay be a slightly greater inhibition effect
rinder SC than SA, or the SC a¡rd SA conditions rnay shorv

relativel¡r little difference. In any case, it was expected
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LSG

,-^ 

:::]

^^-':1
Figure 1. The predicted second order interaction between Sex

cullt (HSG-LSG), Need for ApprovaL (HNA-LNA), and
Social Censure-Approval (SC-SA) on the inhibition
of sexual responêè. Direction of line vectors to
right of the d.iagram, point to the ce1Is showing
greatest inhibition in each pairwise comparís on.
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that the L,SG, IINA subjects rvill show a greater inhibitory
difference between SC and SA than the l,SG, INA subjects.

These predictions foflov¡ directly from the theoretìcal

position that HNA subjects shorv a greater responsivity to

changes in social censure conditions than LNA subjects.

This second order interaction completes supoort for the

differential effects of State Guilt and socïal- reinforcement

for those persons disposed to SG. This also supports the

view of the HSG ïndividual as being sensitive to exterrral

reinforcement cues under particul-ar cj-rcumstances of the

interaction between a personality and. situational variable.

Illain Hypotheses

Ihe following experimental hypotheses $¡ere made in
the context of all subjects first being introduced to a

sexuall-y oriented situation :

1. The HSG subjects will show greater arousal of State

Guil-t than LSG subjects.

2. The HSG, SA c ond.ition r¡i1l show greater arousal of

State Guilt than the HSG, SC condition. ln contrast,

the LSG subjects uril1 shorv no significant change in
State Guilt across ihe SCA condition.

3. The HSG sub jects r..'i 11 shorv greater inhibition of sexual

response than LSG sub je cts .

4. l'.losher r s SG by SCA interaction will be replicated.
The HSG subjects rvill shorv l-ittle change in sexual
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inhibition across the SCA condition, vrhereas, I,SG sub-

jects will shorv sig:níficantly greater inhibition under

SC than SA.

5. there v¡ilI be a second order interaction be tv¡een the

independent variabl-es of SG, llA, and SCA on the

inhibition of sexual response. For HSG subjects, the

HNA condition will shovr greater inhibition of sexual

response under SC than SA, vthereas, the f-',NA condition
qriI1 show greater inhibition under SA than SC. In
contrast, for ISG subjects, the HNA condition wi]-l

shovr greater inhibition of sexual response uncter SC

than SA, whereas, the T,l'fA condition will show equal or

only slightly greater inhibition under SC than SA.

Add.itiona]- Pre dictions

Following from previous research' i{SG subjects wil3- show

less sexual erperience on a variety of measures, be more

conservative sexually, a.nd religiously more devout, than

ISG sub je cts .

The personality dispositíons of SG a¡rd NA are elq)ected

to shov¡ some interaetions on measures of sexual experience

and inhibition. This prediction is investigative, and the

direetion of the interactions is not specified a priori.
I,{ore LSG tha-n I-ISG sub je cts , and rnore lll{A than LÌlA

subjects, will agree to a p ostexoerirnental question

asking them if they v,rould volunteer for a simj-1ar study

in the future (asked as a "hypothetical" question).

1.

t

a



CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Two experiments were conducted, the first with

college females, the second with college ma1es. Since both

studies have identical experimental designs, subject

selection procedures, and similar dependent measures, these

aspects will be discussed in common. Following this,
particular consideration wil-l be given to the experimental

procedure employed in Experinent I (Females) a.nd Ex¡rerirnent

2 (Males). The major differences between the studies is
sex of subject, different moral conflict situations, and

different methods of rnanipulating the independent variable

of Social Censure -Approval- (SCA). The two studies were

designed to be analyzed independently.

Exoerimental DesiErr

the design is an extension of Mosherrs ( 1965)

2 x 2 (SG by SCA) factoríaI designr by the addition of a

third independent variable, Need for Approval (NA). The

factorial arrangement therefore contains eight independent

conditions with two leve1s per factor: HSG-I,SG, }INA-LNA,

SC-SA. The desigrr contains two preselected subject factors

of SG a¡d NA, and one experinentally manipulated factor of SCA.

62
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Sub iects

The subjects are 118 single female r and 120 single

male undergraduates between the ages of 1? to 21 , who were

enro]led in a first year introductory psychology course at

the University of Manitoba. The females were taken from

t}::e L97 5 winter semester, the males from the L975 fa]-']-

semester. The subjeets were preselected from a larger

samp3-e of 421+ female arrð, 423 male students, according to

the Preselection Procedure described below. The study was

voluntary to the extent that subjects could choose from a

variety of experiments throughout the year to satisfy
their course requirement of experirnental participation.
At the tine of initiall.y volunteering for the study,

subjects were only totd that the nature of the experiment

coneemed "feeLings and attitudes". No mention was made

of the sexual content of the study.

The Tndependent Sub-iect Variables

Sex Gui1t. Ílhe defining measure is the SG subscale

of the male (Mosher, 1966) and fe¡nale (Mosher, 1968) for¡rs

of the Mosher Forced-Choice Guilt Tnventory (I{FCGI r see

Appendix A). The scales consist of forced-choice itens

such as:

If in the future f comrnitted adultery ...
A. I hope I would be punished very deeply. (SG+z)

B. I hope I enjoy it. (so-z)
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Subjects who scored in the upper third of the sample popu-

lation on this scale were defined. as HSG, those in the lower

third. as L,SG. Llsing the upper and lower thirds of the MFCGI

is a departure from Mosherr s earlier research which has

typically employed a median split definition of HSG ancl

LSG. It was reasoned here that by increasing the limits
toward the ends of the scale would provide a more well-defined
measure of SG and a more adequate test of the experimental

hypotheses.

lvÏosher (L966, 1p6B) reports favorable reliability
a¡d validity data for the SG scales on an undergraduate

co3-lege population. Scores on the 39 item female form range

from +64 to -61-, and the 28 item male forn fron +3? to -45.
Need for A¡¡roval. the defining measure of NA is

the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (M-C SDS,

Crowne and MarLowe, 1960). llhe 33 items of the scale were

chosen to d.efíne behaviors rvhich are cul-tural-ly sanctioned

and approved, yet which are iroprobable of oecurence. HaIf

the items are we ightetl in the socialLy desirable "True"
direction and hal-f ín the "False" direction. An item weighted

in the direction is¡
No matter who Irm talking to, frm always a good

listener. T (+1) F (0)

Scores can range from O to 33. Subjects who scored in the

upper third of the sample population on the M-C SDS were

defined as HNA, those in the lower third as Ll,tA. Crowne

ând Mar]-owe (1960, lp64) present favorable reliability and
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validity evidence for the I,1-C SDS on an undergraduate col-lege

population.

Pre selection Procedure

A total of 424 females , and 423 males, were

adninistered the Ir{FCGf (Female and lÍa1e Form respectively)

and the I,1-C SDS, in groups of approximately 4o-JO stutlents.

The same male experimenter conducted this pretesting as

later conducted the main stud.Ìes. The fema]-es were tested.

separately fron the males. The students lvere told that
they were going to fill. out some questionnaj-res concerning

"feelings and attitud.es", a.nd that the ir ans\¡ers to the

questionnaires rvould be hetd in the strictest of confidence,

only to be reported l-ater in the form of group statistics.
Al-1 students were given the opportunit]¡ to withdraw from

this testing, althoughr rr onê did withdraw, Narne, student

number, name of psychology instructor, and stud.entsr

te lephone nurnber rvere required on the computer scored. anst\rer

sheets. The students were told that they may be contacted

by phone for a second part of the study, which would be

rvorth an additional hour of experimental credit, F:-om the

clue stionnaire data, the females (Experirnent 1) and the

males (Experiment 2) were preselected into four personal ity
or !-type groups, def inïng the SG x I,iA factorial arrangeineni.

The four !-t¡oes of l0 stuttents per group are: (a) Ì{SG-HNA t

(b) HSG-INAr (c) ISG-Ï{NA; (d) I,SG-I,I.IA. To qualify for one

of the four groups, students must score in the upper or
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lower third of the SG scale as wel-1 as in the upper or

lou¡er third of the NA scale, defined by their respective

sanple population (either male or fenale) . Due to drop-

outs and cancellations at Experinent I (see lable A,

Appendix B), only 28 students were actually obtained in
the HSG-Ï,NA female groupr naking the total for the females

118 subjects rather than the originally planned 120 subjects.

The preselected students were contactecl by phone to

participate in the nain experiments. Half of the students

in each of the four S-type groups were rarrd.ornly assigned

to the SC condition and half to the SA condítion for the

main experiments ,

the Ðerrendent l{e asure s

The dependent measures are divided into three

categories: (a) measures of sexual inhibition, (b) measures

of affective guilt arousal or State Guilt, and ( c) a post-

experimental questionnaire on sexual experience and

demograr:hic information.

Measures of Sexual Inhibition
The \¡Iord Association îest (I^JAT, Galbraith anil

I{osher, l-968) was used as a neasure of sexual inhibition in

both Experiments 1 and. 2. fhe lfAT consists of 30 double

entendre v¡ords with a high degree of sexual irnplication in
slang usage, ætd 20 sexual1-y neutral \,rords taken fron the

I{ent-Rosa¡roff Iist. Previous1-y' the l{AT has been used only

with males. The words are adrninistered ora11y in a mixed
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order, and the subject is instructed to give as many free

word associations as possible \^rithin 10 second intervals
(Schill, I97 2) , Later subjects are also given a printed
copy of the l^lAT list ( i.lAT Familiarity Form, see Appenciix C)

and asked to check those v¡ords rvhich have a sexual

iroplication or meaning. This procedure has been an atternpt

in the past to distinguish betv¡een the inhibition vs.

familiarity hyoothesis discussed in Chapter 1,

Resoonses to the ';lAî are scored rvi ti: I'eights of 0,

!, or 2. The greater the score obtained on ti'ie 1'lAÍ b¡r

summing across al-l 1vol1d associates, the greater the sexual

responsivity, or the less the sexual inhibition. A score of

O means the rvord resnonse is either asexual in me aning or

simply a "syrnbolic" sexual response, In order to escape a

0 score, the response must be u.nequivocally and unarnbiguously

sexual in nature when considered in relation to iis v¡ord

stinulu.s. To be given a score of 2, the rvord must pertain
to sexual acts, sexual deviancy or, sexual anatomical

features. A score of 1 is given to those responses escaping

a 0 score, but not neeting the criteria for a 2 score.

Sc oring is d orre l\,ord by r,¡ord acros s s r:.b je cts r rather than

across lvords for each subject, Using these scoricg

princirrles, Galbraiih a:rd l,ìosher originally obiained a:r

interscorer reliabilii¡r coefficient of ,99. Cf ihe nan¡-

researcìì.ers u'ho have used tire '.{AT, all have reported. inter.-
scorer reliabilities exceeding .95 (Schi1-l, I972). Thai
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subjects I associations to the Wl'T reflect an attempt to

inhibit sexual- responses, rathér than simple unfamiliarity
with the sexual meanings of the double entendres, is
supported by recent studies (Schill and Pedersen, L973¡

Schwartz , L975).

The second measure of sexual responsivity or

ínhibition used only in the female studyr is perceptual

defense to sexually taboo word stimuli (Perceptual Ðefense

List, PÐL). This technique was first introduced by McGinnies

(1949) and later used to measure sexual inhibition in relation
to the personality variables of NA (Barthel and Crowr,.e. !962)

and SG (Mosher, ]-965a). Here' the successive carbons method

(Cowen and Beier, 1950) was used to present the five neutral

and five sexually taboo words in rand om ord'er. The usual

instructions to encourage guessing were ernployed. The five
taboo worcls are¡ whore, urine, bitch' penis' and raped.

The five neutral words are¡ ranch, scent, towel' sprayt

and cable. Å11 wortls are matched at five l-etters each.

Eleven carbons of each word were typed in capital letters on

an electrj-c typewriter. Each word was placed in a booklet,

with the least clear carbon first and successively arranged

to the cl-earest carbon. the measure of perceptual defense

was the discrepancy between the number of pages required to

identify the taboo vs. the neutral words. The greater the

number of pages required to itientify the sexual word.s over

the neutral words, the greater was the sexual inhibition.
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Besídes this perceptual defense measure of sexual-

inhibition used by I'iosher (I965a) this stucty also investi-
gated the use of a Certainty measure on the PDl. The

Certainty score is a reflection of how many pages it takes

subjects to be "absolutel-y certain" they have iclentif ied

the sexua1 words correctly, in contrast to the neutral
vrords. Difference scores reflecting the nu¡nber of pages

between first identifying the word correctly and being

"certain" of identifying the rvord correctly vras obtained

for each word. The Certainty score was then defined as

the overal]- d.ifference betv¡een the sum of these differenee

scores for the sexual vs. the neutral v/ords.

Íhis perceptual defense task has been seen as

measu.ring a conscious as well as an unconscious inhibitïon
of sexual response (Eriksen and Brorvne, 1956). îhe

possibility of i¡nconscious perception in this task seems

nrrlikely according to Eriksen (I958, 1960) and Barthel and

Crorvne (].962). This position is a]-so in line rvith }iosherrs

(I965a) use of the PDI as a measure of an anxiety produced

inhibition of response. In a recent review of personality

and perception' trüolitzky and '¡Jachtel (L973) consicler the

alternatirre h¡rpotheses proposed for the perceptual defense

phenornenon and conclude that:
In general, j-t seems that research aitempting
to r¡rove' that perceptual- defense does or
does not occur is of limited. value for
personaliiy researchers by norr, but that
the perceptual-defense paradigrn rnay sii1I
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. be useful for exarnining a number of specific
issues regartling the irnplications of individual
differences of various sorts, the conditions
under rvhich different defensive strategies
are adopted, etc. (p. 831).

This is the position taken here, A variety of

studies are reviewed in Cþ¿pter 1, supporting the use of

both the 1,'üAT and PDL as valid. measures of sexual

responsivity or inhibition.
l.{e asure s of State Guí]-t

[wo adjective measures of the affective or feeling
state of guilt were employed in both Experiments I e 2.

First, the Perceivect Gu,i1t lndex (PGT) lvas developed on a

oopulation of college r.rndergraduates by Otterbacher ând

I'iun z ( 1973) . The scale (see Appendix C) contains a list of

e1èven adjectives which are indivitlually vreighted fro¡n the

most intense subjectíve guilt feeling of "Unforgivable"
(10,4) to the least intense of "Irmocent" (1.1). Subjects

are instructed to check only one of the words r'...lvhich best

describes the way you feeJ. AT THIS MOI'1ENT. " llhe eleven

guilt itens were sel-ected from an original list of 324

adjectives by a modification of thurstonets sorting technique,

semantic differential ratings and a factor anal-ysi-s. The

authors argue that this intensive screening process suggests

the scale possesses high interrral rel-iability and lies
within a singl-e "semantic soace", descriptive of the way

col-l-ege stu¿lents report different intensities of guil-t

fee l-ings .
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The validity of the PGI was checked on a sample

of Ronan Catholic col1ege students before and after a

"confessional" experience. Employing a Solomon (1949)

four-group design, "confessional" subjects showed a

significantly greater drop in G-State than those who

talked with the experimenter for the sane length of time.

There was no pretest sensitization effect or interaction
with the experimental manipulation, suggesting that
pretesting did not influence posttest scores. Ja¡rda and

Magri (I9?5) alrso have recently shown support for the

validity of the PGI measure of State Guilt. fhe PGI

correlated positiveJ.y with I'{osherrs SG scale after intro-
duction of the subjects to a sexually oriented experimental

task ( 1^IAT) .

The second State Guilt measure is a group of seven

adjectives (A¿tjective Guilt Scale, AGS) used originally by

Hâefner ( 1956) as a measure of guilt-arôusal. The seven

acljeetives employeal in the AGS are ¡ contrite, repentant,

ashamed, blaneworthy, guilty¡ conscience stricken, and

remorseful. Each adjective was responded to as definitely
applies (4), slightly applies (3), u¡decided (2) a:rd

definitely does not apply (1). Suprorting the validity of

the AGS, it has been found that subjects high vs. low in
the personality disposition of guilt shrow a significant
increase in re¡orted guilt feelings follorving introduction
to a moral conflict situation ,( Okel a¡d. l.tosher, l-968;
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i'iosher and Greenberg, 1969) .

îhe Pos te xgerimental Questionnaire

The P os te xperimental Questionnaire (see Appendix Ð)

vras rlesigned to elicit sone relevant backgror.md information

about the students selected for this study. The cluestions

focused largely on sex exÞerj-ence and rlemograÞhic variables.

Iilany of the ctruestions \rrere taken from a qu-estionnaire given

by Perlman and his colleagues to a Ìarge sannle of uurder'-

graduate students at the Universit¡r of lllarritoba in 197o-7I

(Per1man, I'iartin, Eyres, and liaraz, 1972) , The questionnaire

contains a shortened forn of Bentler's ( 1968a, 1968b)

l{eterosexual Behavior Assessment Scaje ( items J to 11).

The scale is a unidi¡nensional and cu¡nulative Guttnan-ty-ne 
'

rarrging from "i{issing lvith tongue contact" to "i{eterosexual

intercourse: Female facing arvay frorn rnaIe" . Bentler

reports that the scale ís both highly reliable and valid as

a self-report measure of sex experience which proceeds in

a fairly definite "steprvíse" manner. Sesides the Bentler

scal-e, the cluestionnaire also looks at frecluency a-nd age of

dating behavior, being in 1ove, lrernarital ¡etting' and lull
sexual relations. As rvel1 as the items on Perlman's

qu-estionnaire, a ferv iterns ruere added of s¡ecial Ìnteresi

to this stu.d-rr. Four cluestions o:1 f actors preventing

exoression of sexu.alit}r (Guilt, Sociaf Ðisanoroval, etc.,\,

freo-uency of exlosure and resÐonse to erotic ol' oor"nogranhic

materials, and ratins' of or,m sexual attitude ( liberal -
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conservative), were talcen from a much larger questionnaire

published by Athanasiou, Shaver and lavris ( 1970) in
Psvcholoev Todav. A final- question was added to the end

of the items asking students "If you had a chance to

volunteer for a similar study in the future, would you

volunteer? (fnis is a hypothetical question)."

EXPER] t'ENf I ( Females)

îhe Arousal C ondition

A sexually oriented situation was specifically
designed to produce arousal of guilt feelings in i{SG over

T,SG college females. An erotic literary passage (see

Appendix E) was taken from Chapter l2 of tine novel gþgg!
Fire, by Cal-der trfillingham (L963). The passage describes

the seduction of a virginal girl by a sexually experienced

young naf,r. It traces the g5-r1rs increasing sexual excite-
nent as sexual foreplay and petting give rise to moral

conflict. The girl-'s interrral conflict finally gives way

until she actively encourages the yoLmg nan to have inter-
course v¡ith her. l{osher a¡rd GreenberC ( 1969) suggest tbat
this passage is particularly suited to the college female

since it provides a young, female heroine rvith which to
identify.

This passage has previously been used by i'{osher ând
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Greenberg in a SG study with r.mdergrad.uate college females.

It was for¡nd that the passage indeed 1ed to a significant
increase in State Guilt for HSG over LSG fernale s a¡rd for
al-l females who reail a sexuall-y neutral' academically

oriented passage.

The Social Censure-Anoroval goru!!+p

Two evaluations of the erotie literary passage

were given by an experimental- confederate (named " luIary" )

who was a college female posing as another subject. Each

evaluation rvas audio record.ed on a cassette tape. The

Social Censure (SC) evaluation describes the passage in
negative terms and was designecl to induce the er*oe ctancy

in the females toward. social punishrnent from the confederate

for sexual responses on the dependent me asure s of inhibition.
The Social Approval (SA) evaLuation describes the passage

ín very favorable tems arid was designeil to induce the

expectancy in the females toward posiiive reinforcement

from the confederate for sexual resDonses on the depend.ent

measures of inhíbition. The comple te teirts of the SCA

eval-uatïons are given in Ap¡entlix E.

À SCA lrianipulation Check Form was also constructed

v¡ith the question r ",liorr¡ clo you think I'iary feels about the

display of erotic literature?" A rating could be rnade along

a seven-point c ontinuu¡n labeled: Highly Disapproves (-3),
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Mocterately Disapproves (-2), Slightty Disapproves (-l),
Neutral (0) , Slightly Approves (+I), Moderately Approves

(+2), Highly Approves (+3) .

Experimental Se tt ins

Two rooms were located adjacently with

intercom system connecting the roorns. In the experimental

roon r{ere two desks, the subject's desk faced the c ommon wall

separating the roons, and the experimenter's desk faced the

wal1 to the left of the subject. On the subject's desk was

a microphone and a speaker with the connecting wires clearly
in view and Ie ading through a small hole in the wa11 into the

adjacent room. In the adjacent room, the speaker lead. was

corrnected to the output of an audio tape recorder. The

microphone lead was not connected to any apparatus. The

experimental room hacl a doorway on the opposite side of the

room from the subject's desk, which Teì into the outer

ha)-lway. there was a second doorway to the left of the

subject's desk which led into the adjacent room. The

subject's desk was situated such that the subject coul-d not

see into the adjacent room when this door rvas opened.

Proce dure

The male experimenter contacted the preselected

females by phone and scheduled them ind.ividually. The

experimenter ran the stutly blind as to [-tlpe and experimental

condition received. If the subjeet requested to lanow the
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purpose of the study at the time of phoning, the experimenter

reported that it concemed "feelings and attitudes'r ' and

more infornation would be given up on arrival at the study.

The experinenter met the subject in a separate waiting

roon for the scheduled. appointment, signed her experimental

credit card, and then accompanied her to the door of the

experimental room. Before entering the room, the experimenter

verbally instructed the subject of the following: (a) a

brief overview of the study tasks¡ (b) that she will be

participating with, and sharing some inforrnation and eval-

uations with another female student "subiect" who arrived

earlier for the study antl who was now in the experimental

room; (c) enphasizes the conficlential nature of the results

in future reports' a¡a¡ (d) gives the subject a chartce to

withdraw from the study with no penal-ty of experimental

credits. The subject was then brought into the experinental

room and introduced to "Mary" who was sítting at the subject's

desk with the erotic literary passage in front of her. It

was explained that since Mary has already completed the

first part of the study she ean now go to the acl jacent room

a¡rd wait for further instr.uctions from the experimenter.

Mary picked up her coat and school books on the desk' and

was shown into the adjacent room by the experimenter. As

the experimenter stood at the open doorway now separating

the two, he pointed out that the rooms are cormected by a¡

intercom system (pointing to the speaker and microphone on

the subject's desk) which "wi11 be used a little later in
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the study". The door was closed with instructions to the con-

federate that "I will be back in a couple of minutes to give

you further instructions . "

Returning to the subjectr s desk' the experinenter

instructed the subiect to cornplete the PGf with the message

that he was interested in how the subject was feeling "iight

at this noment". It was emphasized that "This will be a

rating iust jg vourself, and wilJ- .tot be communicated to Mary" '
The subject was then requested to read the erotic titerary

passage that "Mary has already completed". Then the experi-

menter leaves the subjectts room for the confederaters room

with the message that "I will be back in about five to ten

rnínutes, if you finish the story before I re turn please wait"' '

The experinenter returned with a cassette tape

recorder explaining to the subject that "While you were read-

ing, I've asked Mary to write down some of her thoughts

concerning the story and to briefly record this evaluation

on the cassette so you could listen to it'i' After thè subject

listened ( through earphones) to either the SC or SA tape'

.she again fiIled out the PGI and also the AGS under the s ame

confj-dentiality instructions as previous. lhe subject was

then instructed concerrring the irfAÎ. It was exptained that

the experimenter had asked Mary to read a list of 50 words

over the intereom at 1O second intervals. the subject was

instructed. to "write down as na¡y words that you can think

of which you associate with each word" ' It v¡as ã1so

erplained that the erperinenter will later take the subject's
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associations and give them to Mary "so she can compare your

assÖciations with those that she has made earlier to the sane

1istr. I,{hen the subject understood the WAT instructionsr the

experimenter opened the door to the confederate's room, and

pretended to instruct Mary on how to turn on the intercon

system. Under this pretense¡ the experimenter turned on the

tape recorder and the VrfAT list (prerecorded) was given by

Mary over the speaker on the subjectrs desk. l{hi1e the

list was adninisteredr the experinenter sat at the experi-

menterrs desk out of direct view of the subject. Upon

completion of the WAT, the subject was given the PDl, book-

lets with the instructions that the experimenter was

interested both in how quickly (page on which ) the subject

could identify the word conectlyr as well as the page when

the subject was absolutely certain of the word. It was

pointed out that the experinenter would give the subject

the booklêts and keep a record of the page numbers, whi-Ie

Mary would be recording the subjects responses over the

intercom. Therefore the subject was instructed to say her

guesses into the microphone so as to be clearly audible to

Mary over the intercom.

Following adrninistration of the PDL, the subject

was taken back to the waiting room, with the instructions
that the last part of the study would be " just by yourself

and none of your responses will be communicated to lvlary'r.

the subject was instructed to complete the WAÍ Familiarity
Form, the SCA Manipulation Cheek Form, and the Postexperj.mental
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Questionnaire. The experimenter left the room and allov¡ed

the subject to eompJ-ete these tasks a1one. Upon returning,
the experinenter debriefed the subject as to the experimental

sÌtuation and requested that the information be kept

c onf ident ial .

EXPERIT,ENT 2 (tiiales)

the Arou.sal- Condition

A sexually oriented situation was specifically
designed to prod.uce arousal of guilt feelings in HSG over

ISG eollege males. The arousal stimuli corisisied of 10

erotic or pornographic slides depicting heterosexual

activitíes r,ri th a male and a female nude rqodel. Sl-ides 1

and 2 showed petting or caressing behavior and were of the

"soft porrrography" variety. Slide J showed heterosexual

intercourse rvith no entry of penis. The remaining s3-ides

were of the more "hartl pornography" variety. Slides ll to

9 shorved heterosexuaf coitus in various positions with a

clear viev¡ of penis entry. Slide 10 showed oral-genital
contact rvith female on tor¡ of ma1e.

The Social Censure-Aonroval Condition

Two sets of sl-ide evaluations r,¡e re constructed to
represent an approvinC (SA) or disapproving (SC) attitude
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toward the erotic or porrìographic slide slimuli. fhe Slicle

Rating form ( see Appendix F) consists of 6 semantic

differential scales, and one free response question. Three

Slide Rating forms were weighted in a generally positive or

approving (SA) direction, and three were weighteil in a

generally negative or disapproving (SC) d.irection. fhe

SCA variable was naripulated by bogus eval-uative feedback

from three other mal-e subjects present in the experimental

situation. In pretesting the evaluation, groups of four

subjects r'vere shown the sl-ides and asketl to evaluate them

on the Slide Rating form. Fol-lowing this' the evafuations

were "exchanged" so as each subject unÞ'nowingly received

the set of three SC evaluations or the three SA evaluations,

believing they were from the other three subjects. On a

subsequent Person Perception Ratings forrn (see Appendix F)

it was shown that males who received the SC eval-uations

saw the other three males j-n their group as significantl-y
more disapproving of the "display of erotie or pornographic

material" than mal-es who received the SA evaluations.

The SC evaluations rvere therefore desigfied to incluce

the expectâncy of social punishment from the other three

males in the group for sexual responses on a subsequent

dependent measure (llAT) . The SA evaluations rvere designed

to induce the expectancy of positive reinforcement from

the other three males for sexual responses on the l:fAT.
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Experimental Settine

Along one end of the experirnental room was a long

table. the tab1e was divided into five separate desk areas

by barriers which were placed so as a person sitting at

any one of the desks coul-d see across the roon to the

opposite rva1l, but could not see a person sittìng on either
side of him. The experimenterrs desk area was in the

center and on either side were two subject desks. The

subjeet desks were label-ed starting on the left of the

erperimenter with "Subject ltrumber l" and "Subject Nunber 2",

and on the right, "Subject Number 3" and "Subject Number 4".

There were a grou? of five chairs placed to the left side

of the room rvhich subjects could see lvhen sitting in place

at their desks.

on the experimenterrs desk lvere aIl the study forms

and questionnaires to be administered. There was al-s o a

I{odak BJO Carousel slide projector set to project the erotic
slide materíal at 1J second intervals on the opposite r^ralJ-.

Fina3-1y, $¡as a câssette tape recorder with trvo speakers,

.one placed betrveen the subjectsr deslis to the right of the

er_nerirnenter, and. one placed betrveen the subjectsr desks

to the left of the erperirnenter. The casseite contained a¡r

Instruction Tape Irrerecordetl by the experimenter r,¡i th the

instructions to be given to the subjects tlroughout the

s tudy .
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Pr pce dure

the preselected males were contacted by phone and

schedul-ed in groups of four for the main experiment. If
the subject requested to lmow the purpose of the stúdy at
the time of phoning, the experimenter reneated that it
concerned. "feelings and attitudes", ârtd more infor¡nation
would be given uoon arrival- at the study. The subjects
were told that they rvould be participating with three other

male stu.dents.

The experimenier met the subjects in a separate

vrai-ting room, signeil all experirnental credit card.s and

checked that none of the subjects were .'friends,'. If only
three subjects showed for the stucly a male experinental

"stooge" i^¡as standing by to substitute as the fourth
subject. The four mal-es were brought to the experimental_

room anil seated rartdoml-y at the four subject desks. A

record was kept by the eryerimenter of S-type and SCA

condition to be received. by each subject at the four
numbered desks. Exolaining that the excerimenter has

fourrd it easier to record the experinental instructions
rather than repeai them for every grourr, the experinenter

turrie d on the cassette recorder and su-b jects were infor¡ned:
(a) to re¡nain completely silent a¡d to not look at or

atiempt to communicate r¡¡ith the other subjects throughout

the study lmless instructed otherrvise I ( b) to ol-ace thei:'

"Subject Number" in the upper right hand corner of every
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questionnaire completed; (c) that they may rvithdraw from

the study at any time if they wish with no loss of experi-

mental cred.its. The sub jects r^¡e re then informed that
before the study begins, the experimenter v¡ouÌd like to
find out how subjects are feeling "Iig[! at this moment".

3he subjects completed. the PGI on the understanding that

"this wil.l be a rating just to yourself and v¡il1 æ,! be

commr¡nicated to any of the other subjects." The Instruction
Tape then gave subjects a brief overview of the stud.y

mentioningr (a) tfre nature of the siud;r {¿sþs and the

specific tasks ( vievring erotic slides ancl making word

associations) in which they will be required to share sorne

evaluations betv¡een themsel-ves; (b) the confidentiality of

the results in future reportst (c) that although subjects

may withdrarv at any time, the experimenter v¡ould rather
they withdraw ry. if they v¡ished to do so, and if they

wisheil to continue to stay to the entl of the study.

the subjeets y¡ere then informed that they rvoutd be

vierving ten erotic or pornographic slides to be shown at
l-J second interval-s. A set r^ras again given to the sub jects

that after the sl-ides 1^¡e re shown they $'ou1d be asked to
malce sone evaluations of the slides a¡td also to excha-nge

these evaluations amongst themselves. The slides '¡¡e re

shoutn by the experimenter, after v¡hich the subjects \-úe re

requestecl to make three dutlicate copies of their Slide
Ratings so as they could be exchanged amongst the other
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three subjects. It was emphasized that they remember to
write their Subject Number in the upper right hand corner

of each Slide Rating form. The experinenter col-lected the

ratings and returned to the experimenterrs clesk wíth the

verbal rnessage that: "Just give me a minute to sort these

evaluations so f can exchange them for you.'. The

experimenter then gave to each subject the appropriate SC

or SA set of Slide Rating forms rather tha¡r the actual
ratings collected fron the subjects. The Subject Numbers

were arranged on the three forms for each subject to
indicate they were from the other three subjects. The

subjects v¡e re instructed to look over these Slide Ratings,

and then to fill- out the Person Percepti-on Ratings form

also given them. It was made explicit both on the

Instruction Tape and in the written instructions on the

Person Perception Ratings form that¡ "these ratings rvi11

be .i.us.!. to vourself and wil-l g!. be given to the other
subjects participating vrith you in this stu¿ly,'. The

completed ratings rvere coll-ected by the exoerimenter, and

the fnstz'uction Tape infornett the subjects that the

experimenter "v¡oul-d J-ike to ge t anothez' rating as to h o,w

Jrou â-re feeling rieht at this @gnt". The sub jects

conpleted the PGI and. the AGS on the understand.ing that
these ratings rvoul-d. again be " just to yourself". After
co11ecting the PGI and AGS, the llAT was then ad.ministered

with the J0 ruords prerecorded. on the Instruction Tape at
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10 second interval-s by the experimenter. The subjects

were instructed that for each 10 second ïnterval "write
down as marry words that you can think of rrhich you

associate lvith that tl'ordrt. A set was also given that at
the encl of the study the subjects woulcÌ be meeting together

as a group using the chairs just in front of them, arrd,

."At this time, each of you wiJ.J- be asked to share the

associations you have given to this list with the group".

After the erperimenter adminj-stered and collected the hIAT

resporrses, the subjects were given the l{Af Familíarity
Form, and the Postexperimental Questionnaire, as final
tasks "before ive move from these chairs into the discussion

group". ft v¡as stressed. that both these tasks would again

be "jqf to voursel-f". The completed Questiorrralre a¡rd

ÌrIAT Familiarïty Form r.¡e re col1-ected before the subjects

were requested to move from their desks into the discussion
group. The experimenter then debriefed the group of

subjects as to the nature of the experiment anct the

deception employed. The subjects were requesteci to keep

this inf ormation conficlential.



C}IAPTER 3

RESiTI.,TS

Al-though analyzed independentty, both Experinents

l- ( Females) an¿t 2 ( tulales) bear directly on the same

experimental hypotheses. Therefore, the results of the

two studies will be presented conjointly. Unless otherwise

specified, al-l the analyses are based on the SG x NA x SCA

factorial design. Before considering the major findings,
however, some mention will be made of the general adequacy

of this ex¡rerimental clesign.

Checks on the Independent Variabl-es

Analyses were eonducted to test the adequacy of

the experimental design in terms of the two preselected

subject variables of Sex Guilt (SG) and Need for Approval

(NA), as well as the Social Censure -Approval (SCA)

experimental rnanipulation.

the Pre selected Sub.iect Vafiabl'es. To assure no

confounding effects between the eight experimental conditions

on either the preselected SG or NA variablesr analyses of

varianee were conducted on the SG x liA x SCA factorial
design. Using the preselected SG scores as the dependent

measure, there was the expected significant SG main effect

86
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for both females (F(1, 110) = 439.58. p¿.OOOL) and males

(F(1, 112) = 39o,69, p¿.ooo1). No other significant inter-
actions or main effects were evident (see Table B, in Appen-

dix B). S imil-arLy, for the NA scores, there was the expected

significant NA main effect for both females (F(1, 11o) =

35I.20, p4.0001) and males (F(1, 1I2) = 45g.58. p<.ooo1).
Again, no other significant interacti.ons or main effects were

evident (see Table C, in Appendix B). llhe means of the pre-
selected- SG scores for the Fe¡naLe For:n were HSG = þ.03 ând

LSG = -52.35r and for the Male Form, 1¡96 = 3.68 ancl ISG =

-35.1+2, The meafls of the preselected. NA scores for the
femaLes were HNA = ]¡]8.62¡ ancl INA = 8.69, and for the ma]-es,

HNA = f$.17 a''d LNA = ?,98.
Those females scoring above -Z) and below -43, and

those males scoring above -14 and beJ-ow -2l, defined the
upper (HSC) a¡rd lower (LSc) thirds of the sampl_e populations
on the SG scales (Female and Mate Forms, respectively). lthe

total number of students falling in eaeh of the four S-type
groups for the female and male experiments were: HSG -llNA
(J4 females, 6f mal-es) ¡ HSG-LNA (46 females, J2 ma]-es) ¡

LSC-HNA (50 fenales, 42 rna].es); LSG-LNA (64 females, /J ma]-es).

A nonsignificant correl_ation (pearson r) of 0.052 was obtained
between the SG and NA scores for the total 424 female under-
graduates in the sample population, a¡rd another nonsignifi-
cant correlation of -0.041 for the 42J mal-:e undergraduates.
these two sample populations also showed the following Hoyt

interrral. consistency retiabil-ities for the SG a¡rd NA scales.
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For.the SG scale, the interrral consistency coefficient on the

Female Form was .p1, a¡d on the Male Form .Bf . For the NA

sca1e, the interrral consistency coefficient for the femal-es

was ,77, and the males .78.

As a further test of the adequacy of the subject pre-
selection process, a record was kept of the numbe r of subjects

initially contacted for the study, and the number of subjects
who Clropped out at varj-ous stages of the study, before the

total of 118 females and 120 rnales were secured for the main

experiments (see Table A, in Appendix B). It is of interest
t}:at L?2 females and only 1ll rnales were initially contacted

by phone in order to finall-y obtain the requisite numbers

for the main experiments. One can further note that of the

J fernale s who withdrew at the study itself, 4 were from

the HSG group. The 2 fernales who withdrew while the stucty

was in progress ( after entering the ex¡rerimental room and

reading the erotic passage) ¡ wêrê both from the HSG -INA
group. No males withdrew after arriving at the study.

Although subjects were originally selected between

the ages of 17 to 2), art additional check was made to assure

no significant age differences between the eight experirnental

conditions. Analyses of variance for age of the SG x NA x

SCA factorial design showed no significant main effects or

interactions for males or females. The mean age for the

females was 18.71 years, with a standard deviation of !.22,
and for the males, a mean of 18.73 years with a s ta¡rdard

deviation of 1.28.
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the Social Censure -{ppryg! (SCA) Variablq. 1o

assure subjects cl-early perceived the SCA manipulation t

SG x NA x SCA analyses of variance were conducted on the

scores obtained from the SCA Manipulation Check Continuun

(femal-es) and the Person Perception Ratings (rnales) . It
was clear that the females rated the confederate as

significantly more approving of erotic literature under

the SA tha¡r the SC condition, F(1, 110) = 69?,O6, p<.ooo1
(see Table D, in Appendix 3). Similarly, the males rated

the three other students in their group as signif icantly
more âpproving of erotic or pornographic rnaterial under

the SA than the SC condition, F(1, lLz) = 434.43, p<.ooo1
(see Table E, in Appendix B). In fact, for both the males

and females, the means of the SA condition feI1 close to

the "Highl-y Approves" end of the continua, rvhereas the

me ans of the SC condition feIl close to the "Highly
Disapproves" end of the continua.

Although the females showed no other main effects
or interactions on this rnanipulation check, the nales did

show a slight SG x SCA interaction effect (F(1, 112) = 5.25,
p z.OZ) in addition to the highly significant SCA rnaj¡r

effect just discussed. Under the SC condition, HSG nales

rated the others as less d.isapprovinC (l = 1.98) than did

l,SG males (l = 1.54) (t(112) = 2.32, p z.oÐ. However,

under the SA condition there was no significant difference

between the ratings of HSG (l = 4.46) antl LSG (; = 4.64)

male s .
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The Main Hypotheses

The first two hypotheses conceryr the arousal of
State Guilt. H¡¡lpothesis 1 predicts that within a sexually
oriented situation, HSG subjects will show greater arousal
of guilt feelings than lSG. Furthermore, Hypothesis 2

predicts that HSG subjects wilt show even greater arousal_

of guilt feelings when others aror¡nd them are approving
(SA) rather than disapproving (SC) of sexual expression.
ïn contrast, L,SG subjects will show little change in State
Guilt across scA conditions. The resurts of both experiments
clearly support the first hypothesis while giving virtually
no support to the seeond. Analyses of c ovariar¡ee were

conducted on the Perceived Guilt Index (pcI) and Adjective
Guilt Scale (AGS) rneasures of State Guilt, using the pGI

pre-sco?es as the covariate ad jus t¡aent in both cases. The

analyses were based on the SG x NA x SCA factorial design.
The HSG females sho'ed greater guilt arousal than rsG fe¡nale s

on both the Perceived Guilt Index (F(1, 109) = J.69, pa .O2)
and Adjective Guilt Sca1e measures F(1, 1O9) = J.lB, p<..OO2.
Sirnilarly, the HSG males showed. greater guilt arousal_ than
I,SG rnales on both the perceived Guilt Index (F(1, 111) =
l-8.10, p <.OOOI) and Adjective Guilt Scale measures,

F(1, 111) = 22.4L, p<.OOO1 (see Tables 1 and 2). For the
ma3.es, there was also a SCA main effect on the Adjective
Guilt Scale (F(1, 111) = 5.o4. p<.o3) with the SC condition
showing greater guilt arousal (l = 10.29) than the SA condition
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TABI,E 1

Summary of Analysis of Covariance of Scores on the

Perceived Guilt Index (pGI) Measure of State Guilt, ruith

the PGI Pre-Scores as Covariate, and as a Function of Sex

Guilt (SG) , Need for Approval (NA), a¡rd Socia1 Censure-

Approval (SCA) for Experiments 1 (Females) and 2 (Mates).

S ource

SG

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

TOTAI

*p < .08

xxp < .02

**xp < .O001

df

Female l'{ale

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

109 1o9

116 118

MS

Femal-e Male

22.97 100.64

3.3r 7 ,7L

1. 06 t.2,
1 . 11 5.24

11.06 t?.6?

? .56 o.a2

o. 89 o.16

4.o4 5.56

F

Female Male

5.69xx 18.10*rå*

o.B2 r.39

0.26 o,23

o.27 0.94

2.73 3. r8o

1. B? o.oz

o.22 0.o3
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TABI,E 2

Summary of Analysis of Covariance of Scores on the

Adjective Guilt Sca1e (AGS) Measure of State Guilt, with
the Perceived Guilt lndex (PGI) Pre-Scores as Covariate,

and as a Function of Sex Cuilt (SG), Need for Approval

(NA), and Social C ensure -Approval (SCA) for Experiments 1

( Fernale s) a¡ra 2 ( i\íale s ) .

S ource

SG

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

TOTAI

op<.03

*+p q .002

xxxp < .0001

df
Female Male

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

109 111

116 118

I\{s

Female Male

99.59 294,?3

)..o7 20.7r

1r.42 3.?o

1. 06 66.35

0.03 23.t9

8.46 5.BB

o,55 0.28

,a.26 L3,15

F

Female Male

g.?Boo 22.4!*+x

o.I2 1.57

r.23 o.28

0.Il- 5.04o

o.0o t.?6
0.91 o.45

0.06 0,o2
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(î. = g.lZ). Completely failing to support Hypothesis 2,

neither the ma]-es or females showed a SG x SCA interaction
on the two measures of State Guilt. On the perceived Guilt
ïndex there was a SG x SCA effect for the males which almost
approached significance, (F(1, 111) = 3.18, p<.0g), yet,
the mearts were not in the predicted direction. In fact,
for both the HSG male$ a¡d femalesr the means across the
SCA condition on all measures of State Guilt appear to be

in the opposite direction ( although not significa¡tly)
than that predicted (see lable J).

The final three main hypotheses concern the measures

of sexual inhibiti on. In particular, H¡4)othesis I predicts
that HSG subjects wit-L show greater inhibition tha¡r LSG.

Following Mosher, Hypothesis 4 predicts that LSG subjects
wiJ-l show greater inhibition r¡nder SC than the SA, whereas,

HSG subjects wiJ-l show Little cha.nge in inhibition across
the SCA conditicrn. Hypothesj-s J, predicts a second order
interaction between SG, NA and SCA, with four a priori
comparisons between the eight experimental conditions
illustrated in Figure 1 of Chapter 1. The results of both
experiments showed strong support for Hypothesis J, and

virtua1ly no support for Hypotheses 4 or J.
The two measures of sexual inhibition enployed were

the hlord Association Test (VÍAT) and the perceptual_ Defense

Iist (PDL) . The lrlAT was employed in both ex¡reriments,
whereas, the PDL was employed only in Experiment 1 (Females).

The Perceptual Defense score on the pDt booklets was taken
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TAtsI,E 3

Adjusted Mea¡s on the Perceived Guilt Inalex (pGI) afld

Adjective Guilt Scal-e (AcS) I\fe asure s of State Guilt as a
Function of Sex cuil-t (SG) a¡d. Social Censure -Approval (SCA)

for ExBeriments 1 (Females) and 2 ( IlÍales_).

PGI AGS

Condition Adjusted ItTe ans Adiusted I,(e ans

Females Mal es Fem¡ les Ma lo<

HSG

SA

4,o9

3,28

2,59

3.o0

5.o3

3.86

2.43

2,?8

10.61 l.2.82

10.40 10.45

B. 81 8.80

8.65 8.19

TSG
SC

SA
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as the number of pages required to identify thê taboo vs.
the neutral words. The \dAT was scored by a male and a
female rater accord.ing to the usual scoring procedures

described earlier. A ÍIota1 Inhibition score was obtained
for each subject by sumning across the. scores for a1-1 word

associations. llhe greater the score the less the sexual
inhibition. The raters worked independently and were blind
as to experimental condition. In Experiment lr both raters
scored the l¡rfAT for a]-l subjects. In Experiment 2, each

rater scored for a random half of the subjects, after which

five double entendres were chosen at random and scored by

each rater for the other half of the subjects. the obtained
interscorer retiability for Experiment I was .pB, and for
Experiment 2, .96 (Pearson r). These coefficients c ompare

favorably to previ-ous resea¡ch employing the lìrAT.

Supportíng Hypothesis 3, the HSG females showed.

significantly greater sexual inhibition than I,SG females

on both the Total Inhibition score of the !ìrAT (f(t, fto) =

18.84, p<.OOO1) and the Perceptual Defense score of the

PDL, F(L, l-1O) = 5.I3, p<.03 (see fable 4). Similarty,
the HSG males showed significantly greater sexual inhibition
than LSG males on the Total Inhibition score of the tr{AT,

F(lr 1l-2) = 8.44, p<.o04 (see Table J). There was also
a highly significant SCA main effect for the males on this
measure, with the SC cond.ition showing greater inhibition
than the SA condition, F(1, 112) = 40.11, p<.ooo1. There

were no other significant nain effects or interactions on
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TABI,E 4

S ummary of Analysis of Variance of Perceptual Defense

Scores on the PDL as a Function of Sex Guilt (SG), Need

for Approval (NA), and Social Censure -Approval (SCA) for
Experiment 1 (Fernales) .

Sgurce

SG

NA

SGxNA

scA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

lOTAL

*p < .06

**p 4 .03

df

L

1

1

1

1

1

1

110

tt?

F

5. 13xx

4.79

3,54x

1.07

0.11

L.5?

1.19

u)

sa.Ãst
l9.6693

38.9788

1'L.8327

t.L?99

L?.3342

L3.0996

11.0103
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TABI,E 5

S ummary of Analysis of Variance of Total Inhibition
Scores on the 1,{AT as a Function of Sex Guilt (SG), Need

for Approval (NA), and Soci_al Censure-Approval (SCA) for
Experiments 1 (Fernales) and z ([fales) .

S ource

SG

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

TOTAL

xp<.004

**p<.ooo1

df
Female Male

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

110 II2

TI7 TI9

MSF
FemaLe Male Fernale Male

48lo.33 3o5o.2? 18.84-:r* 8.44;É

294.85 1086.09 a.r5 3.01
82,34 2o5.3t o.32 o,5?

I84.37 14498.09 o.12 40.11**

2.L2 343.36 o.o1 o.95

tao.23 ?5.06 o.43 o.21_

295.55 Bt_6.50 1.16 2.26

255.32 36r,42
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these Total Inhibition and Perceptual Defense measures of

sexual inhibition for either experiment. There is a very

clear failure to support the predicted second order inter-
action of Hypothesis J, as well as Mosher.s SG x SCA

interaction of Hypothesis 4. Table 6 summarizes the Total
Inhibition and. Perceptual Defense means and multiple t-tests
for each of the four predicted pairwise comparisons

illustrated in Figure 1 of Chapter 1. For the malesl

Total- Inhibition on the V'IAT, three of these comparisons

indeed support the directional prediction of Hypothesis J.
However, the critj-cal conparison between the HSG, LNA, SC

and the HSG, LNA, SA groups appear to be s ignifica¡rt in
the exact opposite direction than predicted, t(1L2) = 4.18,

p¿.O0O1. Therefore, the HSG, LNA, SC group showed greater

rather than less inhibition over the HSG, II{A, SA group.

Looking at the sarne four comparisons for the femalest

PerceptuaL Ðefense scoresr show the means to be in the

predicted directions, yet none of the comparisons reaches

significance by rnultiple t-tests. Table I also summarizes

the Total Inhibition and Perceptual Defense rneans and

multiple t-test comparisons for Mosherrs SG x SCA factorial
combination of Hypothesis 4. As mentioned, there was no

support for a SG x SCA interaction on either of the sexual

inhibition rneasures. Indeed, the males showed significantly
greater inhibition under SC than SA, for both the HSG (t(112)

= 5.I7, pz.ooOl) a¡rd I,sG (t(112) = 3,?9, p.<.ooo2) groups.

In fact, directly contrary to the Mosher prediction, the
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ÎABIE 6

I{e an Total Inhibition (h¡AT), I,le an perceptual Defense (pDL),

and Multiple t-test C omparis ons as a Function of Sex Guilt
(SG) , Need for Approval (NA), and Social Censure-Approval
( SCA) f or Experiments 1 ( Fernal-es) ãnd 2 ( 1,1a1-e q) .

Females Fema'l es Mal es

I{ean irlean Mean

C onditiqn PDL t* 1,JAT r* rùAT Ì
HSG

HNAsc o,z? rz.a3 Lz.B?

sA 1.6.0 
r'54 

..5,60 
0'60 

34.60 
3'13oo

TNAsc 1.50 14. 86 r? .Bz
sA o.5o -o '79 Ls.B6 0 '17 u6.B? 

4' 18*rs*

!>Li
HNA

sc 2.?3 26.13 23 ,?3

sA 3 .6? o ' 78 
23 .Bo -o '40 

u,g ,r;j 3 '66xx

i,!:,lAsc o. B? 25.8? 33.93
sA 1.60 o'óo 

T.?3 
r'35 

45.?3 r'?o

xt-test cornparisons p > .10

xxp .<.002

xxxp < . O00l
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TABIE 7

Mean Total Inhibition (r¡lAf), Mean perceptual Defence (pDL),

and Multiple t-test C omparisons as a Fr_rnction of Sex Guilt
(SG), and Soeial Censure-Approval (SCA) for Experiments

1 ( Fernales) and 2 (I¡fales) .

Females Femâles Mal es

I{ean Mean Mean

Condítion PDL t* Ì¡IAT t* !ìlAT t
HSGsc o.59 L3.45 L5,3?

0 .91 O.st+ 5.¡-7xx+SA I.o7 a5,72 Lto.?3

tsGsc 1.80 26,00 28,83
. o,97 0 .6? 3.?9xxsA 2,63 28.?7 4?,43

r$t-test conparisons p> .10

xxp z ,oo2

*rs*p z- . O0Ol
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SCA meãns for the HSG males appear to be further apart
( although not significantly) than for the ISG mal_es.

As a post hoc analysis, the l{AT was scored according

to the number of word associations given to the double

entendres, and also the Perceptual Defense list ( pDT,) was

reanalyzed according to the Certainty score, described in
Chapter 2. The two measures are a departure from the

usual methods of scoring, and were intended as a post hoc

investigation of the potential of these instrurnents to
measure sexual inhibition. Both these measures were mainly

consistent with the above results, in that they sup¡iorted

Hypothesis 3, ætd showed no support for Hypotheses 4 or J.
0n the Certainty score of the PDT,, there was a SG main

effect, F(1, 110) = 4,95, p¿-.o3. The HSG fenales took

J-ess pages to be rrcertain" of the taboo words (vs. the

neutral) after identifyíng them correctly than did the LSG

females. There were no other main effects or interactions
on this rneasure. 0n the l{AT, the HSG males made a

sigrrificantly less number of word associations to the

double entendres than the T,SG males, F(1, 112) = l.O?t
p z.OL. there was no SG nain effect on this measure for
the females, and no interactions involving SG for either
males or females. However, the fernales did show a NA main

effect (F(1, 11o) = 5,63, p<.o2) and a NA x SCA interaction,
F(1, 110) = 4.65, pz,O3. The HNA females showed no

significant difference between the nunber of associations
gíven to the double entendres r¡nder SC or SA, whereas, INA
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femaLes showed fewer associations under SC than SA, t( 110)

= 1.96, p¿,o5. 0vera11, the HNA females made fewer

associations to the double entendres tha¡ the lNA.

To test the Familiarity vs. Inhibition controversy

on the l¡lord Association llest (!ìJAT), a SG x NA x SCA analysis

of variance was conducted on the l¡tAT Familiarity For:n.

Scores were obtained on this form by sirnply adding the total
numbe r of double entendre words checked by the subject as

having a sexual inplication. The HSG females reported less

familiarity with the sexual meanings of the double entendres

than ISG females, F(1, 110) - 20.55. p<.OOOI. A similar
SG nain efiect was obtained for the males, F(1, f12) = 4.O9,

p <.01. In addition, the males showed main effects for
NA (F(1, 112) =t+.93, p¿.o5) arid scA, F(1, 112) = 14.09,

pz,OOO). Therefore, males in the HSG, HNA, âncl SC groups

reported less familiarity with the sexual meanings of the

double entendres than males in the I,SG, lNA, and SA groups

respectively. Investigating this relationshi-p further for
the SG variabLe, the HSG males showett a significant positive
correlation (Pearson r) of .62 (p<.O1) between Total-

Inhibition on the WAT, and the number of word.s purported to
have sexual meanings (ïùAT Faniliarity Form) . For the LSG

males this correlation was also significant at, .4J (p <.01) .

For the females, this s ame correlation for the HSG group was

.55 ft <.01) a¡rd for the LSc, .39 (p<.O1). Looking at the

familiarity vs. inhibition controversy from another

perspective, Schwartz (f97Ð has recently noted that HSG
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subjects may differ fron l,SG ín their associative response

hierarchy to the Vf.â,T. To see if there was a tenclency f or HsG

(over LSG) subjects to rnake fewer sexual associations on early

vs. later associative responses, the WAT was reanalyzed. The

'rtlÀT was subjected to a SG x NÀ x SCA x .A,ssociative Trial-
(First Association vs. T,ast Association) analysis of variance

in both studj-es. Qne of the ll8 females was rejected from

the first analysis, since thât subject mad.e only one assocíation

for each stímulus word. There was the expected SG x Âssociative

Tria1 interaction for the females (F(1' f09) = I*,o2, P<.05)'
but not for the nales, F(l-, 112) = o.O2¡ p>.10. The LSG

females showed s ignificantly more sexual associations on

the first association (x = 15.58) than the last (î = 9.10;

t(109) = 5.3L, p <.0001-), whereas, the HSG females showed

not as great a difference between the first (l = 8.51) and

'last associations, î. = 5,54 t(109) = ?.38, p<.O2.

Àctditional Predictions and InvestiEative FindinEs

The findings here derive large\r from an analysis

of the PostexperimentaL Questionnaire data ¡ especially in
rel-ationship to the personality variables of Sex Guilt (SG)

and Need for Approval (NA). In adclition, however, post

hoc investigation showed the experimental manipulation of

Social- Censure-Àpproval (SCA) to also have had an effect
on the way subjects, and especially na1es, responded to

the Postexperimental Questionnaire. This adds an extra

dimension to the findings, not originally plaru:red in the
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design of the trvo experiments.

The first predi'ction is well supported by the data.

This states that HSG subjects will show l-ess sexual experience

on a variety of measures, be more conservative sexual1y,

and religiously more devout, than l,SG subjects. A SG x NA

x SCA mul-tivariate analysis of variance was conducted on

the ite¡ns of the Questionnaire ( see Appendix Ð) arngnab]-e to
quantification along a continuun. Scores on the Bentler
scale ( items J to 11) were obtained by adding the total
"yes" responses. Items lJ, 1..6, 24, 26 and 2) were elirninated
from this analysis. The analysis showed a multivariate SG

main effect for both the females (n(f4,93¡ = 8.35, pa .OOO1)

and the males F(18,95) = 6,3I, p<.OOO1. There were no

other multivariate main effects or interactions in either
ex¡reriment, with the exception of an SCA main effect for
the males to be di.scussed Later. Table B summarizes the

univari-ate F-ratios for the SG anit NA variables among the

varj-ous items. These HSG (vs. LSG) male and female r¡nder-
graduates showed: dating at a later age, fewer times

having gone "steady", less sexual experience on the Bentler
scaIe, fewer number of persons engaged in prenarital petting,
fewer number of persons engaged in fu11 sexual relations,
an older age of first engaging in fuII sexual relations,
1-ess vol-r-mtary exposure to erotic or pornographic material,
a more disgusting response to erotic or pornographic

material, own sexual attitud.e râted as more conservative,
and greater religious devotion. The HSG (over I"SG) females
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Main Effect Univariate F-Ratios on the Postexperimental Questionaire Items as a Function
of Sex Guilt (SG) and Need for Approval (NA) for Experi"ments I (Female) and 2 (MaLe).

!

<.006

NA
Female I ltateNAISG

!'¡ F pl ¡ p F<lo+. o,oz - i lZ.ys- ..ãoo, o.us<. ooo4 0.64 | lo.?i :: ðõì o. 12
0 ,24 I o. l+ó<.ot+ o:õ¿ I å'.;\ 3:3i

<.ooo1 t,z? | ,r.n, ¿.ooor 0.64
<. oool- 2,?s I ,r.st <. ooor r.zr

I<.0001 o,22 | +0, oa <. oool 0. 01

<. oool 0.65 | Sn.o, <. oool o. 03
I

.. 91- _ 3 . qt ., oS3l ?5 .22 <. o0ol o . tq<. ooot o. 20 I zo, gs .. òoór o. oo

<. ooot o,L6 | +5,+Z <. ooot 1.160.05 I o. o: o. rB<,ooz o,g4 | o. ri z,it
o. 14 | o,zø o. 81o.o5 | o. oz ó:44o.5B I z, Se 2.5?<,ooz 1.00 I t+.lZ <. ooo3 l','oio.Bo 

| 4.14 <.04 o.o3
<.ooot o.B1 <,69 I 6.3t <.ooo1 0,96 <,52

SG

Ho

<,05

T
4,32

ú.63
2.0I
4'lt

65.69

33,28

30.2L

54,L7

6.ls
27,39

90.r5
r.27
oQo

r.05
L.64
0.09
9,7 5
0.44

8,35

Age Began Dating
No. Times Gone Stea<ly
No. Times in love
No, Dates i.n \{eek
l-1. Sexual Experience

(Bentler)
No. Persons Premarital
Pettíng
No, Prenarital FulL
Sex Relatíons
Age First Ful-l Sex
ReÌat ions
No. Obtained
Pornography
Response to Pornography
Rating of Sexual
Âttitude
Fatherrs Educat ion
Social Class
Poprrlat ion Whi"le Growing
Up
No. Times Mother Worlced
Year of C oll.ege
Religious Devotion

f tem
1.
2,
).

a2.

L3.

14.

L7.

18.
]-9.

20,
2L,
22,

23,
)<
27,
zö.

not reported

Dating Status

l\(ultivariate F

,r p val-ues >,05
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al-so reported less "dates. in an average rveek, and pârentsr

social- class rated lower, while the HSG ( over l,SG) males

reported a less involved dating status. There were no

apparent differences on the SQ variable for males or females

in terms of: numbe r of times having been "in Iove,,,

fatherrs education, community population while growing upr

number of tirnes as a child that rnother worked out of the

horne, or present year in co1lege. In contrast to SG, the

NA personality variable showed little rel-ationship to the

Questionnaire items in this analysis i Although, fNa maleP

did report a greater frequency of having been "in love'
than lNA, F(1, 112) = 7,80¡ p<.0O6. Frequency of being

"in 1ove" was the only sexually oriented iten not showing

a relationship to the SG variable for either males or

femafe s .

A few SG and NA differences were also evident on

a chi-square analysis of the items excluded from the above

parametric analysis. On item 16, significantly more HSG

( over ISG) males and. femãIes reported "gui1t feelings"
(Males, *2(l) = 1,26, p<.oo?i Females: x2(r) = !J-.26,
p<.0008), and "relígious and other moral training" (Iiïales:

x2{r¡ = 18.oo, p<.ooor; Females! x2(1) = 15.38, p<.ooo1)
as factors inhibiting their sexuality. The SG variable
was not a factor on other inhibitors such as "fear of
pregnarrcy'r and "fear of disease", although HSG nales did

list "social disapproval" as a¡r inhibiting factor more often
t

than lSG males, x-(1) = ).86, pz-.OJ. In contrast to the
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SG variable, the NA variable only showed one slight trend

(not reaching the .05 leve1) on the "social disapproval"

inhibitor. Surpnisingly, more INA than HI,IA subjects listed
"social disapproval" as an inhibitor. This was evident

for the females (*2(f) = 3,5¿, pz..06) and a less significant
difference for the males, x2{ f1 = 2.33, p¿,I3. It is
intere sting to note that the females tended to report

"religious arrd other moral training" as an inhibiting
factor to their sexuality more frequently than did the

o
ma1es, x'(f¡ = 4.35, p<.o4. A1so, the females tendecl to
report a greater overall number of inhibitors thavr the

males, x2(r) = 4.88, pz.ol .

There were little consistent effects on the religious
affiliation item. More of the HSG (over ISG) femal-es listed.

themselves as Protesta¡¡t (x2(f) = 4.65, p<.03), whereas,

more of the HSG (over ISG) males listed themselves as

Catholic, *21f¡ = 6.13, p<.01,. More HNA (over INA)

females were also Catholic, *2{ r¡ = 4.65, p<.o3. The

only personality clifference on the University Faculty item

was that rnore HSG (over T,SG) females listed themselves

under the 'Other' category, *2(t) 4,23, p<.04. Females

in this category seened to come from professional schools

such as Nursing, Home Economics, Comnerce ete.

The second investigative pred.iction concerns the

appearanee of any SG x NA personality interactions on

measures of sexual experience or inhibition. For the

females, there was some suggestion of SG x NA interactions
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on the three poste xpe rimental items of age of beginning

full- sexual relations (F(1, 110) = 4,85, p¿,o3), age of
beginning to date (F(1, 11O) = 3,39, pa,O?), and number

of dates j-n an average week (F(1, 110) = 3,56, p¿_.06),

as well as on the Perceptual Defense measure of sexual

inhibition in the nai_n study, F(1, 110) = 3.54, pa,o6,
For the males, there were SG x NA interactions on the

" community population while growing up,, item (F(1, 112) -
3,97, p <,05) and the .'dating status', itemr F(1¡ I12) =

5,51, p<..O2. Although three of these Ínteractions do

not quite reach an acceptable .OJ 1evel for sigrrificance,
all six take on a somewhat similar i-nteraction patterr!.
That is, when subjects are High Need for Approval (HNA) the

differential sexual- inhibition effect across the Sex Guilt
(SG) variable appears to be greater than when subjects are

low Need for Approval (INA). therefore, und.er HNA' the

HSG (over the LSG) females showed a later age of beginning

fu11 sexuaÌ relations and beginning to date, less dates

in an average week, and greater sexual inhibition on the

Perceptual Defense me asure (t(110) = 6.?9, pz..OO01t t(110)

= 2,?9¡ p<.006r t(110) ='2.62. p <.01; t(110) = 2.g5, p<.006¡
respectively), while the HSG (over LSG) males reported a

less involved dating status, t(112) = 3,O9, p¿.00j. In
contrast, inlder LNA, the differential inhibitory effect
across the SG variable appe ars reduced or disappears on

these measures (t(110) = 3.5?, p<.o005; t(110) = 0.12,
p>.1or t(11o) = o.I2t p> .1or t(110) = o.2?, p>.10t
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respectivel-y). These interactions ca¡r also be viewed. from

the opposite direction. For instance, under HSG the HNA

( over INA) females showed a slightly older (but non-

significant) age at which they engaged in full sexual

relations' and slightly greater (but nonsignificant) sexual

inhibition on the Perceptual Defence measure. However,

under lSG, the HI'IA ( over L,NA ) females showed a signif icantly
vounser (t(1I0) - 2.l.2, ÏJz.O5) age of engaging in fu]-l
sexual- relations, and significantly less sexual- inhibition
on the ?erceptual Defense measure, t(11O) = 2.3o. p1.O2,

The rneans for the other measures also appear to be occuring

in this direction but not significantly so.

The final predicti-on of the study concerrrs subjectsl
response to item number 2) of tlrc Postexperimental

Questionnaíre. It was predicted. that more ISG than HSG,

ar:td more HNA than INA subjects would agree to volunteer

for a simil-ar study in the future (asked as a "hlæothetical"
question). The iten was submittect to a SG x NA x SCA

analysis of variance, giving a "yes' response a we ight of
2, and a 'no" response a weight of 1. lwo females did not
anslve r this question¡ both were from the l;NA group. For

the femal-es, the prediction was supported for both the

sG (F(1, 108) = 4,3?, p<.04) and the NA variable, F(1, lo8)

= 4.88, p< .o3. For the males, the main effect for SG

approached significance (F(1, 112) = 3.68, p<.o6), and

there was a cJ-early significant main effect for SCA (F(1,

112) = 4.62, p<.o3). therefore, males in both the HSG antl
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SC conditions reported less willingness to volunteer for a

simj-lar future study than ¡na1e s in the LSG and SA conditions

respectiveiy. AJ-though the males did not show the predicted

main effect for NAr there was a NA x SCA interactiont
F(l-, 112) = 5.O3, p<.03. The HNA mâIes shor¡red littLe
change in willingness to volunteer again, whether in the

SC or SA condition, whereas, LNA males were significantly
more resistant to voh¡nteer again, when under the SC than

the SA eonditi-on, t(I12) = 3.I4. p1.OO2.

0f further investigative interest to this study

is the Postexperimental Questionnai¡re responses cif subjects

as a firnction of the SCA variable. 0f special interest rvas

subjects' response to the two items (If and 18) concerning

exposure and response to erotic or pornographic material,

An interesting and unexpected SCA rnain effect appeared on

the SG x NA x SCA multivariate analysis of variance of the

Questionyraire ite¡ns for the ma1es, F(18r 95)'=..3.63, p<.0001.

Looking at the univariate analyses for the separate items

shows that mafes v¡ho were in the SC (vs. the SA) conctition

reported: dating at a later age (¡(1, 112) = 10.04' ¡<.002),
ferver times having gone steaily (F(1, I12) = ?.4o, p<.0o8)'

a more disgusting response to erotic or pornographic

materi-aI (F(1, 112) = ]r9.63r p¿.0001), and. a more liberal
sexual attitude, F(1, 112) = 4.21, p ¿.O4. The only SCA

main effect for the females was on the item conceming

response to erotic or pornographic material, F(1, 110) = 4.43,

p<.05. An interesting SG x SCA interaction also occured on
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this particular item for both the males (F(1, 112) = 6.53.

p z .OI2) and ttre fernales, F( 1, 110) = 3.34, Þ ¿ .07 (see

Figures 2 and 3). The two interactions both appeared to
be in the direction of liSG subjects showing a more negative

response to pornography under the SC than the SA condition,
whereas, ISG subjects showed no significant change across

the SCA condition. The mearrs and rnultiple t-test comparisons

are shown in Table p. lhere was no SG x SCA interactíon on

the erposure to pornography item for either males or

female s .

Further results also showed a second order SG x NA

x SCA interaction on this same "response to pomography',

i-tem for the maIes, F(1, 1t2) - 4.01, pz-.O4. Since this
item parallels to some extent the main dependent measures

of this study, it was further investigated according to the

four predicted painvise comparisons of Figure 1, Chapter 1.

TabLe 10 illustrates the mea¡Ìs and relêVant t-test compari.sons.

The results paral1eI those al_ready obtained for the males

in response to the I^JAT ( see labIe 6) , and again do not
support Hypothesis J. that is, the critical comparison

between the HSG, LNA, SC and HSG, LNA, SA means are highly
significant, but in the opposite direction fr o¡n that predicted.

The Slide Ratings form used in this stud.y rvas

designed to effectively manipulate the SCA variable. Although

the scales on this forrn were not designed to act as a
measuring device (ie. scales are weighted in the same

evaluative direction, 5-ncreasing the cha¡rce fo? response
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+ Sociol Censure (SC)

Sociol Approvol ( SA)

Sex Guilt (SG)

Figure 2, Me ari respor¡se to pornography (postexperinental_
Questionnaire Iten 18) as- a fr¡rction- of Sex Guilt(Sc) and Social Censure-Approval (SCA) for
E:çerirnent I (Fenales) .
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Figure l. Mean response to pomography (Postexperinental
Questionnaire ltem 18) as a function of Sex Guilt
(Sc) and SociaL Censure -Approval- (SCA) for
Ex¡reriment 2 (Males) .
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ÍABI,E 9

Means and Multiple t-test Conparisons on the postexperirnental

Questionaire Item IB (Response to pornography) , as a
Function of Sex cuilt (SG) and Social Censure-Approval
(SCA) for Experinents I (Fernales) ¿nd 2 (Males).

Females Male s

iue an I'Ie an

Pnditloa Response t Resnonse I
HSG

erl

SA

LSG
sc

SA

4.oo

3.r3

2,4?

2.40

3.572.82*
2.30

2.27
o,23

r.93

4,g5xx

4.33

op < .006

**p <.0001
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TABLE 10

Means and l/lultiple t-test Comparisons on the postexperimental

Questionaire Item lg (Response to ?ornography) , as a
Function of Sex Cuilt (Sc), Need for Approval (NA),

and Social Censure -Ap¡croval (SCA) for E¡¡ps¡irìent 2 (Males).

Mean

Condition Resoonse t
nùu

HNA

TJt

IIVA
sc

SA

I,SG
}INA

sc

SA

TNA
SC

SA

3.20

z.60

3,93

2.oo

2.33

1.93

2.2I
1. 93

2.34xx

? ' 54xxo

r.560

1.09

op.-.12

*op< .02

;rxxp < .0001
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bias), the scores do provide some indication of how the

males evaluated the slides before the rnanipulation of the

SCA variable. this informati on takes on sone inportance

considering the P os tex¡reriment a1 Que stionnâire - diffêrences
on the SCA variable. Scores on the six semantic differential
continua of the Slide Rating Form v¡ere therefore subnitted

to a SG x NA x SCA multivariate analysis of variance. As

expected, there was a nul-tivariate main effect for SG

(F=?.23¡ df=6, l-:O?i p1.OO01), with sigrrificant univariate
differences shown on all 6 continua. îherefore, HSG ( over

T,SG) males rated the slides as: more clisgus ting (F=2J,9J7

df=I, 112; pz-.O001), more perverted (F=27,26; df=1, 112¡

p<.0OOl), " turning them off" to a greater extent (F=L5.?9¡

df=1, 112r p4.0002), more immoral (F=37,65t df=1, 112¡

p<.0001) ' more sickening (F=22.)4¡ df=1, 112t p< .OOO1),

and more "backward" (F=16.94; df=lr 112; p<.OOOI). 0f
particular importance, was the fact of no SCA main effect
on any of the evaluative dimensions, and no first order

i-nteractions between any of the three independent variables.
Interestingly, there was a second order SG x NA x SCA

interaction on the multivariate analysis (F=2,28t df=6, 10?;

p¿-,O5). There were three of the dimensions shorving

significance on the univariate analysis r Appealing-Disgusting
(F=4.50i df=l, 112; p ¿.04), Healthy-Perverted (F=4.o9t

df=l, 112r p<.05) and Pleasurable-Sickenins (¡=9.66; df=1, 11-2

p < .0O4) . The pattern of me a¡rs anong the eight independent

conditions of these interaetions, however, were not in the



direction which would

or in any way explain

l¡lAT.

LL?

facil-itate the hypothesized interaction,
the obtained inhibition results on the
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DISCUSSION

The foregoing experiments were intended to reexami.ne

ear3-i-er theoretical formulations of Sex Guilt by lúosher

(I965a) and Galbraith ãrd Mosher (1968). An al-tèrnate view

of the SG construct was proposeci, differentiating the

inhibition effects of a State Guilt fron a Social Reinforce-

ment vari-able. FolJ-owing from recent findings, the SG x SCA

factorial design was extended by the adtiition of a third
independent var5.able, Need for Approval. The experimental

hypotheses were tested. on both college mal.e and fenale

subjects in separate studies. As a secondary outcome of

this research, further evidence was gained âs to the

general- relationship of sexual behaviors to the SG and NA

personality constructs. Before discussing the results of
the main ex¡rerimental hypotheses, brief consideration wil-J-

be given to the adequacy of the preselection procedures

and nanipulation of the SCA vaxiable.

Checks on !æ. Independent Variables

It was apparent that for both males and females

there were no conf or¡:d.ing effeets, due to an unequal

distribution of SG or NA scores arnong the eight ex¡rerimental

118
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conditions. As an examp]_e, HSG subjects in ¿ny one of the
four experinental conditions did not differ on their mean

SG score fron HSG subjects in any of the other conditions.
The success of the preseJ_ection process in obtaining adequate
sanples in each of the four [-type conditions, was nost
likely due to the nonsignifíca¡rt correlatíon of sG ând NA

for both males and females. This tends tc support the bulk
of evidence from past studies showing that these two
personality variables are essentially orthogonal. ït also
J-ends support to the discrimlnant valittity of the SG

construct. This maintains that guil_t should theoretically
differ from measures of sociaL desirability (cf. Mosher,

Lg6L, 1966, rg68),

ft is interesting to note that rnore of the pre-
seLected females than males were contacted in order to
obtain the requisite number for the main experiments. This
may suggest, either that females are more reluctant to
participate in a study of this sort, or that there is some

other third variable i¡rvol_ve d . llhe fact that the femal_e

study was run in the spring and at the end of the university
term, whereas, the males were run at the beginning of the
next University term (faff), may accol¡l1t for this effect.
The females were perhaps more pressured by final exams or
had already obtained enough experinental credits, rather
than being more reluctant to participate in an experiment
involving sexual matters. It must be noted that none of
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the subjects were told of the sexual content of the main

experiment until arriving at the study, however, the sexual

content of the MFCGI may have alerted subjects to this
possibility in pretesting. It is ínteresting, however,

that five of the femaLes withdrew at the rnain study,
whereas, none of the mal-es withdrew. Four of these fj_ve

females were from. the HSG group which appears to support
this construct. Further, the only two females who walked

out d.uring the study were both from the HSG, INA group.

It night be reasoned that those females who are more prone

to fee3- guilty in sexual-J.y oriented situatíons (HSc) as

weJ-l as being less dependent on receiving approval from

others (l,NA), would be just those female s most l-ikely to
wa]-k out of the study. fhere is a v¡ord of caution in
comparing the females behavior at the study itself with
the males, since the erperimental situations vÍere fairly
different, and the two studies \,vere not designed to be

anal-yzed together. The males participated in groups of
four, and the social pressure to remain in the study nay

have been greater than for the females.

In both experiments, it was clear that the subjects
perceived the SCA manipul_ati on. The females saw the con-

federate as significantly more disapproving of erotic
literature when the confederate evaluated. the erotic passage

negatively (SC) vs. positively (SA). likewise, the males

rateal the other three subjects in their experimental group
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as significantly more disapproving of erotic or pornographic

material after receiving the negatively weighted Slide

Ratings forms (SC) vs. the positively weighted forms (SA).

The magnitude of these main effects, in the almost total
absence of other main effects or interactìons, argues

persuasively for the success of this SCA manipulation.

However, there was one first order SG by SCA interaction
for the males which deserves mention. Under the SC conditíon,

HSG males did not rate the other three subjects quite as

disapproving of the display of erotic or pornographíc

material as LSG males. Under the SA condition, there was

no significant difference between HSG anil LSG males. llhere

may have been a slight anchoring effect here, whereby those

males who are disapproving of the slides themselves (ie.
HSG) woul-d not see the other subjectsr ratings quite as

dísapproving as those who held a more liberal attitude to
the sl-ides (ie. LSG). In other words, the LSG males whose

own Slide Ratings were anchored at the positive encl of the

scales may have a greater tenclency to perceive the negatively
weighted SC ratings as a more extreme departure from their
own position and, therefore, more disapproving from a
general- social perspective than HSG males.

The Exoerirnental Hvpotheses

The experimental hypotheses were based on the pre-

mise that lüosher's differential sensitivity interpretation
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of SG is i-naccurate. Mosherrs assertion that SG is a

najor factor in sexual- inhibition and guilt arousal was

accepted as valid. One major focus of these studíes was

on the SG by SCA interaction, which was basically an

attempt to replicate Mosherrs earlier findings. The seeond

major focus, was on the second order SG x NA x SCA inter-
action with the four a priori pairwise comparisons. These

predictions were critical to the proposed two-factor or
conflict view of SG, in contrast to Mosherrs differential
sensitivity view.

t¡{hat is quite clear from the results of both studies,
is that no support is shown for Mosher.s SG x SCA inter-
action on inhibitior of sexual response. In short, both
HSG ¡oal-e s ârtd females were consistent in showing greater
sexual inhibition and guilt arousar on all dependent measures

than LSG subjects. However, neither HSG males, nor HSG

females showed any tendency to less cha¡ge in sexual
inhibition across SCA conclitions than their LSG counter-
parts. This demonstrates strong support for the SG construct
as an important determinant of changes in guilt a¡rd sexual
inhibition in sexually oriented situations. However, it
shows no support for the contention that HSG subjects are

J-ess dependent on, or sensitive to, changes in external
social censure cues for sexual behavior. These fíndings
are even more convincing in that these studies further
extend Mosherrs research with male col-l.ege stud.ents to a
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femal-e college population, as well as providing a check on

the adequacy of the SCA experimental manipulation. How are

we to resolve this failure to replìcate the Mosher findings?
A major difference between Mosherrs earlier studies,

and the studies reported here, is the role of the experi-
menter. In Mosherrs studies, the experimenter was employed'

both to introduce the arousal condition (ie. showing .'nude

pin-ups") as weJ-l as being the Censuring or Approving social
agent. llhis could have led to some confounding of the

variables. In the absence of any manipulation check in
these earlier studies, one might speculate that HSG subjects

could view an erq)erimenter who would show "dirty" pictures
as simply approving, regardless of subsequent attempts by

the experimenter to portray an Approving or Censuring

attitude. The I,SG subjects, however, may act i.n a less

evaLuative manner toward the showing of the pictures and

be more infl-uenced by the exlperimenterr s subsequent ro].e

playing attempts. In other words, the results obtained may

have had nothing to do with HSG subjects being less depen-

dent on, or sensitive to, the social censure cues. Rather,

the HSG subjects may have simply interpreted the cues

differently, and perhaps were even more sensitive in
interpreting arr incongruent social situation. the HSG

subjects may have simply been more wary of an experinenter

who shows then "dirty" pictures and then denies that he

approves of theno (SC conclition) .
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In the present studies, the experimenter did not
play the Censure -Approval ro1es. Manipulation checks clear-
ly showed that aLl subjects perceived the social cues

portending Censure or Approval from either the confederate
(Experiment 1) or from ihe .'other three subjects,' (Experiment

2), The highly significant SCA naín effect for sexual

inhibition attests further to the ad.equacy of this experi-
mental manipulation for the ma1es. It appears that when

the SCA variable is separated from the introduction of the

sexually oriented stirnul-i by the experinenter, then lllosherrs

SG by SCA interaction effect simply does not ho1d. Certain-
1y, the differential sensitivity 5nterpretation as well as

the dependency interpretation is not supported. by these
present results .

this leads to the proposed two-factor view of SG.

The argument mad.e here was that HSG subjects are influenced.

by the opposing inhibitory effects of State Guilt and

expectancy for Social Reinforcement r¡nde r the SCA conditions,
whereas, LSG subjects a¡e mainly influencecl by the Social
Re inforcement variable. This allowed for an acceptance of
the interaction obtained by Mosher, yet at the same time

offering an opposing interpretation of this effect. the

first test of this proposed view was to show that HSG

subjects d"emonstrate greater guilt arousal under the SA

than the SC cond.ition, whereas, LSG subjeets would show

less guilt arousal with no difference between the SCA
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conditions. This interaction effect was c1earl-y not
supported in either study. There was, however, good. support

for HSG subjects showing greater guilt arousal- than LSG on

all dependent measures in both studies. The second test
was to show a SG x NA x SCA interaction for sexual- inhibition
in the directior of the four predicted paìrwise comparisons.

Again this hypothesis was clearly not supported for either
the males or females. fhe critical comparison in this
hypothesis was to show that HSG subjects, in which the

Social Reinforcement effect was mininized. (ie. LNA), woul_d

show greater inhibition under Social- Approval (SA) than

Social Censure (SC). this wou]-d occur because of the

supposed dornj-nating effect of State Guilt under these

conditions. For the maLes, this comparison was significant
in the exact opposïte direction than that predicted,
although, the other three comparisons were according to
predictions. these results would seem to indicate fairJ-y
convincingly, that the proposed view of SG is also untenable.

therefore, neither Mosherrs differential sensitivity
'view of SG nor the proposed conflict or two-factor view

received support. The main positive findings of these

stud.ies were the clear main effect differences on the SG

variable. This is definitely supportive of previous

research, shorving that both HSG males and females show

greater sexual inhibition and guilt arousal in sexual-ly

oreinted situations, than their LSG peers. Main effect
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differences for SG were also apparent on the postex¡rerimental

Questionnaire items, Again supportive of previous research,
ÌISG col-3-ege students, both male and femaLe, report J-ess

sexual experience on a variety of measures, than LSG students.
The lßG students also report that they are more conservative
in their sexual attitude, and that guilt feelings ând

religious or other noral training are significant factors
in the inhibition of their sexuality. ft is interesting to
note the general preponderance of main effect differences
for the SG variable in the alrnost total absence of d.iffer-
ences on the NA variable. This is again supportive of the
discrimina¡rt validity of the SG construct in predicting
sexually oriented feel-ings, behavior and attitudes.

0f some controversy in the literature has been the
inhibition vs. familiaríty explanation of main effect SG

differences. Of particular concerrr to this study was the

use of the !ìlAT as a me asì.lre of sexual inhibitiorn. Do IßG

subjects give l-ess sexual associations to the double

entendres because they inhibit these avail-abLe responses,

or s inrpl-y because they are 1ess familiar or tmaware of the
sexual meanings of the words? At the end of both studies,
HSG subjects d5-d. report l-ess familiarity rvith the sexual

rire anings of the double entendres, and furthennore, both
HSG and T,SG subjects showed a positive correlation between

famíliarity with the words a¡d the !.{AT inhibition score.
0n the surface, this would seem to indicate that the main
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effect results may be due to familiarity with the words

rather than inhibition of response. However, Schwartz

(f9?5), has recently poÌnted out that inhibition could al-so

effect the degree to which subjects are willing to report
familiarity with the words. Therefore, we might ex¡rect

HSG subjects to show less willingness to report being
familiar with the sexual implications of the words, whether

in fact they are faniliar or not. The strong SCA main

effect fincling amongst males, showing that those in the
Social Censure (SC) condition reportecl significantÌy less
familiarity with the double entendres than those in the
Social Approval (SA) condition, would. seem to support this
notion. In other words, there was no reason to believe
that subjects rard ornJ-y assigned to the SCA conditions at
the beginning of the study should differ significantly in
either inhibition or familiarity with the words. In fact
analysis of the Slide Ratings before the manipulation of
the SCA variable showed no evaluative differences between

these groups. However, there vras reason to erpect that
subjects who later received. the SC cond.ition would act more

inhibited in the eqperiment than those who received the
SA condition. The appearance of a strong SCA main effect
òn the l¡rfAT FamiLiarity Form, seems to reflect the suscept-
ability of this measure to changes in inhibition. S chwartz

suggested a¡other raethod of measuring how familiar subjects
are to the WAT 1ist. It is suggested. that HSG subjects are
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familiar with the sexual meanings of the double entendres,
but their sexual associations to these words are further
down in their response hierarchy. Therefore, HSG subjects
should have a greater tendency than LSG, for sexual
associations to turn up later in their associative responses.

Here, this e:çlanation seemed to hol_d in the female but
not the male study. Taken together, however, there is
reasonable evidence to suggest that the tilAÎ is measuring

an inhÌbition factor. The consistent evidence showing that
HSG subjects differ from LSG on the other d.ependent measures

of guilt arousal, inhibition, and sexual experiences and

attitudes, is supportive of the positive relationship of
SG to a sexual inhibition factor. Also, the tendency for,
(¿) HSG mal-es to make a fewer number of free associations
to the double entendres, and for, (b) HSG female s to more

quickl-y re turrr the taboo word pDL, booklets to the

erperimenter, both suggest a¡r inhibition factor in HSG

over ISG individ.uals.

Besides the generally positive findings on the SG

variable considered alone, there were also a few interesting
interactive relationships between the persotrality variables
of SG antt NA. fhe extensive literature on the relationship
-of SG to sexual behaviors, and the few recent studies on the
relationship of NA and sexual inhibition on the l{AT, suggests

the possibility of a¡ interaction between these two person-
al-ity variables on various measures of s exual behavior.

For the females, these personai-ity variables showed a
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tendency to interact on the postexperimental measures of
age of beginning fulL sexual- relations, age of beginning

to date, artd number of dates in an average week, as well
as on the main Perceptual Defense measure. For the males,

there was an interaction on the postexperinental measures

of population while growing up, and present dating status.
These interactions should be interpretett with extreme

caution, however, considering, (a) the few measures on

which they occured., (b) the lack of any multivariate
ínteractive effect on the postexperimental items considered

together, and (c) the 3-ack of any overlap between the two

studies on this interaction with the females showing the

greatest number. However, the simila¡ pattern of the

interactions do seem to suggest a simila¡ type of relation-
ship between SG and NA, which coul-d be investigated further
jn future research. The pattern of the interactj.ons suggest

two trends. The first trend is for HNA to accentuate the

inhibitory effect of SG, whereas, INA appears to .'dampen"

this effect. Therefore, r¡nde r HNA, the HSG (over I,SG)

females show dating and full sexual relations at a later
age, less dates in an averåge week, and. greater sexual

inhíbition, while nales show a l-ess involved dating status.
Ùnd.er LNA, this SG effect is either reduced or disappears.

The second trend is for HSç to influence the NA variable in
o,ne direction and for ISG to influence it in the other
direction. For example r the HSG females showed slightly
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greater sexual inhibition, and a slightly older age of
beginning ful-l sexual relations (both not significant)
under IINA than INA, whereas, LSG fenales showed these

trends significantly in the opposite direction - that is,
INA showed greater inhibition than HNA. Both these trend.s

make some sense when looking at the evidence surrounding

these two personality constructs. The recent evidence

suggesting that HNA subjects show greater sexual inhibition
si-mil-ar to HSG subjects wouJ-d. seem to eq)lain the first
trend. That is, one might expect HNA to add to the

inhibitory effect of the SG variable, whereas, I,NA rnay

reduce this effect. The second trend., is quite interesting
and may suggest that NA operates d.ifferently in HSG antt

I,SG persons. In other words, in HSG individuals, what is
seen as "socially desirable" may be a reLatively conser-

vatíve sexuaL standard. fherefore, the combined. i-nf3-uence

of HIIA with IXSG would be to accentuate this consen¡ative

stanitaril. However, in LSG i-nd.íviduals, what is seen as

"social-ì-y desirable" rnay be a relatively J-iberal sexual

standard. fherefore, when HNA is combined with LSG there
will be an opposite trend. toward accentuating this J.iberal
standard. Moreover, noting the overal-J- strong inhibitory
effect of IISG, it seems reasonable that this NA effect
should be sonewhat reduced. in HSG over I"SG persons. As

another word of caution, however, these interpretations are

quite speculative considering the data presented, a¡d should
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be viewed as hJÞotheses for future research.

The final_ ,'voluntary participation,' item on the
Postexperimental Questiorunaire was also generailly supportive
of the SG and NA constructs. The prediction that both HSe

and L,NA subjects would. be less willing than LSG and HNA

subjects to participate in another study of this sort, was

directLy supported for the females. It seems to follow
that those females who tend to feel guilty in sexual

situations (HSG), a¡rd. those females who are l_ess dependent

on approval from the experimenter ( l,NA) ¡ would be just those

femal-es who would be less willing to volunteer for another
study - even when the question is asked in a " hJrpothe tical.,'
manner. For-the males, there was a weak nain effect for
SG in the pred.icted direction, however, rather than obtaining
an NA main effect, there was a NA x SCA interaction. It
seemed that those maLes who had a tend.ency to seek approval
(HNA) agreed to future participation regardless of whether
they had been in the SC or SA condition. In contrast,
those males who had a lower approval_ motivation (INA) were

more J-ikely to want to volunteeí again if they had been

with others vrho had approved (SA) than disapproved (SC) of
the sLides. llhis seens to make sense, when considering the
stronger need of the HNA males to seek approval from the
experimenter even though they nay have disliked the study
( ie. the SC contlition).

It is interesting that overall, males who were with
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others that disapproved of the sl-ides (SC) were much less
l-ikeIy to want to participate in another study of this sort.
Apparently, the study was more attractive to mal_es who were

with others that saw the slides in a positive light (SA).

Perhaps this couLd also be another indication of the per-
vas íve inhibiting effects of the SCA manipulation, which
was reflected not only on the main dependent measures, but
also on nâny of the Postexperimental_ Que stionnaire items of
Ex¡reriment 2. llhe studies were d"esigned. to attempt to
reduce the SCA factor on the postexperimental euestionnaire,
by explicitJ-y infor:ning subjects that their responses would.

be entirely confidential-. In fact, the females were taken
to a separate room to complete this euestionnaire alone.
In any case, for the males, the SCA manipulation appeared.

consistently on measures throughout the study, and was

apparentl-y a stronger manipulation than in the femal.e study.
This makes sense, when considering the group pressure to
conform in the rnale study, in contrast to the single
confederate employed in the female stuily.

Having reviewed the findings accord.ing to the main

hypotheses and additional predictions set out at the
beginníng, the following might be said in summary. Although
there is gootl evidence to support naÌn effect d.ifferences
on the SG variable, and a few interesting SG and NA relation_
ships, there is virtual-ly no support for l,Tosherrs differ-
ential- sensitivity view of SG or for the present conflict
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or two-factor view of SG. Therefore, . ne ither Mosherrs

the ory or the proposed theory appear useful in predicting
the relationship between guilt and social censure cues.

In what position does this leave the SG construct? An

ímportant basis of the SG construct to date has been its
hypothesized. interaction with social reinforcement cues.

The early Mosher (1?6]-, tg65a) studies based the construct
on the notion that persons predisposed to guilt over

sexualíty woulcl be more dependent on interr¡al rather tha.n

external stand.ards of moral_ conduct. Does the present

evidence suggest that there really is no interactive relation-
ship between the internal guiJ.t construct and exterrral_ rein-
forcement cues?

Although the main evidence seems to point in the

affinnative, there are some findings on the postexperirnental

Questionnaire for both males and females, which sti1I suggests

an SG x SCA interaction. 0f particular concern was the iter¡
(nurnber 18) on subjects response to erotic or pornographic

material. The HSG subjects showed a significantly greater
negative response when they had received the SC rather than
the SA conclition. The LSG subjects, however, showed. no

d.ífference between the SC a¡ld SA conditions on this measure.

The evidence is fairly convincing since this pattern
appeared in both the male and female study. I¡rlhat is
interesting, is the fact that this interaction is the exact
opposite of what l¡Iosher would preclict. According to Mosherrs
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theory, HSG subjects should have been little influenced in
their response to pornography whether in the SC or SA

condition, since they are guided mainly by interzral standards.
In contrast, the LSG subjects should have been very influenced
in their response to porrrography depending on the social
situation - with â more negative response ì¡nder the SC than
the SA condition. The obtained interaction may have been

caused partly by an additive inhibitory effect of HSG and

SC, and partly by the J-ittle evaluative shift of LSG subjects
across SCA conditions. In other words, when HSG subjects,
who already have a negative response to pornography, are
put in a social situation in which others also have a
negative response, this may significantly increase their
negative evaluation. 0¡: the other hand, the SA condition
nay al-so have "J-ibera1-ized" their stand s omewhat. In
contrast, I"SG subjects seen to ho3.d to their general.J-y

positive response to pornography regardless of whe ther
others ar owrd them are Approving or Disapproving. perhaps

from this point of view, we roight reverse Mosherrs inter-
pretation and say that ISG individ.uats are the ones who

are more dependent on thei-r internal riberal sexual standards
than the external re inforcement cues of the moment. In
contrast HSG intlividuals are more 1ike1y to alter their
internalized. conservative sexual standards depending on the
social cues of a particular situation. 0vera11, however,

the HSG students seem to be more conservative in tbeir
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sexual- standard.s tha¡ I,SG. It is interesti-ng to note that
even on the main blAT measure of the nal_e study, the HSG

mal-es seemed to show greater change across SCA conditions
than LSG. This, however, \¡ùas elearly not a sígnificant
interaction effect.

It nay be argued that the obtained interaction on

the response to porrrography item was s imply due to s ome

chance variatíon in assigning subjects to conditions at
the beginning of the stud_ies. This seems unlikeÌy, however,

since the interaction appeared in both studies. Also, in
Experiment 2 there was an opportunity to obtain a¡r

evaluative measure towards the srid.es before the scA va¡iab.:Le

was actuall-y rnanipulated. Clearly, there was no SG x SCA

interaction on this measure, making it unlikel-y that there
were more conservative HSG mal_es in the SC condition
initially. Finall_y, as mentioned before there seems to be

a definite indication, especía11y in Ex¡reriment 2, that
the inhibitory effects of the SCA manipulati on was operating
not onJ-y for the mai.n dependent measures, but al-so for the
Postexperirnental Items. The SG x SCA interaction on the
response to porrrography item, seems to be a real effect.
0f course, there is some difference betr,veen this attitudinal
or evaluative measure, and the measures of sexual inhibition
used as the main dependent variable. Nevertheless, this
post hoc finding does suggest possibilities for future
re s e arch.
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lrlhat is fairly certain fron these studies, is that
Mosherrs differential sensitivity view of SG obtained.

originally with college males, does not seern to repÌicate
for either college males or' females, after the original
studies were corrected for methodological_ flaws. I,ess

certainr is whether there actually is no interaction between

SG and external censure cues, or whether they interact in
a manne r quite ctifferent than originally suspected.
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APPENDIX A

The lUosher Forced-Choice Guilt Inventory
( MFCGI, Fema1e Form)

Íhis questionnaire consists of a number of pairs
of statements or opinions which have been given by coJ-l-ege
women in response to the ,'Mosher Incomplete Sentences Tests":
These women rvere asked to complete phrases such as ',Ì^lhen I
tell alie...." and "1o ki1] inwar....,, to nake a
sentence which expressed their real feelings about the stem.
This que stionnaire consists of the ste¡ns to which they
responded and a pair of their responses which are lettered
A and B.

You are to read the stern and the pair of completions
and decide which you most agree with or which is most
characteristic of you. Your choice, in each instance,
should be in tenns of what you believe how you fee1, or how
you would react, arrd not in terrns of how you think you
should believe, feel, or respond. This is not a test.
îhere are no right or wrong answers. your choices should
be a description of your ov,,n personal beliefs, feelings or
reactions.

In s ome instances you may d.iscover that you believe
both completions or neither conpletion to be eharacteristic
of you. In such cases select the one you glgq strongly
believe to be the case as far as you are concerrred.. Be sure
to find an answer for every choice. Do not omit an item
even though it is very difficult for you to decide ¡ just
se3-ect the more characteristic member of the pair.

Your answers are to be recorded on a separate ansrr¡er
sheet. ff alternative A is more characteristic of you for
a particular item blacken the space in the c oh-rmn under í.
If alterrrati-ve B is rnore characteristic of you f,or a particular
item blacken the space under the coJ-unn headed ä.
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I prmish myself.....
A. very infrequently.
B. when I do wrong and donrt get caught.

ff I kil]-ed soneone in self-defense.....
A. I would be glad to be aIive.
B. I would be a murderer.

3. r¡J omen who curse. . . . .
A. usualJ-y warrt to bring attention to themselves.B. in private are sti-ll ladies.

4. I!ìIhen anger builds inside me. . . . .A. I let people know how I feel.
B. Irm arrgry ât nyself .

x5. If in the future I committed adu1tery.....
A. I hope ï wou1d. be punished very d.eeply.B. I hope I enjoy ít.

6. Obscene literature.,...
A. ís alJ- right if you J-ike it.
B. ought to be conple tely abolished.

*7. "Dirty" jokes in mixed company.....A. d.o not bother me .
B. are something that make me very trircornf ortable .

*8. Masturbation, . . . .
A. helps one feel eased arld relaxed.
B. is wrong and wil.J- ruin you.

9. I detest myself for.. . . .
A. nothing, I l-ove 1ife.
3. for my sins and failures.

*10. Sex relations before marriage. . . . .A. should be per:nitted.
. B . are l{z'ong a¡d immoral.

*11. If in the future I committed adultery.,...
A. I would be r.mworthy of my husband.
B. I would have a good. reason.

L2. I should have been punished for.....
A. many things I kept secret.
B. for very few things.

13. Capital punishment.....
A. is total-J-y acceptable for capital_ crimes.B. is wrong and should be stoppect.

* Sex Guilt Items
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*14. If I conrnitted a homosexual act.....A. it would be my business.
B. it would show wealsress in me.

1-5. lfhen caught in the act.....
A. I make a fool- of myself.
B. I try to get out of it the best I can.

1,6. After a chitdhood fight, I felt.....
A. guilty and ashamed.
B. that T had tríumphed.

x\7, When I was a chiId., sex.....
A. was not talked about and was a feared word.B. was fun to think about.

*18. When I have sexual dreams.....
A. I sometímes wake up feeling excited..
B. I try to forget them.

J-9. r¡Ihen I was younger, fighting.....
A. d.idn! t bother me .
B. never appealed to me.

20. Arguments leave me feeling. . . . .
A. elated at winnÍ_ng.
B. depressed and disgusted.

*2L, "Dirty" jokes in níxed company.....
A. can be funny depending on the company.B. are in bad taste.

22, Capital pu1ishment.....
A. is a good deterrent to crime.
B. does not d.eter crime, so why keep it.

23. 0bscene literature.....
A. makes interesting reading.
B. is for people with sick minds.

21t,. I detest myself for. .. ..
A. nothing at present.
B. being so self-centered.

x25. Petting.....
{. is an expression of affection which is satisfying.B. I am sorry to say is becoming an accepted praétiõe.

26. Unusual sex practices. . . . .A. are not so r.¡nusual.
B. donr t interest me.
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27, After a childhood fight, I felt.,A. eooa-ii-i won, bad otherwísejB. hurt and alarmed.

28. Tf I hated ny parents.....
A. I would need psychiatric he1p.
B. I would rebel at their every wish.

x29. "Dirty,' jokes in mixed eompany. . . . .A. disgust me.
B. do not bother me as J-ong âs they are just in firn.

o3O. Tf I had sex relations, I would feel.....A. very dirty.
B, happy and satisfied.

*31. Sex. . ...
A. is good and enjoyable.
B. should be saved for wedlock and childbearing.

32, After an outburst of anger.....
A. f usually feel quite a bit better.B. I feel ridiculous and qorry that I showed my emotions.

33, I punish myse1f.....
A. when I make mistakes.
B. rare]-y.

3lþ. After an argument.....
4. I feel proud in victory, understanding in defeat.B. I wish that f hadnrt argued.

35. A guilty conscience.....
A. does not bother me too much.B. is worse than a sickness to me.

x36. l¡Ihen f have sexual desires.....
4. I qligy it like al-l healthy human beings.B. I fight them for I must have conple te õontrol- of

my body.
*37. Prostitution.....

A. make s me sick when I think about it.B. needs to be understood.

38. After a chil-dhood fight, I fe1t.....A. that it was partly my fau1t.B. nuch better, but mad.e friends after.ward.
x39 . Unusual sex practices.....

A. might be interesting.
B. are disgusting and ievolting.
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40. The idea of murder.....

A. is inconceivable to me.B. understandable at times.
*41. Sex relati-ons before marriage.....

4. are disgusting and unnecessary.B. are o.k. if both partners are- in agreement.
*42, Masturbation. . . . .

A. is sickening.
B. is understandable in many cases.

43, one should not. . . . .
A. say "one should not."
B. lose his temper.

*44. If in the future I conmitted aduItery.....A. I would resolve not to conmit thó nistake again.B. I would hope there would be no consequences.
x45. Unusual sex practicês¡. ¡ ¡ ¡A. are all in how you look at it.B. are unwise and lead only to trouble.
46, obscene literature.....

A.
l¡

helps people become sex perverts.
is firn to read. once in a while.

Lt?. Capital punishment.....
A. is the only thing some crimínals can understand.B. is 1ega1 murder;-it is inhuman.

*48. petting.....
A. is just asking for trouble.B. can lead to bigger and better things.

Lv9. After an outburst of anger... . .A. my tensions are relieved.
B. I am jittery a.nd. all keyed up.

* 50, When f have sexual- desires. . . . .A. I lcnow itrs onJ-y human, but f feel terrible.B. f usuaIl_y express them.
*51. If I had sex relations, I would fee1.....A. guilty¡ sinful and bad.

B. happy if I l_oved the boy arrd he loved ne.

52. I punish nyself.....
A. for very few things.
3. by denying myself a pri_vilege.
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*53, Masturbation. . . . .

A. is stupid.
B. ìs a common thing in chíldhood.

54, Sin and failure. . . . .
A. are the works of the devil.
B. do not depress me for 1ong.

" 55, Unusual sex practices...,.
A. are the business of those who carry them out arrd

no one else I s.
B. are dangerous to one rs health and nental

condition.

56. After an argument. . . . .
A. I.feel.lapny if f won or stil1 stick to my own

views if I lose.
B. I arn disgusted that I Iet myself become involved.

x57, Petting.,...
A. is justified with love.
B. is not a good practice r¡ntil after marriage.

58, After a childhoocl fight, I fett.....
A. ]-ike I was a hero.
B. as if f had. done wrong.

o59. When I have sexuaL desires.. . ..A. I try to go to sleep and forge t them.
B. I become easily aroused.

60. f detest myself for.....
A. not al-ways listening to those who larow better.B. very l_itt1e

x6L. If I hâal sex relations, I would fee1.....
A. cheap and unfit for marriage.
B. warm and very good.

x62, Sex relations before marriage. . . . .A. rqin many a happy couplé.
B. might help the õouple to understand each other

and themselves.

63, I regret. . .. .
A. the way I have behaved.
B. few things in my life.

*61t, Masturbation. . . . .
A. is a normal outl-et for sexual desires.
3. is wrong and a sin.

65. After an argwnent.....
A. if I have won, I feeJ. great.
B. I am sorry for ny actions.
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x66. petting.....

A. depends on whom Irm with.
B. is against my better judgrnent but hard to resist

for sorne.

67. After a fight, I felt.....
A. relieved.
B. it should have been avoided for nothing was

accomplished.
x68. Masturbation. . . . .

A. is al-l- right.
B. is a form of self destruction.

x69. Unusual sex practices. . . . .
A. are all- right if both partners agree.B. are awful and unthinkable.

x?g. If I committed a homosexual act.....
A. I would wa¡rt to be ounished.
B. I would be discreet:

*7L üIhen I have sexual desires.....
A. I attempt to repress them.
B. f sometimes think of past experiences.

*72. If I had sex relations, I would fee1.....A. all right, I think.
B. I was being used not loved.

73, Arguments le ave me feeling.....
A. that it was a waste of time.B. as if I might have accomplished someth5_ng.

?4. Sin ærd. failure.....
A. depress me more tharr any other acts.B. are not necessarily related.

?5. If I felt like murdering someone.....
A. I would be ashamed of myself.
B. it would be for a good ieason.

x?6. Sex relations before marriage. . . . .
A. are not good for anyone.
B. with the person I hope to marry is o.k.

77. After an outburst of anger.....
A. I fee]- much better.
B. I usually hate myself for being so silJ.y.

-*78. "Dirty" jokes in nixed company.....
A. should be avoide d.
B. are acceptable up to a point.
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APPENDIX A (Cont.)

The Mosher Forced_Choice Guilt Tnventory

( MFCGI . [{a1e Fortn'ì

This questionnaire consists of a numbe r of pairs of
statements or opinions which have been given by co1l-ege nen
ín response to the "Mosher Incomplete Sentences Test.,:
These men were asked to conplete phrases such as i'I^Ihen I
tell a lie..." and "To kiIl in war..." to make a sentenee
which expressed their real feelings about the stem. This
questionnaire consists of the stems to which they responded
alrd a pair of the ir responses which are lettered A a¡d B.

You are to read the stem and the pair of completions
and decid.e which you most agree with or which is most
characteristic of you. Your choice, in each instance, should
be in terms of what you believe, how you fee1, or how you
would react, and not in terms of how you think you should
believer fee1, or respond. this is not a test. llhere are
no right or wrong aJrswers. Your choices should be a
description of your ov,¡n personal beliefs, feelings, or
reactions.

In some instances you may discover that you believe
both conple tions or neither completion to be characteristic
of you. In such cases select the one you Eæ. strongly
belíeve to be the case as far as you are concerned.. Be sure
to find an ânswer for every choice. Do not onit an item
even though it is very difficult for you to decide, just
select the more characteristic member of the pair.

Your a¡swers are to be recorded on a separate answer
sheet. If altemative A is more characteristic of vou for
a particular item blacken the space in the colu¡nn lrrrd" " T.
If alternative B is more characteristic of you for a ri
particular itern blacken the space r¡nder the c olurnn heaclecl 2.
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1. l¡lhen I telI a lie.....
A. it hurts.
B. I make it a good one.

2. To kil1 in war..,..
A. is a job to be done.
B. is a shame but sometimes a neeessity.

3, Ilrl onen who curse.¡...
A. are normaL.
B. make me sick.

4, VJhen anger builds insicle Írê . ¡ ¡ . ¡
A. I usual-J-y explode.
B. I keep ny roouth shut.

5, If I ki11ed soneone in self-definse, I.....
A. would. feel no anguish.
3. think it wouLd trouble rne the rest of my 1ife.

6, I punish rnyself ..,..
A. for the evil I do.
B. very seldom for other people do it for me.

x7. If in the future I committed adu3-tery.....
A. I wonrt feel bad about it.
3. it wouLd be sinfuL.

B. Obscene 1iterature.....
A. is a sinful and corrupt business.
B. is fascinating readinþ

x9. "Dirty" jokes in mixed. company. . . . .
A. are c on¡non in our town.
B. should be avoided.

*10. As a child, sex play. . . . .
A. never entered my mind.
B. is quite wide spread.

11. ï detest myself for.....
A. my sins and failures.
B. for not having more excitj-ng sexual experiences.

xL?. Sex relations before marriage. . . . .
A. ruin many a happy couple.
B. a.re good in my opinion.

x13. If in the future I committed aduItery.....
A. ï woulclnr t te 1J- anyone .
B. I would probably feel bad about it.

* Sex Guilt ftems
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*l-4. tdhen I have sexual desires. . . . .A. I usual]-y try to curb them.B. f generally satisfy them.

L5, If I killect soneone in setf-defense, tr.....
A. wouldn't enjoy it.
B. ïrd be glad to be aIive.

*16. Unusual sex practices.....
A. night be interesting
B. donr t interest me.

L7 , If I felt like rnurdering someone. . . . .A. I would be ashamed of myse1f.
B. I woul-d try to commit the perfect crime.

18. If I hated my parents.....
A . f woul_d hate myse lf .B. I would rebel at their every wish.

L9, After a¡ outburst of anger.....A. I usualJ-y feel quitè a bit better.B. I am sorry and say so.

20. I punish myseLf. ... .
A. never.
B. by feeling nervous and depressed.

*2L, Prostitution. . . . .
A. is a must.
B. breeals only evil_.

22. If I killed s ome one in self-defense, I.....A. would stil_l be troubled by my conscience.B. would consider myself 1ucky.

23, I¡ihen f te11 a lie.....
A. Irm angry with nyself.
B. I nix it with truth and serve it like a lUartini.

x24. As a child, sex play.....
{. is not good for mental a¡d emotional well being.B. is natural and innocent.

25. Idhen someone swears at me. . . . .A. I swear back.
B. it usually bothers me even if I donrt show it.

26. lihen I was younger, fighting.....
A. vras a}vays a thriJ.l-.
B. disgusted me.
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*27. As a child, sex p1ay.. . . .

4. was a big taboo and f was deathly afraid of it.B. was conmon without guilt feelings.
28, After an argument.....

A. I feel mean.
B. I am sorry for my actions.

¿ç29. "Dirty,, jokes in mixed company. . .. .A. are not proper.
B. are exciting and arnusing.

*30. Unusual sex practices. . . . .A. are awful and unthinkabLe.
B. are not so unusual to me.

*31. l¡lhen I haye sex dreâns. . . . .A. I carrrot remember them in the rnorning.
B. I wake up happy.

32. ïilhen I was younger, fighting. . . . .A. never appealed to ne.
B . was firn antl frequent .

33. One should not.....
A. larowingly sin.
B. try to foJ-J-ow absolutes.

34. To ki]-l in war.....
A. is good. and meritabl-e .B. woul-d be s iekening to me.

35. I detest myself for.....
A. nothing, f J.ove life.
B. not being more ne arly perfect.

*36, "Dirty" jokes in mixed company. . . . .A. are lots of fun.
B. âre coarse to say the least.

'*37. Petting.....
A. is s ome thing that should be controlled.B. is a form of education.

38. After art argument.....
A. I usually feel_ better.
B. I am disgusted that I allowed myself to become

involve d .

39, Obscene literature.....
A. should be freely published.
B. helps people become sexual perverts.
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40. I regret.....

4. my sexual experiences.B. nothing frve- ever done.

41. A guil_ty conscience.. ...A. does not bother me too much.B. is worse than a siclcress to me.

42, If I felt like murdering someone.....A. it would be for gooã r.ason.B. ftd think I was õrazy.
43, {rgunents - leave me feelÍng. . . . .A. that it was a waste oã time.B. smarter.

44, After a chil_dhood fight, I fel_t.....A. miserable and maãe up afterrvards.B. like a hero.
Lt's, VJhen anger buil_d.s inside me . . . . .

å. I io *y best to suppress J_i.B. f have to blow off- -s 
ome steam.

xlv6. Unusual sex practices. . . . .A. are 0.K. as J.ong as theyrre heterosexual.B. usual-ly ?relt! pleasuraüle because you havepreconceived feèlings about their Ëing larãng.
42. I regret.....

å. gettilg caught, but nothing e1se.B. all of my sins
48. hthen r te].1 a lie.....A. my conscience bothers me.B. T wonder whether ItJ_l get away with it.

x49. Sex rel-ations before narriage. . . . .
{. are practiced too rnuch ão be wrong.B. in my opinion, should not be praciiced.

*50. fs a- chiltl, sex p1ay. . .. .A. is dangerous.
3. is not harmful but does create sexual pleasure.

51,, btrhen caught in the act.....A. I try to bluff mv wav out.B. truth is the besi poiicy.'
x52, As a ehifdr sex pIay.....

A. was indulged- in.B. is immatuie and ridiculous.
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53. i,ifhen I te1I a lie.....
A. it is arr exception or rather an odd occurrence.
B. IteLla1ie.

54. If I hated my parents....,
A. I would be wrong, fooLish, a¡d feel guilty.
B. they would know it thatrs for sure!

55, lf I robbed a bank.....
A. I would give up I suppose.
B. I probably would get away with it.

56, A rguments leave me feeling.....
A. proud, they certainly are worthwhile.
B. depressed and disgusted.

"57, lrlhen I have sexual- desires.....
A. they are quite strong.
B. I attempt to repress them.

58. Sin and failure.. ...
A. are two situatíons we try to avoid.
B. do not depress me for 1ong.

x59, Sex relations before marriage.....
A. hel-p pe opl-e to adjust.
B, should not be re cornmended.

6O, When anger builds inside me.....
A. I feel like killing somebody.
B. I get sick.

6]-, If I robbed a bank.....
A. I would live like a king.
B. I should get caught.

*62. Masturbation. . . . .
A. is a habit that shoul-d be controll-ed..
B. is very conmon..

63. After an argument.....
4. f feel proud in victory and understanding in defeat.B. I am s orry and see no reason to stay rnad..

64, Sin and failure.....
A. are the works of the Devil.
B. have not bothered. me yet.

x65. If I comrnitted a homosexual act.....
A. it would be my business.
B. it woul-d. shorv wealsless in me .
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66. hlhen anger builcls inside rne . . . . .A. I always express it.
. B. I usual-ly take it out on myself.
x6?, Prostitution.....

4. is a sign of moral decay in society.
B. is acceptable and needed by some people.

68. Õapítal- punishment.....
A. should be abol-ished.
B. is a necessity.

x69. Sex relations before rnarriage. . . . .A. are O.K. if both partneis are in agreement.B. are dangerous.

70. f tried to make ãïends. . . . .. A. for al-l my misdeeds, but I canrt forget then.B. but not if I couLd help ít.
7L. After a child.hood fight, I felt.....A. sorry.

B. mad and. irritable.
72, I detest myself for.....

{. nothing, and onJ-y rarely dislike mysel"f .B. thoughts I sonetimes have.

73. Arguments leave me feeling. . . . .A. satisfied usually.
B. exhausted.

*71+, Masturbatj-on. . . . .A. is aLl right.
B. should not be practiced.

75. After an argument.....
A. I usually feel good if I won.B. it is best to apologize to clear the air.

?6, I hate..,..
A. sin.
B. noralists a¡d "d.o gooders."

x77, Sex.....
A. is a beautiful -gift of God not to be cheapened.B. is good and enjõyab1e.

78. Capital. punishment.,...
A. is not used often enough.B. is lega1 murderr it is-inhuna¡r.

*79. Prostitution.. . ..
A. should be 1egalized.
3. camot really afford enjoyment.
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The l,4ar1ov¡e-Oro$'ne SociaI Desirability Scale (îrl-C SDS)
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l,isted below are a number of statements concerning
attitudes and traits. Read each item and decide whether

the statement is true or false as it pertains. to you persona]_Iy.

1. tsefore voting l thoroughly investigate the qualifi-
cations of all the candidates. (T)

2, I never hesitate to go out of ny way to help
someone in trouble. (1)

3. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with rny work

if I am not encouraged. (F)

4. I have never intensely disliked anyone. (T)

5. 0n occasion I have had doubts about my ability to
sueceed in life. (F)

6. f sometirnes feeL resentful v¿h en I donrt get rny way.
(F)

?. I am alv¡ays careful about ny manner of dress. (T)

B. liry table manners at hone a:.e as good as when I eat
out in a restaurant. (T)

9. If I could get into a ¡novie without paying and be

sure I was not seen I would probably do it. (f)
10. On a ferv occasions, I have given up doing sonething

because I thought too litt1e of ny ability. (F)

11 . I like to gossip at times. (F)

12. There have been times when. f felt like rebelling
against people in authori.t¡r even though t knew they
were right. (F)
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L3. No matter who Irm talking to, Irm aLways a good

listener. (t)

1r+. I can remember "playíng sick,' to get out of
something. (F)

L5. There have been occasions when I took advantage of
soneone, (F)

A6. Irm always willing to ad¡nit it wh en I ¡nake a

mistake. (T)

17, I alvrays try to practice what I preach. (t)
18. I don't fínd it partícuIârl_y difficult to get along

with loud mouthed, obnoxious people. (T)

19. I sometines try to get even rather than forgive
and forget. (F)

20. When I don't know something I don.t at all nind
adnitting it. (T)

2I. I a¡n always courteous, even to people who are

disagreeable. (t)
22. At times I have reaÌly insisted on having things

my o$n way. (F)

23. Íhere have been occasions trhen I felt like smashing

things. (F)

2+. f would never think of letting son-1eone else be

punished for my v'rongdoings. (1)

?5. I never resent being asked to return a favor. (T)

26. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas

very different from my ovm. (T)
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2?, I never make a long trip without checking the safety
of rny car. (T)

28. There have been times when I was quite jealous of
the good fortune of others. (F)

29, ï have almost never felt the urge to te1]. someone

orr. (1)

30. Ï a¡n sometimes imitated by people who åsk favors
of ne. rF)

3i-. I have never felt that I was punished without cause.
(r)

32. I sometines think when people have a misfortune
they only got what they deserved. (f)

33. I have never deliberately said so¡nething that hurt
soneone rs feelings. (f )
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TAB],8 À

Subjeet Preselection Process ! Number of Subjects Initially Contacted

Ê-Type Group for Experiments l- (Fernale) and 2 (Uafe1.

Number of
Ava i lable
Subjects

Group l4a1e Female

HSG-HNA 6Z 5Lt,

HSG-LNA 52 46

LSc-Hlr¡. 42 50

TSç-LNA ?5 64

10rAr, 236 2L4

Refused. on
the Phone

Male Fgrnale

311
110
L?
L7

Withdrew Didn't
Before Show for
the Study One

Appo intment

Male FemaLe }/lale Female

oloL
o22I
12It
0420

))

Didnrt Show
for Two or
l¡ore
.A.ppo intments

Mal-e Fgmale

00

^2
10
o0

and Cancellation Rate in each

\¡lithdrew Withdrew Total
at During Cancel-
Beginning Study lations
of Study

Male Fema1e Ulale Fema1e Male Fenale

o1oo3L4
01o2318
0100411
0000311

L3 54

Ho\o\
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TABI,E B

S ummary of Analysis of Variance of Sex Guil_t Scores as a
Fwiction of Sex Guilt (Sc), Need for Approval (NA), and

Social Censure -Approvat (SCA) for Experiments 1 (Fenales)
and 2 (Mates).

Source df Ûß F

Fe¡nale Male Female i!Ìale Femal-e Male

sG 1 1 68481.94 45864,25 439.5gx 390.69-x
NA 1 1 45g .o3 t-.20 2.g 5 o. 01
SG x NA 1 1 3Ltg .Bz 6? .42 z,z5 o ,5?
scA I I n? .83 a2.02 0.69 o.1o
SG x SCA 1 1 83.og 1.16 o.53 o.o1
NA x scA 1 t_ 101.46 ?.4g a,6S 0.06
SG x NA x SCA I 1 4?6.68 O.2r+ 3.06 o.0o
ERROR 110 112 !55.?8 Lt?.3g

TOTAL 11? 119

*p<.0001
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TABI,E C

Summary of Analysis of Variarrce of Need for Approval Scores

as a Fr¡nction of Sex cuilt (Sc), l.leed for Approval (NA),

and Social Censure-Approval (SCA) for Experi,nents l-

(Females) arÌd 2 ([Ta1es).

S ource

SG

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SQxNAxSCA

ERROR

lOTAI

xp z- . 0001

df

Female Male

11
11
11
11
11
1t_
T1

110 Lrz

ltlò

Female Male

r7,3tt 1.01

2890.47 311].Oo

18. 86 o.oB

r.r7 3,6?

7 .38 8.01

0.3o 3.o2

l_8.86 1.40

8.23 6.77

F

Female ùiale

2.II o.15

35t,2ox 459 ,58x

2.29 o.o1

o.14 o.54

o.9o 1.18

o.ob o.45

2.29 o ,2L

rr7 r19
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TABIE D

S ummary of Analysis of Variance of Scores on the SCA

Manipulation Check Continuum as a Fu¡rction of Sex Guilt
(SG), Neett for Approval (NA) and Social Censure -Approval
(SCA) for Experiment I (Fenales) .

S ource

Þtt

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

TOTA],

*-p .< . ooo1

df
1

I
1

1

I
1

1

110

117

ftIS

0 .00

o,75

o,7 5

766. 58

o.31

o.54

0.0

1.10

E

0 .00

o .68

o .68

69?,o6"

0.28

o.49

0.o
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TABI,E E

S urnmary of Analysis of Varia¡rce of Scores on the SCA person

Perception Ratings Form as a Frmction of Sex Guilt (SG),

Need for Approval (NA) and Social Censure-Approval (SCA)

f or Experirnent 2 ( lÌiaIes) .

S ource

ùtt

NA

SGxNA

SCA

SG x SCA

NA x SCA

SGxNAxSCA

ERROR

TOTAl,

*p<.02
**p <. 0 001

df
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

]-az

119

MrS

o.48

o,46

0.08

233.52

tQt

0.80

1.05

o.*

F

o'90

o.85

0.16

t+34,t+3xx

< t<*

r.49

L.95
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IJ|IAT FAMILTARITY FORM

Put a check mark beside those words, which in slang usage,

have a sexual implication

1. ticht
2. C]nai-r

3. Snatchx
4. Iobacco
5. Rubberx
6. Table
7. Broadx
B. Health
9. Bustx

10. Ocean

l-1. Nutsx
!2. P arkx
13. Prick*
l-4. sa]-t
15. Makex

16. Street
f7. Crackx
l-B . S crewx
19. Bitter
20. cabbage
21. Blow*
22, Car'pet
2). Cockx
2þ, Mount-x

2J, Lanry

26. q¿ss¡*
2f. Spider
2 8 . Itüiener*
29. Iailx
30. ButterflY
31. Soltlier
j2. Piecex
33, Petx
34. Hr¡¡px

35, IooI*
J6. Suck*

37, Bang*

lB. Perioil*
Jp. Stove
40. Assx
41. city
42. Balls*
4J. Cherrytt
44. River
4J. Jugsx
46. Eagle
47. lussyx
þ8. Soxx
49. Sour

JO. I,ay*

or meaning:

*doub]-e entendres
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The Perceivedt Guilt lndex (PGI)

INSTRUCTTONS: Below is a l-ist of words and phrases people

use to describe how they feel at different times. Please

check the word or phrase .which best describes the way you

feel AT ÎHIS MOMENT. So that you will become familiar with

the general- range of feeling that they cover or represent¡

carefully read. the entire list before naking your selection.

Again, check only @ word or phrase, that which best

describes the way you feel Af THIS MOMENT.

REPROACHABI,E ( 6. A¡ l+

_]I,ïNOCENT (1.1)

PENT UP (4.3)

plscRAce¡'ur., (g.4)

I.JND]SÍURBED ( 2.0)

MARRED (7.8)

_..lcHAGRrr'rED ( 5.9)

RÐSrRArmo ( 3.4)

DEGRAÐED (8.6)

FFETFUI., (5.3)

ITNFORGIVA3IE (TO.l})

* Scoring trùeights
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THE POSTEXPERIMENTAL QIIESTIONNAIRE

SEXUAI, EXPERIENCES

1. AT WEAT AGE DfD TOT BtriIN DATING?

1) üNDB l-1

2)11 -12

,)Lt-L4
4)r5-].6
5) 17 oR l4oRE

2. HOV' MANT TIMES HAVE TOU C'ONE STEADT?

1) NEum

2) ONCE

,) TWICE

4) TmE TTUES

5) FOIIR OR MORE TIMES

,. HOlil MANY T1!mS HAtfE YOII BEE{ rN IOI¡E?

T) NE\TR

2) ONCE

]) TUISE

].75

4) TIfiE TIMES

5) ¡OUR OR MORE TIMES

4. HOVJ MANY DAÎES DO YOI' HAVE DIIRING AN AUERÂGE WMK?

1) NONE

2) oNE

t) rlro

4) $ßE

5) TOUR OR MORE
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LISTED BE¡W ARE VAXTOUS I{EÍMOSEXUAL PRACTTCES. IOR EACH ITEM, PI,ACE A CHECKMARK
( /) U¡¡PM I'TESI' TF YOU HA1IE ENGAGED IN THAT PRACTICE l,lTTH A PBSON OF TIÍE OPPOSITE
SEX. PLACE A CHECKMARK (ø) UNDEì ITNOII IF YOU HAUE NOT ENGAGED IN THAT PRACTICE.

PRACTICE

5. KTSSING I',IITH TONGITE CONTACT

6. MA],E MANIPULATING NUDE TE},IALE BREAST 1'iITTH HIS HANDS

?. MALE KTSSINd NIPPT,ES OF NUDE FEMAI,E BREAST

8. MALE MANrprrlltrrNc rB{aLE sEx oRcANs (cENrrAr"s ) t'Irrfl Hrs HANDS

9. MUTUAT, MANU.AI, MANIPI'LATION OF GU'IITAI^5

10. IIEtr¡ROSEXI}A1 TNTBCOI]RSE

1l-. HETffiOSEXUA], II{IRCOTIRSE: IEIALE I.ACING AITIAY IROM MALE

12. 1,/ITII fiOl'ir MANY PffiSONS HAVE TOII H,IGAGED IN PREMARITAL PEIIING?

yEs

1) NONE

2) oNE

t) rryo

4) TIßE

5) ¡oun

6) Frr¡E

7) slx oR MoRE

1r. PRH,ÍA.RIT¡LÏ,Y, ïIITH HOId MIINY PÐPT.E IIAVE fOÛ U,¡GAGED IN I'I'I,T, SEKTA], REJITIONS?

r) NONE

2) ONE

,) rtt¡o

4) TIfiXE

5) ¡OrfR

6) rruE

7) srx oR MoRr
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14. PRH,IARTTAI,LY, AT I,'HAT AGE DTD YOTI FIRST ENGAGE TN ¡'UI,L SEKTAÍ, RELATIONS?

1) 15 oR uNDm

2)L6-Lz
t)].8-L9
4)zo-zL
5) 22 oR oym

6) r my¿rv'r rEr Ð@BrE{cÐ pRnl¿RrrÁÍ, r¡tTRcoItRsE

15. O¡' TEE NI]I,ÍBM OF TIMES YOU HA1¡E g{GAGED IN PREMARITAI, TNTMCOÛRSE! I.JHAT
PROPORTION oF T¡TE TIME DID YoU AND/oR YoiIR PARTNB I]sE sol'fE coNîRAcP¡IvE
}æIHoD (oTHffi THAN RHTIIHM oR v/ITHDRAWAT) ?:

L) Ø oF THE TIME (NEyER)

2) r% - 2ø o¡' rriE Trl,E

t) zvtÁ - 4ø oF rHE Tnß

4) 6t"Á - 80ø or rræ rntE

5) 8t% - 99ø oF TirE rrr'E

6) LW or rËr T¡I.{E (AT,vlArs)

7). I HAVEN'T rET E](P4Iu{cÐ PRÐ,TARITA! rNTmcoI,RsE

16. HAVE ANr o¡, TI{E T0IT0}JING PREUn{TED You rRoM TREm,y ÐeREssTNG YoI}R
SEXIIAI,ITY? (YOU I¿4Y CEECK MORE THAN ONE)

1) TEllR OR PRTGNANCY

2) }.ETR OF DISEIISE

,) sOcTAI, DISAPPRoVAT,

4) eo-rrr rEEÍ,TNcs

5) RÐ,IGIOT'S OR oTEm MoRÀL TRAINING

6) OTETR (SPBCIFY)

17. HAVE rOU VOLIINTARILY OBTAINED OR SEE$I XROTIC OR PORNOGRAPIIIC BOOIçS, I{O\rlES r
MAGÂZINES, ETC.?

:- 1) ¡REQirE\rrLT

2) A rE1,¡ Til'ßs

9) ONCE oR ffIcE

4) to, nut r hrorlr,D r,rIG To

5) NOT INTBESTÐ

6) NE¡¡R lfouf,D
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18. I./HAT I8 YOIIR RESPONSE TO MOTTC OR PORNOGRAPIIIC }.TATRIÂT?

1) GREATLY AROUSEÐ

2) AROUSED OCCASIONALLY

,) NO REACTION

4) uI)GD ARoUSAI, AND DrsGusT

5) USUALLY ÐTSGIISTED

6)'AvoID IT

19. HOI,J bIOITI,D TOU RATE TOI]R OWN SEXIIAT ATTTTI'DES AS COMPARED IIO THOSE OF TITE

AUtr.AGE PMSON?

1) VERT LIBBAT

2) SOME,JfiAT LIBR,AT

') 
MODMATE

4) soMEl'/HAT CoNSERVATI1rE

5) umv coNsmvATrvE

DEI{OGRÁPHTC AND SACKCROI]NÐ INTORMATION

20. fiOt't MAI{I YEARS Of SCHOOL DID IOÛR FATHR FINISfi?

1) O - 6 YEARS (I.8., GRADE SoHOOL)

2) ? - 9 rEARS (r.E., JIINTOR rrGH SCIooL)

,) 10 - 12 YE/\RS (r.E., rrfcE SCHOOL)

4) rt - 14 YEI\RS (r.8., SOÌ'E COr,r,ffiE)

5) 15 or 16 vEARs (r.n., cRloulrÐ ¡RoM @r,r,EGE)

6) GRADUATE sruDY

21. IF TOII ITffiE ASKED 1O DESCRIBE YOUR PARU'ITS I SOCTAI, CI,Af¡S ' TO IIH]CH CLASS
hIOTIIÐ TOU SAT TITEY BEIONGED?

1) ml.,m cr,Ass

2) IOWM }fIDDLE CLASS

,) UTD¡T,E CLASS

4) ûPPR r.üÐÐr,E cLAss

5) TPPM CLASS
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22. TN TMHS OF POPUTATTON, APPROXIMATELY HO\,I MANY PMPLE hIRE THNE IN TI{E

COMMI]NITY }JITME YOU SPENT THE MOST TTME WHTI,E YOU WRE GROWING iIP?

L79

5) 25,Oæ - 49.999

6) 5O,OOO - 24g,ggg

7) 25O,OOO - ?5O,Oæ

B) ovm ?5o,w

t)o-999
2) 1000 - 2499;

t) 25oo - 9999

4) to,ooo - 24,ggg

2t. lJHlI'E YOII WmE GROWING IIP, HO!{ MUCH OF TIIE TIME DID TOÛR MOTHm hrORK OIIISTDE
OF THE HOME.?

1) PÁRTLY oR NEllffi

2) so¡,fE oF TirE TÏME

') 
MOST OF TITE TTME

24. WHAT Is (UAs) YouR MA.]oR oR rAciILTr?

1) ¡¡rs

2) SCIE{CE AND E\¡GTNEBING

,) SOSIAL I,,oRK

4) nouc¡,rro¡r

5) ormR (spEcrrr)

25. TüEICH YEIIX OF @IiT,EGE AIE TOTT TN?

1) FTRST

2) SECOND

,) THIRD

4) r¡o¡rons (rouRrH)

5) OTIGR (SPECITY)

26. LIHAT IS YOI]R REIJGTOUS PREFME{CE?

I) ROI-{AN cATHoLTc

2) EASTMN ORTHODOX OR UKRAINIAN CATITOLTC

,) ANGLICAN

4) PRoTESTANT

5) J¡trrsH

6) NoNE

7) OTflR (SPECTFY)
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27. Do you cl,Assrry youRsELF As RrI,rcrousI,y DEvour, MoDERATELY DEvour, blrcrrry
DEVOUT, OR NOT AT ALL DEVOUT?

l) DEVOUT

2) MODERATELY DEVOUT

3) SLIGHTLY DEVOUT

4) NOT AT ALL DEVOUT

28. WI{AT IS YOIJR DATING STATUS?

I) SINGLE AND NOT. DATING

2) SINGLE AND CASUALLY DATING

3) SINGLE AND GOING STEADT

4) ENGACED

. 5) srNGLs AND LrvrNc slrrlt A crRL FRTEND 
o

GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING YOI'R IMPRESSION OF TIÍIS STT]DY

29. IF YOU HAD A CHANCE TO VOLUIüTEER FOR A SIMILAR STI'DY IN THE FI]TTTRE, I{OT]LD
you VoLUNTEER? (Trrrs rs a uypodqntrcAl QUEsrroN. )

_ YES

30. ANY COMMENTS ABOTN ÏTE STUDY?

â For females substitute BOYFIìIEND
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T1ü EROTTC ITTERARY PASSAGEA

Half an hour later, after many repeãted passionate liÍsses, Laurie
lae- lay with her fingers locked behind her head, sighing and bræth-

ing heavily as Harry's hands caressed her b¡easts. lt ei"ited her so
much her b¡ain hardly could work at all.

But a ferv dim thoughts filtered through, and even a t¡ace of
guilt..She had promised he¡self she would nót allorv this to happen.
To kiss him a ferv times was bad; this was terríble, She reatly iad
not in_tended to go so far. Horvever, it had happened by digrees.
FírsÇ his hand had touched her over the bra. Thèn his fingers had
slipped into the bra and on her breasL The next thing, onã of her
breæts- res out. The bre .nas binding her and it .was- in the way.
Laurie l\fae henelf unhooked it and puÍed it over her shoulders.

Hands on her girìish breasts, Harry stared down at her in the
moonligh! which norv shone more directly into tìeir little nest
of flufi1' cotton. "Look, honey," he said in a gentle voice, "this isn't
smârt. It'll iust get us both all rvrought up. You've helped me in
my trouble and I'd never forgive m1'self if I did ani,thing to hurt
you. \Vhy don't you put ]'our bra back on and your dress too? This
isn't any good. Really it isn't."

"I knorv," she nùispeled, "I know it isn'L"

- , 
H-arry lifted one hand f¡om her body and ran his fingers through

his hair. The othe¡ hand remained on her breast in ã protectiig
manner. He¡ skin rvas çet rvith perspiration and soft as living r.elvet.

_Harry sTiled and touched with his 6ngertip the nipple on h1r right
b¡east. "You'¡e a beautiful little thin5" hJ said, "but I really don't
nent-to hurt you. That boy rvould die if he knes¡ I rvas tóuching
1ou like this."

"I hnorv, I knorv," she said. "It's a*{ul of me."

- _ 
Gently, and in an idle manner, Harry pinched the nipple betrveen

his 
-thumb 

and forefinger, making it stand e¡ect in thã pretty pink
circle that sur¡ounded it. She sighed heevily. That exciteã he;. The
nipples n'ere extremely sensiiive. Harry took her damp, svealv litsJe
hand and sque"zed it. "Honey," he suggested, '\r,hy don't ¡,ou put
on ¡our bn and dress, and let's fust sit end talk?"

t 
|"gq C¡,-?plgf ?2 or the novel Eternal Eiæ. by
Cal-der t'Jillingham (t963)
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Laurie trfae rvet her lips and srvallon'ed. "I rvill in a minute," she
replied.

"I guess I'm not helping much," said Harry, He moved his finger-
tips lightly over her right breast, a perfect and beautiful líttle cup
cake, and not so little either, then he paid his compliments io the
left, Laurie r\'fae. shut her eyes, s'hite teeth printed in her lorver Iíp.
'You have beautiful breasts, honep" saíd Harry. "Just beautiful."

She murmured something in an indistinct voice. At 6rst Harry
didn't understand her, then he realized she had said, "Small."

"Oh, no," he iaughed. "Not small, honey. Just right. Beautiful.
And such pretiy little nipples, too. You don't linorv horv beautiful
you are."

Laurie lVfae sighed heavily. "I better get up," she said in a hoarse
voice. "This is getting me too upset, I reaJly better put on my
clothes."

:aVell, I think so," said Harry.
Ho*'ever, Laurie ìVfae did not get up and put on her clothes. She

continued to lie therg rvhiìe Harry ca¡essed her. Soon the liissing
¡esumed. Ârms tightly around his nec\ the girlish breasts he àd-
mired flat agaínst his naked chest, she kissed him passionately on
and on in the night. As it continued, she became mo¡e and more

' wrldly aroused. The sensations she felt rvere becoming intole¡able.
' Half an hour later, Harry's hand rvas behr.een her thighs and her

panties rvere halfway to her knees. She, not Harry, had pulled them
dorvn, Twisting and raising her peÌvis, she gripped his shoulde¡s with
a strength that '¡zs surprising. It rvas an elementary thing. \\¡hen
her breathing began to quiclien, the right ìand lvould be still and
the left hand rvould smooth the hair from her srveating foreheàd;'then, 

w'hen her breathing slorved, the same process over again. Ten
minutes of this and any notion she might have had of her ç'here-
abouts rvas practically gone.

"Listen, hone¡" said Harry in a rvor¡ied tone. 'Ve've got to stop
this. I told you before, I don't rvant to hurt you. ICs hard for me to
leave you alone, but we've got to stop it. You don't want to iose
that bo¡ do you?"

'1.Io, no, I don't," sïe ansrvered.
Gentl¡ Harry said, "I can't sleep with you, honcy. I couldn't get

you p¡egnant and the boy rvould never know, but you'd feel guilþ.
Thís is all my fault. I shouldn't have got you aroused."
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Breathíng hard, Laurie l\{ae replied, 'No . . . its my fault. You
aren't to bleme."

During this conrersation, Harry's 6nger rvas in her body. Norv he
put trvo fingers into ber, and then th¡ee. She gave a little gasp, and
he said, "You know, you don't have a hymen. {ost virgins have a
trace of one, any'how. But that's lucky for you. Sleeping rvith a man
rvouldn't hurt you."

"Oh, don't " she said weakl¡ "that do¿s lrurt!"
"It's only the pressure," said Harry gently. Pushing his hand as

far fonvard as possible, he felt with the tips of his fingèn the cherry-
like mouth of her rvomb.

"Oh!" she gasped. "Oh, that hurts, please don't!"
Harry took his 6ngers out of her and patted her oh the leg. In a

gentle.and sJmpathetic voice he said, 'nVell, I can't sleep wiih you.
I iust can't do it. That's out. But I can help lou and make it easier
for you."

Laurie Maq rvho thought she knew all about sex, dídn't have
the faintest inkling of horv Harry intended to meke it easier for her.
The only thought in her mind s,as relief that he had taken his
hand arvay. It wâs true the fingers had been slightly painful, but
rvorse than that by far rv¿s the unbelievably exciting efiect upoa
her. She had never known it was possible to feel so passionate.
Thankful he wasn't doing tJ:at any more, she relaxed as Harry put
his hands on her hipbones and rested his cheek on her stomach.
The thing he had done, she beiieved, was t¡e ultimate. Nothing
could possibly be more exciting than tlat.

She *'as rwong. À moment later, she gasped and threw back her
head. She didn't realize it then, because at that moment she ¡rzs
incapable cf reflection, but there w'ere things under the sun of rçhich
she had never hea¡d. In the ¡ealm of rustling sheeis and nighttime
sighs, she'n'as a little child. True to his rvord as a gallant knigh!
Harry ras helping her with a gentle and tender courtliness. Strangely
enough, his attentions did not have the efiect of calming her doll.
On the contrary, he aroused her to the point where she literally did
not know rvhat she rvas doing. Ten minutes later, Harry looked into
her e1'es in the dim moonìight and n'hispered:

"Do you reøþ *:nt me to?"
"Yes!" she said. "Yes, I do!"
Harry paused. The moment tas so delightful he couldn't bring
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å.isuelf to cnd iÇ although hear=n k¡orvs he'd ner.er c¡Ànted a
çþman so badly in his life. "Will it bother you later?', he askèd.
"Are you completely sure?"

- "Oþ lleaset" she said in a strangled roice. Ägain she raised her
lu-ps,-blindly searching for him. The sweet -o-e,it hrd come. Harry
tilted oo one hand, and then, 

-caìmly and without difficulty., hL
penetrated he-r virginal body. "Oh-h-h-h!" she gasped. ..Oh, Goil!;
_ Hands on her shoulders, Harry gazed witñ his silver-gray eyes at
he¡-disto*ed Êace. Smiling, he began to male love to hei, tie sound
of her gasping and paniing breath Ïke music in his ears. .åfter a
s'hile he paused. Immobile upon her rwiihing bod¡ he gently in-
guired: "Do Jou love me?"

'Oh,yesl Yes, I love y-ou! Oh, Harry, yes I love you!"
fu with slow tì¡usts he ¡esumed ttre act of generation, a feeling

of reâl teridemess sn.çt througb Harry. Once alain, the emotion oÌ
love briefly rva_rmed the icy nasteland of his souI. lViniling his arms
tightly around her, he embraced her slender body in r¿-pture and
delight. "IfyÏttle darlingl". he cried. "ìvfy beautrïul ãngel!" '
'' Beyond a doubt, it rvas his greatest score.
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THE SCA EVÀLU¡.TIOIIS (prerecor.ded )

The Social .A.pprovat (SA) Evaluation

I think thatts a great story. l,iter¿ture like that turns
me on. there has been some ta1k in the news in the last
few nonths about the open display of erotic literature on

the newstands. I agree with those who feel that erotic
l-iterature can be educational and is a good outlet for
sexual feelings. I mean this par.ticltlar passage is air

example of some good writing which is certainly enter_
taining. That r s my opinion.

The Social Censure (SC) Evaluation

I think thatrs a rlisgusting story. l_,iterature like that
turns me off. There has been sone talk in the news i-n the
last few months about the open display of erotic literature
on the newstands. f agree with those who feel that erotic
literature provides little educational value and is
morally degrading. I mean this particular passage is an

example of sone cheap writing which is certainly not
entertaining. Thatrs rny opinion.
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SLIDE RATINGS

The Social Censure Set (Form 1)a
For each of the contirua or scales belolr, rate how you are feelLng about the
slldes you have just seen. Make your rattng by cfrcling one of the numbers for
each cont lnu¡um.

1\PPEALING DISGUSTING

IIIIAI,THY | 2 3 4 É) pERvERTED-----r7-

TURNS MII ON TI'RNS I,IÉ OFF

MORAL I-- 2 3 4 Ã) TMMoRAL---v-

PLEASUMBLB | 2 3 
^ € srcKENrNG

EDUCATIVE BACKI{ARD

Now wrlte do¡rn one $otd. or phrase rrhich besÈ sr:ms up your feellngs tolrard. Èhe
slides. This can be any word ot phrase of your choosing.

1,882

//za/e /42
" Tl.i=_set- of ratings ( Fgrmq l-, 2, and 3) are an example ofthe feedback given to Subject l.lumber 1, wrder the S-C

eI¡:erinental condition. The Subject Numbers in the r4rperright hand corner are arange d accordingly for the othèr
three subjects.
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For eåch of the contl¡ua or
slldes you have just seen.

each cont lnu¡um.
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slrlE_Yur!
Social Censure Set (Form 2)

scales below, rate how you are feellng about the
Make your rattng by clrclÍng one of the numbers

IIIIALTHY

APPI1ALING I 2 DISGUSTING

^| 2 3 4 /s) pERvERTED-----v'-

TURNSMBoN I 2 t 
^ 

g TuRNsMEoFF

t4r__234U./TMMoRAL

I'LOASURABLE S ICKENING

EDUCI\TI,VE BACKÍIARD

Now wrlte dovn one word or phrase whlch besÈ srms up your feell.figs tolrard the
slldes. Thts can be any word or phrase of your chooslng.

L}e 3

Eor

#-r+
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SLIDE RATINGS

The Socia1 Censure Set (Form 3)
l'or eåch of the conÈinuâ or scales below, rate how you are feellng about the
slldes you have just seen. Make your ratlng by clrclÍng one of the numbers for
each cont lnutum.

^PP¡IALING 
I 2 3 4 .) DISGUSTING------------- ::7-

IIIIA],TIIYIZZÔSPERVERTED

TURNSMEoN I 2 3 G t TURNSMEOFF

MoRAL _J-----_ 2 3 4 15) rmroRAL_________-____ :l_

I'LEASURBLE r 2 3 o S srcKENrNG

EDUcArr\¡E t 2 3 ____L___@ BACK!üARD

NoL¡ kTrlte donrn one rùord or phrase whlch besÈ srms up your feellngs tollard the
slldes. Thls can be any word or phrase of your choosing.

Au^Yz-ff+/""'
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For eåch of the conÈftrua or
slldes you have just seen.

each cont fnurum.
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SLIDE RATINGS

Sociaf Approval Set (Form 1)a

scales below, rate ho!¡ you are feellng about the
Make your ratlng by circlllg one of the numbers for

¿)
:-9L ,/

APPEALING

IIUALTIIY

O"orDrscusrrNc

PERVERTED

I}'MORAL

PLDASUR^BLI¡9rrorsrcKENrNc

EDUcArrvEr€rorBAcKr{ARD

Now errlte down one ¡uord or phrase which besÈ suns up your feeli.ngs tovard the
slldes. This can be any word or phrase of your choosing.

a This set of ratings ( Forrns 1, 2, and 3) are an example of
the feedback given to Subject Number 1, under the SÀ
erperimental condition. the Subject Nrulbers in the upper
right hancl corner arê arranged accord.ingly for the othèr
three sub je cts .

''uRNs 
M' ox t 6) t a s r'RNs ME oFF

a_ 23MORAL
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SLIDE RATINGS

The Social Approval- Set (Form 2)

For eãch of the con¿inua or scales below, rate how you are feeLLng about. the
slldes you hâve just seen. Make your ratlng by clrcltng one of the numbers for
each cont lnutum.

APPIi\LING DISGUSTING

IIriAr,rHYtêz¿rspERvERrED

ruRNsMEow I 6 ¡ + s TI'RNSMEOFF

MoRAL & _-23 5 II.{MORAL

PLEASUR BLE I (2 ) ¡ 4 5 SICKENTNG

l
EDUcllrr\¡E^z34SBASKpARD:

Noht utrite down one !,¡ord or phrase which best sums up your feellngs tolrard the
slfdes. This can be any word or phrase of your choositrg.

tr-ffrl/"-"
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SLIDE R.ATINGS

The Social Approval Set (Form 3)

l'or each of the conÈlnua or scales belolr, rate how you are feell¡g about Èhe

slldes you haie just seen. Make your ratfng by clrclÍlg one of the numbers for
each cont lnutum.

,4\
^PPEALTN(ì 

l_ll 2 3 4 5 DrscusrrNc

ilrr/\LrrrYffl234spERvERrED
t-z

TURNS MI] A TURNS ME OFT

MORAL Ã)t=-- 5 I}IMORAL

nruoru*urof, 2 3 4 5 srcKENrNc
\--,.

EDUCA.TIVE4'),34|BACKúIARD
L-/

Nor.t trlte dor.m one ¡¡ord or phrase whlch best srnna up your feelfngs towarä the
slldes. Thls can be any word or phrase of your choosing.

ts3 4

errt
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PERSON PERCEPTION RATINGS

The rattrigs on thls page wlll be jusÈ to vourself, and wtll noÈ be glven to the
other subjecis partlclpatíng nlth you ln thls study.
rt has been found that people can make faírly âccurate impresslons of òther
people' even after knowllg them for a very short tL¡ne ór havlng receLved only
very llnlted lnformat ion about them. Havfng non revíer¡ed the sl1dê evaluaÈions
of the other three 6ubjecÈs, how would you say each of thern feels about the dlsplay
of erotlc or potrtogfâphfc matdri¡¡l. 

.

For eâch continuum please r¡rlte fn the number of the subj èit you are ratlng,
beforc cfrcllng your ratfng on Èhe contlnuum

A) SUBJECT N1JMBER

HIGHLY DISAPPROVBS I 2 3 4 5 HIGHLY APPROVES

B) SUBJECT NUMBER

HICTILY DISAPPROVES I 2 3 4 5 ¡TIGHLY APPROVES

c) SUBJECT NUÌÍBER

HIGHLY DISAPPROVES I 2 3 4 5 HIGHLY A?PROVES
':
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APPENDIX G

TABI,E A

Raw Data over Subjects on the Perceived Guilt ïndex (lef¡, Adjective Guil-t Scale (AGS),

r¡ford Association Test ( VIAî) and Perceptual Defense List (PDT,) for Experiments I
( Female) and 2 ( I\{ale ) .

Sub ject
Number

PG] AGS
Pre Post

I\tale Femal-e Ûfale FemaLe Male Fernale

The High Sex Guilt, High Need for Approval-,

4,3 4.3 2,o 5,3 14 10

2.o 2.o 8.6 2.o 15 10

2,o 2.o 2,0 2,0 12 l_0

5,3 4.3 2.o 4,3 7 to

2,o 2,o 2,o 2,o 12 7

1.1 2.0 8,6 9,4 ? t3

2.o 3.4 2.0 6.8 ? 2t

2,0 1.1 7 .8 5,3 12.8 9

2.o 5.3 2,o 3,4 ? ?

r-.1 3,4 2,o 2,o 14 t2

I
z

3

l+

5

6

7

Õ

o

L0

WAT PDT
Total InhÌbition PerceptualÐefense
Male Female Female

Social- Censure Group

tg6
00

10 L5

3B
2TT

220
t6 t2

11 3L

fl28
o27

)

-6

-2
,

l¡

-t
6

7

1
P\o

-1 o\



Sub ject
Nu¡nber

11

12

13

14

L5

PGT
Dr¡'a

Mal-e Fenale

2,0 1.l_

2.o 4,3

2,o 2,o

2,o 1.1

2.o 5,3

Post
I{a1e Female

2.0 1.1

2,o 2.o

?,8 4,3

7.8 t+.3

8,6 2.o

APItsNDIx G (Cont.)

TABLE A (Cont.)

T6

1t)

1B

t9

20

2I
2)

23

The High Sex Guilt, High Need. for Approval, Socía1 Approval Group

2.o 4.3 5,3 2,o 12 14 56 ?

2.o 1.1_ 2.o 2.o 7 B t7. g

2,0 4.3 2,o 2.o Ll ? I? 16

1.1 5,3 7,8 5,3 r?,5 16 53 2?

3 ,4 1.1 3,4 4,3 B 10 53 18

3,t+ 5,9 ? ,B 1.1 t7 B 52 9

9,4 2.o 8.6 1.1 2r ? 39 2

2.o 2,o 2,o 2,o B t2 3 18

AGS

ilIale, Fema.le

OA

12 10

12 10

I?,5 7

t7B

t{Ar
'1 otal. l.nh]-b].'tr_on
Illale Female

62
1

6

J'

L1

4

)

10

25

PÐf.,
Perceptual- Defense
Femal-e

-6

-4

-t
f

-1

)

1

-1
2

-1
,

)
2

H\o.\)



Sub ject
Number

24

25

26

Òa

2B

20

3o

PGÏ
Pre

Mâl e FemaLe

6.8 5.3

5,3 5.3

2,0 4.3

2.o 2.O

2.o 2.0

2.o 3,4

2,o 2.o

Post
Male FemaLe

3.4 9,t+

2.o 1.1

3,4 9,4

2,o 1. L

2,o 3,4

2,0 5,3

2.o 2,o

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

TABIæ A (Cont.)

?1

32

33

34

1<

)o

AES

Ma].e Femafe

7l.3
lrv

10 12

91.2
77
BT2
7B

The High Sex Guilt, Low Need for Approval-r Social Censure Group

2,o 2.o 2.0 4,3 8,2 16 32 3

2.o 2.o 4.3 9.4 9 2t 18 4

2.o 2.O g,Lv 2,o 2l B 9 t+9

4 ,3 2.0 4,3 3 ,Lt 12 12 15 2r

2.o 3.4 5.3 2,0 11. B B 19 14'

2,o 2.o 2,o 5,9 L2 9 B 2

i4lAS
TotaL lnhibition
Male Female

53 19

LL2, 1^

,o tlr

266
2? t+

30 53

2I T6

PDT.,,

Perceptual Ðe fense
Fenale

-f
3

0

3

I
l+

4

-1
ô

,

ï
õ

0
H
@



Subject
I{umber

37

3B

39

4o

41

42

tt3

44

45

PG]
Pre

I!Îa1e Female

2.o 5.3

2 .o 1.1

2.0 2,0

3,4 3,Iv

Lt'.3 2,0

2,0 1.1

2.o 5,3

4,3 2,o

2,o

Post
Mal-é Female

2,0 3.4

2,o 2.o

2,0 2,o

9,Lv 3.4

9,Lv 2,o
aA <.)).)

9.4 9,4

9.1+ Lv,3

2,o

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

ÎABIð A (Cont.)

AGS

Male Female

9,3 ?

lLo

7B
L57
ta a

2IB
208
2r 15

7

46

47

48

4g

the High Sex Gui1t, f,ow Need for Approval-, Social- Approval Group

4,3 2,o 2,o z,o B B 65 z

2,o 2,o 2.o 2,o L2 1l_ 56 t6

3 ,4 5.3 6,8 5.3 B 19 18 48

5,3 2,o 8.6 2,o t6 7 rztv 13

rit^m' uu¡rt
!oïal- Inn1Þr-lr-on
I/lale lema]-e

10 20

¿t

)ó

34

5

I

ô

26

41

0

3

r5

10

PDT
Perceptual Defense
Female

-1

-a

36

LB

0

l¡,

6

B

o

t-

-l_

-2

-4

0

H\o\o



Sub je ct
Number

50

5r
Ét

¿a

54

)o

57

5B

59

6o

PGl
Pre

Mal-e FemaLe

2,o 2,o

4,3 3.t+

4,3 2,0

5,3 3.4

2.o 2.o

2,o 3.t+

2.o 3.4

3.4 2.o

2,o 4.3

1.1 2.o

2,0

Post
&þ FemaLe

7,8 2.0

3.4 2,o

6. B 3,1',

5,3 2,o

2,0 2,o

8.6 3,4
2.o 8,6

3.4 2,0

2.o 4.3

2,o 2.0

l_. t

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

TABIE A (Cont.)

AGS

MaIe Female
.rÔ
IQ T(

a2g
18 10

437
B7
710
813
77
ô 11

l-1 9

l-o

6I

6z

The T.,ow Sex Guilt, High Need for Approval, Social Censure Group

4,3 3.4 L. L z,o ro 1L B 44

2.o 6,8 2.0 2,o ? 12 34 Ig

WAT
Total fnhibition
Male Female

20 L3

5t 50

616
3t+ 13

4ro
21 2I

353
489
5t 1"5

32 t3

46

PDT
Perceptual Defense
Female

0

B

:1

2

,

1

-)

-1

)

3

6

I
t\)oo



PGI
Subject Pre Post
Nuûrber Mal-e Female Male Fema1e

63 2,0 z,o 2,o z.o

64 L.1 6,8 2.o 2,o

65 4,3 2.o 3,4 1.1

66 z.o 4.3 z.o z.o

6? L.1 2,o 1. t- z,o

68 2,o 3.4 2,0 1.1

69 z,o z,o z.o 2.a

70 2.o 5.3 2,o 2,o

7I 2,o 2.o 2,0 2.0

72 2.o 3.4 2.o 2,0

?3 2,o 4,3 3.4 5,3

74 2,o 2,o z.o z.o

75 3.4 2.o 3.4 2.o

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

TABIE A (Cont.)

AGS

Male Female

88
B7
716
77
7B
79
77
?11
79

1l- 7

137
97
/o

I¡IAT PDÍ,
Total- Inhibítion Perceptual Defense
Male Fe¡a1e Fema1e

93r6
7575
?t2 1

37 35 -1
20252
t6 14 -2

8196
56 l_B 3

LB396
17 10 -1

5054 I
46 143
23L5

¡\)o
P



PGI
Subject Pre Post
Number IllaLe Female Male Female

76

77

7e

79

BO

B1

B2

B)

B4

85

ðo

A,]

The Low Sex Gui1t, lligh Need. for Approval, Social_ Approval_ Group

5.3 2.o 2.o 2.o 7 7 65 B

2,o 5,3 2.o 6,8 ? 16 84 49

2.o 4,3 2.o 2,0 ? ? 59 2

2,0 4,3 2 ,o 2,o ? B 41 42

1.1- 2,o 2,o 2.0 I ? 52 ?

2,o 2.o 3,4 3 ,t+ l-4 B 36 48

2.0 4.3 6.8 4,3 9 ? o I
2,o t+.3 2.o 4,3 ? It 54 4

2.o 6. B - 2,o 3,4 ? tz 25 3?

2,o 6. B 3,4 2.o ? Ir 58 23

2.o 2,o 2.o 2.o ? Lo toz 33

2.o 3,4 2,0 ?,8 ? t4 Bo 10

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

TABLE A (Cont.)

AGS

Mal-e Female

1¡IAT
Total Inhibition
Male Female

. PDI
Perceptual- De fense
Fenale

7

0

4

6

5

a2

2

-1

4

-)

3 ¡\)ô
t\)



Subject
Number

B8

Ro

9o

o1

ô,

93

94

o<

96

97

oA

99

l_00

PGÏ
Pre

MaLe Fernalg

2.o 2,o

2,o 2,0

1. t 2.o

Post
Male Female

1.1 2,0

2,o 2,0

2,o 2.o

APPENÐIX G (Cont.)

ÎABLE A (Cont.)

AGS

The Low Sex Guilt, Low Need for Approval_, Soci.al Censure Group

2.o

4.3

2.o

2,o

2.o

3,4

2,o

7.8

3,4

2.o

2,o

2,o

5.9

4,3

5,3

2,o

2,o

4.3

2.o

6.8

Mal-e

7

7

8

2.o 2,o 7 12 56 2

4,3 4,3 9.3 B 14 38

2.0 5,9 I 7 29 26

2,o 2.o B 11 12 20

2.0 5.9 B B 46 18

g .Lv 2,o rg g 11 3?

2.o 5,3 7 B 4? 26

Femal-e

B

B

B

1¡IAT
lotal- Inhibition
Iüale Female

446
26 13

5L 34

2.o 3.It l-l- ? 20 4? o

1.1 t+J 14 8 41 40 -1
2,o 2,0 7 Io 34 Ig -1

PDI
Perceptual Defense
Fenale

1

a)

)

z

7

.B

-¿

-2

1

Ir.

¡oo



Sub je ct
Nunber

l_01

].02

LV)

104

ro5

106

L07

108

l_09

110

111

TI2

PGT
Pre

ll{ale Femal-e

2,o 3,4
2,o 2.o

1.1 2,0

2.0 2,o

2.o 4.3

P oét
lvlaLg Femal-e

2,o 3,t+

2,o 2,0

2,0 2,0

2,o 2,o

2,o 2,a

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

TABLE A (Cont.)

The ï,ow Sex Guilt, T,ow Need for Approval, Social- Approval Group

3,4 5,3 3.4 4.3 ? ? r+6 58

5.9 4,3 2,o 2,0 B B 6z 60

2,o 5.3 2,o 5,9 9 8 59 68

2.o 2,o 7.8 2.o 10 ? ?r 3I
4,3 2.o 3.4 2.0 11 ? ?5 2

2.o 2,o 2,o Z,o l_0 7 45 29

5.3 5.3 5,3 4.8 11 B 33 29

flt¡ù

Illale Female

7?
77
79
810

1l_ 11

WAT
rotal. tnnr_ þLt]-0n
Mal-e Female

< l ?o

36 25

29 l_0

37 23

46 18

PDI
Perceptual Defense
Femal-e

I

2

1

1

Lt

)

0

3

2

2

0

B ¡\)o



Sub ject
@_

113

114

rt5
116

IT7

1l-B

119

120

PGT
Pre

Ma]-e Femal-e

4.3 4.3

2,0 3,4

2,o 2,o

4.3 2,0

3.4 4,3

2,o 2.0

2.o 2.o

t+ J 2.0

Post
Male Femal-e

2.o 3.4
2.0 ]-.f
2.0 5,3

4.3 2,0

3.4 2.o

3,4 3,4

2,o 2.o

2,o 2,o

APPENDIX G (Cont.)

ÎABLE A (Cont.)

I'la1e

r)
I

7

a

9.8
o

2

17

1o

AES

Fema]-e

B

ô

12

t¡JAI
'x o'!aJ- l-nfl]- þ].'f r. on
Iliale FemaJe

58 6?

2t+ 4

19 10

422
38 40

39 r7

32 Ltz

38 t+?

7

B

7

B

B

PDL
Perceptual Defense
Fenale

B

L

4

-3

0

-)

4

0

¡\)o\^
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' j'PPENDIX G (cont' )

ÎÀBI,E B

Group Means and Standard Deviatíons of l4easures Derived from

the v¡ord Association Test (wÀT ) and the Perceptual Defense

List (PDL) for Experiments 1 (Fema]-es) anct 2 (Males) '

lfÀT
lota]-
InrlrÞr-lr-on

lTAT
FamiliaritY

rr¡ÀT

Number of
Às s oc iat i ons
to Double
Ent endres

PDL
Perceptual- PDl,
Defense CertaintY

HSG
T{NÀ

ùtr
S.A,

T.,NA
sc
SÀ

:-:2.L3(Lo.?2)a
$.60(r2,33)
r¿r.. 86 ( 15 . 36 )
t5.86 (L5.22)

26,l-3(].6.63)
23. B0 (18.19)

25.8? (t".3")
33,?3e3,36)

LB.B? (?.27)
L9.4o(5.36)

L9.93rc.40)
L9.93ß,86)

23.t+o(4.L5)
zz.t+o(6.?i-)

zt+. fi(Lþ.oo)
25.93Q.94)

52,oo (9.38)
5L.60(r?.82)

52.6t+(Lo. o+)
60. oo(14.61)

56.?3Í5,t+B)
¿r9.13(10.Bo)

5?.20(16.01)
6+.2o(t4,78)

-o.27&.r?)
L,60(r.72)

1.50(3.30)
o.50(3.03)

2,?3Q.BLt)
3,6? (3,7o)

0.87(3.58)
l_.60(3.60)

t.33&,06)
-o,93(r-;94)

-o.L+(2.98)
o . 5? (2 ,68)

-t.33(2.72)
-z,Lþo(3.3L)

0.13(3.50)
-o.6? (3.L8)

I,SG
HNA

SC
SÀ

INÀ
sc
SA

t{sG
HNÀ

sc
SA

TNÀ
sc
SÀ

I.'SG
HNÂ

sc
SA

INA
sc
s¡.

L2.B? (ttþ.32)
3I+,60(L6.59)

L? .8? {r2.?t)
46.3? (25.e9)

23.?3Q6.?6)
49,13e8.33)

33.93(1!..52)
45.?3(16.88)

lB.oo(?.95)
2Lþ,t3ß.98)

2L,2? (4.38)
25,4? (3.44)

22.8rc.66)
25.4? (6 .95)

25.2? (5.80)
26.?3e.74)

42,53O+.4o)
43.93 0,72)
4?.r3(l-L,7o)
5a,+o(]-5.65)

49.00(13.14)
54.1-3(10.93)

50.8? (]-2,57)
5t+,60(L2.27)

a M""ns are pri_nted first with standard deviations in parentheses.


